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DRAFT CONTENTS OF:
PART 8 BUILDING SERVICES
SECTION 6 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION ENABLED INSTALLATIONS
1. SCOPE:
This document covers the basic design and integration requirements for Telecommunication spaces within a
building/buildings along with their cabling infrastructure, their pathway components and passive
connectivity hardware.
It provides expert guidance's on areas of ICT administration, maintenance, test & troubleshooting &
workplace safety which includes traditional building communication technologies such as Audio video (AV),
Building Automation systems (BAS), Electronic safety & security (ESS) that use the common ICT building
infrastructure.
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2. TERMINOLOGY:
For the purpose of this part the following definitions will apply:
2.1 Telecommunication Spaces
Telecommunications spaces are the rooms and areas where telecommunications cabling systems are terminated, cross
connected, and interconnected to installed telecommunications equipment. various examples of these based on the
function and area are
 Equipment Room (ER)
 Telecommunications Room (TR)
 Entrance Facilities (EF)
 Telecommunication Enclosures (TE)

2.2 ICT communication media & connecting hardware
It consists of cables, equipment cords, patch cords, and connecting hardware components. All balanced twisted-pair,
optical fiber, coaxial cabling & wireless systems are made up of such components. These cabling components and
resulting cabling systems are used in outside plant (OSP) and premises cabling (also known as inside plant [ISP])
environments of the Building ICT infrastructure

2.3 Backbone Cabling media distribution & building pathways
A backbone distribution system is the part of a building premises ICT distribution system that provides connection
between telecommunications spaces. It typically provides building connections between floors in multistory buildings as
well as campus connections in multibuilding environments.

2.4 Horizontal Cabling media distribution & building pathways
A horizontal distribution system consists of the horizontal cabling in the building, the horizontal pathways supporting the
horizontal cabling, and the telecommunications spaces that support the horizontal pathways. The use of the term
horizontal in the name of the element does not require that the elements be placed or installed parallel to the ground or
floor.
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3. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ICT SPACES & CONNECTING HARDWARE
3.1 Telecommunication Spaces
Introduction
The scope of this Section is the design and construction of ICTs spaces required for communication related purposes.
All considerations that apply to TRs, ERs, and EFs are grouped under the heading ICTs Spaces Considerations. Any
considerations that apply to specific spaces are grouped under the subheading for that specific ICTs space.
NOTE: Approximate metric measurements with corresponding imperial conversions within this Section are denoted with
the approximate symbol (≈) at the beginning of the metric measurements. Exact metric measurements with
corresponding imperial conversions will not have this approximate symbol.

ICTs Spaces Considerations
Accessibility
• ICTs spaces that are intended to serve multiple clients should be located in common spaces that should be accessible
through a common corridor or outside door.
• Security concerns for some tenants who may not wish to share access to their network equipment.
Entry to any locked ICTs space shall be available through the owner’s maintenance personnel, building management, or a
common key/access control credential.
Authorization shall be provided to each tenant.
Acoustic Noise Levels
Acoustic noise levels in ICTs spaces should be kept to a minimum by locating noise-generating equipment (e.g.,
photocopy equipment, high-speed printers, Mechanical equipment) outside the ICTs spaces.
Administration
The ICT distribution designer should:
•
•

Provide all pertinent documentation on administration to on-site personnel representing the building owner or
agent when the installation is completed.
Ensure that all ICTs spaces have appropriate signs to identify the space and are included within the security plan
of the building.

Cable Separation
ICTs cables should be separated from possible sources of electromagnetic interference (EMI) and from possible radio
frequency interference (RFI). For safety purposes, power cables should be separated from ICTs cables.
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Ceilings
The general requirements for ceilings in ICTs spaces include the following:
•
•
•
•

The minimum ceiling height should be ≈2.4 meters (m [8 feet (ft)]) above finished floor (AFF). Consideration
should be given to having a ≈3 m (10 ft) height.
Alterations of structural steel or structural concrete require the approval of a structural engineer.
If Suspended ceilings are provided, necessary rodent protection may be provided.
The ceiling finish should minimize dust and be light colored to enhance the room lighting.

For ceiling clearances, please see Annexure-A
Conduits, Trays, Slots, Sleeves, and Ducts
If possible, sleeves, slots, or conduits should be located such that cable terminations on the wall can be performed from
left to right. Trays and conduits located within the ceiling should protrude into the room a distance of ≈25 mm (1 in) to
≈50 mm (2 in) without a bend and above ≈2.4 m (8 ft) high.
NOTE: The location of structural elements shall be identified prior to locating penetrations.
Slot/sleeve systems should be located in places where pulling and termination will be easy to achieve.
Bend radius requirements and service loop guidelines should be considered.
Sleeves and slots shall not be left open after cable installation. All sleeves and slots should be firestopped in accordance
with the authority having jurisdiction (AHJ) and project requirements.
The size and number of conduits ICT or sleeves used for backbone pathways depend on the usable floor space served by
the backbone distribution system. However, at least four 103 mm (4 trade size) sleeves are recommended to serve a TR,
ER, or EF.
Multiple ICTs spaces on the same floor shall be interconnected with a minimum of one 78 mm (3 trade size) conduit or a
pathway that provides equivalent capacity.
Doors
The following guidelines should be used when installing doors in ICTs spaces:
•

Doorways that are planned for use during equipment delivery should have fully opening (e.g., to 180 degrees if
local building codes permit), lockable doors that are at least ≈0.91 m (3 ft) wide and ≈1.98 m (6.5 ft) high. Since
large equipment is often located in the ER, a double door (e.g., ≈1.83 m [6 ft] wide by ≈2.3 m [7.5 ft] high) is
recommended.

NOTE: Doors that open outward provide additional usable space and reduce constraints on ICTs spaces layout but are
sometimes prohibited by building codes. Please check local regulations before design finalisation.

•
•
•

Doors should also have the same fire rating as the walls in the room if the Telecom Spaces is to be firestopped.
Access to the ICTs space should not be constrained when completed.
Access should allow for future equipment changes.
Avoid multiple entrances from areas of the building that may compromise security or provide access to
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unauthorized personnel. Additional doors that are not intended for equipment delivery should have lockable
door hardware sets that meet building code requirements.
NOTE: Doorsills are not recommended because they impede the movement of equipment. Removable center posts are
permitted, if required. Doors should be installed to either slide side-to-side or be removable.
Dust and Static Electricity
Dust and static electricity should be avoided by:
•
•
•

Installing antistatic floor tile or grounded floor tiles and mats bonded to ground using manufacturerrecommended hardware. If carpet is installed, it should be antistatic.
Placing active printers outside of ICTs spaces.
Treating floors, walls, and ceiling to minimize dust.

NOTE: The building contractor should be consulted for recommendations on preferred treatments, paints, or other
coatings that may be applied to minimize dust and static electricity.
Earthquake, Disaster, and Vibration Requirements
Structural reinforcement and extra environmental protection should be included in the design of ICTs spaces where
seismic construction regulations apply. A qualified professional engineer should be consulted where appropriate.
Electrical Power
ICTs spaces shall be equipped to provide adequate electrical power. Recommendations
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keeping in view the essential nature of ICT services, uninterrupted electrical power from reliable source
should be made available.
Separate duplex or quad convenience receptacles (e.g., for tools, field test instruments):
Providing an uninterruptable power supply (UPS) from a local or central UPS where available.
Considerations for redundant power systems and power quality.
Providing emergency power with automatic switchover capability to the ICTs space.
Installing a dedicated power panel to serve the ICTs space.
Separating distribution panels that serve ICTs equipment from those that serve lighting.

Environmental Control
HVAC should:
•
•

Maintain a positive pressure with a minimum of one air change per hour in the ICTs space. More stringent
requirements may apply based on the equipment needs in the ICTs space.
Maintain a temperature and humidity level as recommended by manufacturer of the equipment present and
Indian Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc. (ISHRAE). If HVAC parameters are
exceeded, an alarm should result.

Fire Protection
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The recommendations for fire protection include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Considering emergency exit routes and adhering to applicable codes.
Using qualified personnel to install approved firestop systems.
Installing wire cages to prevent accidental operation of sprinkler heads.
Installing drainage troughs and positioning sprinkler heads for wet pipe systems to protect equipment from any
leakage that may occur.
Using clean agent fire suppression systems.
Providing a system that signals authorities or monitoring services.

NOTE: For further information see Section 4.2: Firestopping
Flood Prevention
ICTs spaces should be located above any threat of flooding.
When locating ICTs spaces where a threat of flooding is unavoidable, design rack elevations so that active equipment
and ICTs components are as high off the floor as possible.
Locations that are below or adjacent to areas of potential water hazard (e.g., restrooms, kitchens) should be avoided.
Liquid carrying pipes (e.g., water, waste, steam) shall not be routed through, above, or in the walls encompassing the
ICTs space.
Floor Loading
When considering floor loading, the ICT distribution designer shall:
•
•

Check with the building architect for actual floor-loading rating.
Obtain the services of a qualified structural engineer if rated floor loading is less than the actual determined
requirement.

Bonding and Grounding (Earthing)
All equipment and cable shields shall be properly bonded to the space’s ICTs bonding and grounding (earthing)
infrastructure.
NOTE: See Section 4.1: Telecommunications Bonding and Grounding (Earthing) for detailed grounding requirements.
Lighting
Considerations for lighting in ICTs spaces include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Locating light switches near the entrance(s) to the ICTs space.
Dimmers and vacancy sensors are not recommended.
Coordinating the lighting layout with the equipment layout (especially overhead cable trays) to ensure that
lighting is not obstructed.
Providing electrical power for the lighting which should not come from the same circuits ICT as the ICTs
equipment.
Placing at least one light or set of lights on normal power and one light or set of lights on emergency power.
Using a light-colored finish on walls, floors, and cabinets to enhance room lighting.
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•
•
•

Providing a minimum equivalent of ≈538 lux (50 foot-candles) at the point of cable termination.
Locating light fixtures a minimum of ≈2.6 m (8.5 ft) AFF when possible and coordinating closely with the rack,
cabinet, or enclosure placements.
Using emergency lighting as required by applicable codes.

Location
All ICTs spaces should be located in areas that are best suited to serve the occupants of a floor or building. The
following should be observed when locating the spaces:
•
•
•

•

ICTs spaces in multi-floor buildings should be aligned vertically.
ICTs spaces built using one or more load-bearing walls.
ICTs spaces should be located in areas that are dedicated to ICTs use. Equipment that is not related to the
support of ICTs spaces (e.g., piping, duct work, distribution of building power) should not be located in or pass
through a ICTs space.
ICTs spaces shall not be shared with building or custodial services. For example, sinks and cleaning materials
(e.g., mops, buckets, Solvents) shall not be located or stored in a ICTs space.

Racks, Cabinets, or Enclosures
Racks, cabinets, or enclosures are recommended to have a height of ≈2.1 m (7 ft), In rooms with limited floor space, the
use of taller equipment racks, cabinets, or enclosures should be considered.
When additional width is recommended or required for special equipment (e.g., dual vertically positioned tower-type
server shelves), racks, cabinets, or enclosures that have a width of ≈584 mm (23 in) should be considered.
Cabinets and enclosures should have self-contained or integrated vertical cable management. In addition to vertical
cable management, horizontal cable management panels may be utilized to manage the patch cords between the patch
panel and the equipment. The ratio of one rack unit (RU) patch panel to one RU horizontal cable manager plus one
additional RU cable manager is recommended.
Wall Linings
Wall linings should:
•
•
•

Be fire-resistant as required by the applicable AHJ codes and regulations.
Be light in color to reflect light.
Have at least two walls lined with AC grade or better, void-free plywood, ≈2.4 m (8 ft) high with a minimum
thickness of ≈19 mm (0.75 in). To reduce warping, plywood should be kiln-dried to maximum moisture content
of 15 percent.

Mount plywood ≈200 mm (8 in) AFF to avoid damaging the plywood.
NOTES: Plywood should be void-free and painted on all sides and within cutout areas with at least two coats of fireretardant light-colored paint. Fire-resistant plywood may be required in some facilities. Plywood covered with drywall
should be avoided if possible.
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3.1.1 Equipment Room (ER)
Overview
An ER is an environmentally controlled centralized space for ICTs equipment that usually houses a main or intermediate
cross-connect.
ERs differ from TRs in that ERs are generally considered to serve a building, campus, tenant, or SP, whereas TRs serve a
floor area of a building. ERs may be connected to backbone pathways that run both within and between buildings.
Although an ER usually serves an entire building, many building designs use more than one ER in order to provide one or
more of the following:
•
•

Separate facilities for different types of equipment and services
Redundant facilities and disaster recovery strategies

In some cases, an ER may also:
•
•

Contain the EF (for campus backbone, APs, or both).
Serve as a TR.

Size and Spacing
A TE should serve an area not greater than ≈334 m2 (3600 ft2). Size the TE to accommodate immediate requirements
and foreseeable growth.
Space Allocation and Layout
Determining Size Based on Area Served
When the ICT distribution designer does not know what specific equipment will be used in an ER, the designer can use
the amount of floor space that the room will serve to determine the minimum size of the ER.
NOTES: If the usable floor space is unknown, deduct 20 percent of the total floor area to estimate the usable floor space.
An area of ≈9.3 m (100 ft) is an industry average used to calculate work areas. If work areas are smaller, the size of the
ER shall be increased accordingly.
If there are fewer than 200 work areas, the ER shall be no less than ≈15 m2 (160 ft2). For special-use buildings (e.g.,
hospitals, hotels), ER size requirements may vary.
Access Provider (AP) Space Requirements
If equipment or cable terminations that are owned or maintained by an AP shall be located in the ER, determine the
location and amount of space that is required. Include this AP space in the ER design.
Initial Assessment
The design and specifications for an ER shall be based on detailed information about the site, including:
•

Customer requirements.
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•
•
•
•

ICTs pathway locations.
AP and SP requirements.
Environment/facility conditions and resources.
Building requirements.

3.1.2 Telecommunications Room (TR)
A properly designed TR includes an HC (FD) that provides a floor-serving distribution facility for horizontal cabling.
ICTs Room (TR) Guidelines
Floor Space Served
There shall be at least one TR or ER per floor.
Multiple rooms are required if the cable length between the HC (FD) and the ICTs outlet location, including slack,
exceeds ≈90 m (295 ft). If the usable floor space to be served exceeds ≈929 m2 (10,000 ft2), consider additional TRs.
Size guidelines
Then the Interior Dimensions of the
If the Serving Area Is…
≈465 m2 (5000 ft2) or less
Larger than ≈465 m2 and less than or

Then the Interior Dimensions of the
Room Shall Be at Least…
≈3 m (10 ft) by ≈2.4 m (8 ft)
≈3 m (10 ft) by ≈2.74 m (9 ft)

equal to ≈743 m2 (>5000 ft2 to 8000 ft2)
Larger than ≈743 m2 and less than or
equal to ≈929 m2 (>8000 ft2 to 10,000 ft2)

≈3 m (10 ft) by ≈3.4 m (11 ft)

Ft = Foot m
= Meter
NOTE: The size of ≈3 m (10 ft) by ≈2.4 m (8 ft) is specified here to allow a center rack, cabinet, or enclosure
configuration.
Size Guidelines, continued
Smaller Buildings
In smaller buildings, less space is required to serve the ICTs distribution needs of the occupants Smaller
buildings
If the Building Is Smaller Than…
≈465 m2 (5000 ft2)

It May Be Served By…
Shallow rooms
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≈93 m2 (1000 ft2)

• Wall cabinets
• Self-contained cabinets.
• Enclosed cabinets.

Ft = Foot M
= Meter
For buildings where the usable floor space served is less than ≈465 m2 (5000 ft2), interior dimensions of:
•
•

Walk-in rooms shall be at least ≈1.3 m (4.5 ft) by ≈1.3 m (4.5 ft).
Shallow rooms shall be at least ≈0.6 m (2 ft) deep by ≈2.6 m (8.5 ft) wide.

NOTES: Installation of active equipment in shallow or walk-in rooms is not recommended because many types of
equipment require environmental controls and a depth of at least ≈1 m (3.28 ft).

3.1.3 Entrance Facilities (EF)………….. To be made more clear
In cases where the functions of the EF are combined with the functions of the ER in the same space, the room may house
equipment that is owned and maintained by APs (e.g., a network interface). In these cases, requirements specified by
the AP shall be considered when designing the AP ER.
If a separate AP space is required, it should be in or adjacent to the EF and may require a mesh partition or locked
cabinet. A space of at least ≈1.2 m by ≈1.83 m (4 ft by 6 ft) should be allocated for each AP.
Before designing an ER that will house equipment owned by an AP, the ICT distribution designer should obtain a written
list of the AP’s requirements. An Entrance Facility need not be an enclosed space if the Building size is less than 100000
sq feet and has no active equipments, however having an enclosed area is suggested at all occasions considering safety
requirements in current scenarios.

3.1.4 Telecommunication Enclosures (TE)
Overview
A TE is simply a case or housing for ICTs equipment, cable terminations, and cross-connect cabling for distribution of ICT
services on the floor.
The TE is dedicated to the ICTs function and related support facilities. The TE may contain access points for wireless
services. Although TEs serve much in the same capacity as that of a TR, a minimum of one TE must be located on each
floor.
Access
The TEs shall be accessible. Access to TEs should be controlled against unauthorized access (e.g., with a lock and key held
by the facility or property manager).
Door
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The TE door(s) may be hinged or removable. If the door is hinged, mount the enclosure so that the door swings open a
minimum of 90 degrees or otherwise provides unobstructed access to the inside of the enclosure.
Bonding and Grounding (Earthing)
If the enclosure consists of metallic components, the enclosure shall be bonded to the ICTs bonding and grounding
(earthing) infrastructure.
Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning (HVAC)
When active devices (e.g., heat-producing equipment) are present, OEM recommended temperature range should be
maintained by adequate arrangement for heat dissipation. Audible noise created by the equipment within the TE
should not adversely affect the productivity or satisfaction of nearby workers.
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3.2 ICT communication media & connecting hardware
Introduction
A cabling system consists of cables, equipment cords, patch cords, and connecting hardware components. All
balanced twisted-pair, optical fiber, and coaxial cabling systems are made up of such components. These cabling
components and resulting cabling systems are used in outside plant (OSP) and premises cabling (also known as inside
plant [ISP]) environments.
Although equipment cords and patch cords may be identical cable assemblies, the distinction between the two is
generally accepted:



Equipment cords attach directly to active equipment (e.g., network switch, computer).
Patch cords are used to cross-connect passive cabling infrastructure (e.g., patch panel to patch panel).

NOTE: Approximate metric measurements with corresponding imperial conversions within this Section are denoted
with the approximate symbol (≈) at the beginning of the metric measurements. Exact metric measurements with
corresponding imperial conversions will not have this approximate symbol.
Requirements
The information technology systems (ICT) distribution designer should carefully assess customer requirements before
selecting the style of cabling for a given project. Some of these customer requirements may include the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of user work areas and ICTs spaces used to serve the building occupants.
Number of ICTs outlets/connectors desired at each user work area.
Number and styles of user equipment (e.g., telephony, LAN, building automation).
Cabling system transmission performance expectations.
Backbone distances involved in the building or campus design.
Future growth expectations (e.g., 15 to 20 percent recommended minimum growth factor).
Environmental conditions that may influence the selection of cabling components.

Selecting the appropriate style of cabling is critical to the success of a design. If customer requirements cannot be
determined, a survey should be conducted.

3.2.1 Copper Twisted Pair
Copper Twisted Pair cable (Please refer Annexure-B)

3.2.2 Optical Fiber
Overview
Optical fiber cables are used in backbone and horizontal cabling applications. When an all dielectric construction is
desirable, optical fiber cable offers characteristics that can make them the media of choice. Transmission of
information through optical fiber cables is not degraded by crosstalk, ambient noise, lightning, and most EMI
problems. However, like balanced twisted-pair cables, attenuation (loss of signal) and environmental considerations
are of concern for optical fiber cabling systems.
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(For further details, please refer Annexure-C)

3.2.3 Coaxial
Overview
The predominant coaxial cables are Series-6, Series-11, and radio grade (RG) 59. These coaxial cables have a
characteristic impedance of 75 ohms. While the termination procedures may be similar, special attention must be
paid to the manufacturer’s specific instructions for termination and connectors.
Typical Application
Coaxial cable is used for computer networks, CATV, and video systems. Historically, coaxial cable was designated as
RG cable. Coaxial cables used in broadband applications are now referred to as Series-X cables. The X designates the
construction of the cable with such factors as the:
•
•
•
•
•

Center conductor diameter.
Center conductor being solid or stranded.
Dielectric composition.
Outer braid’s percent of coverage.
Impedance.

An ICT distribution designer should consider the following factors when designing a broadband distribution system:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amplifier link budgets
Amplifier cascade limitations
Environmental factors
Drop length
Minimum levels of the signal to the house
Price

With the information provided, an ICT distribution designer should be able to decide the types and sizes of cable
that will work best with the network.
Classification of Cables By Fire Safety Properties
The ICTs cable sheaths for indoor applications shall be provided with regard to the fire safety requirements of the
environment of where they are being installed and matching with Fire safety properties of Electrical cables.
The fire safety specifications shall be classified according to the various regional applicable standards in addition to
the applicable international standards.
Fire Safety Standard

Region

IEC 332 series

(International standard)

3.2.4 Wireless
Introduction
The wireless coverage area radius is impacted by a number of factors including:
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Building materials (concrete, sheetrock, wood, steel, etc.)
Building configuration (closed, semi-closed, or open space)
Building furnishings (cabinets, partitions, furniture, etc.)
These factors are to be taken into account by ICT designers & equipment and WLAN system vendors when using the
site survey approach. These areas are outside the pre-cabled grid approach of this requirements document.
The purpose of this section is to serve as a design guide to be applied by the ICT designers / customers to size
appropriately the cells and the cabling infrastructure needed for wireless coverage. it is recommended that a cell be
in the shape of a square. The TO will be placed at the center of this square, and will have a patch cord extending from
it to the wireless access point. The maximum length of this patch cord is the radius of the circle that defines the
square cell

Wireless LAN (WLAN) Access Point (AP)
A wireless LAN (WLAN) access point (AP) is a network device located in areas of a building or campus and placed in
relatively close proximity to where users interact with their wireless enabled network devices. APs allow wireless
enabled devices (e.g., computer, printer) to connect to a wired network using Wi-Fi or related standards. AP network
devices are typically mounted on walls or ceilings with structured cabling that provides a physical connection to an HC
(FD).
(For further details, please refer Annexure-D)
WI-FI ACCESS POINTS WITH CENTRALIZED CONTROLLER:
Access point shall support 802.11 a/b/g/n (Technical capabilities to be elaborated…….) . If there are large nos. WAPs,
user may prefer Centralized Controller. Centralized controller can be H/W or S/W based and may be offered at each
site.
For further details on Centralized controller , Please refer Annexure-E.
WI-MAX/ DAS (Distributed Antenna Systems)
IDS/ IBS are signal distribution systems for strengthening the public mobile wireless signal inside the buildings or
installations. They require cable and passive antenna to be installed in corridors/ rooms, normally along the centre
line. The active equipments, wherever required can be installed in ER/TR/TE.

3.2.5 Classification of Cables by Fire properties
Please refer Annexure-F.

3.2.6 Connectors and Connecting hardware
Please refer Annexure-G.
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3.3 Backbone Cabling media distribution & building pathways
Introduction
A backbone distribution system is the part of a premises distribution system that provides connection between ICTs
spaces.
A backbone distribution system typically provides:
•
•

Building connections between floors in multistory buildings.
Campus connections in multibuilding environments.

3.3.1 Backbone Topologies
Building Backbones
Overview
The design of a building backbone between the building cross-connect (main or intermediate) and the HC (FD) is usually
straightforward.
The two primary options are the:
•
•

Star, where the HC (FD) is connected directly to the MC (CD).
Hierarchical star, where some or all of the HCs (FDs) are connected to an IC (BD), which in turn, is connected to
the MC (CD).

The best design is the star design between the MCs (CDs) building cross-connect and the HCs (FDs). However, in some
extremely large buildings (e.g., high-rises), a hierarchical star may be a consideration.
Examine trade-offs between different size cables and labor to determine a suitable costeffective solution. Applications
may influence the decision.
Avoid direct connections between HCs (FDs). Although this kind of pathway might be of value in providing a redundant
path, a user should design a link from HC (FD) to HC (FD) only in specific applications.

3.3.2 Inter/Intra Building Backbone Cable lengths
Subsystem
Backbone Lengths Up To:
Data Rates Up To:
Campus backbones (OM1 fiber)
≈2000 m (6562 ft)
155 Mb/s
Campus backbones (OM2 fiber)
≈550 m (1804 ft)
1 Gb/s
Building backbones (OM2 fiber)
≈300 m (984 ft)
1 Gb/s
Building backbones (OM3 fiber)
≈300 m (984 ft)/≈100 m (328 ft)
10 Gb/s/100 Gb/s
Campus/building backbones (OM4 fiber) ≈550 m (1804 ft)/≈150 m (492 ft)
10 Gb/s/100 Gb/s
Campus/building backbones (OS1 fiber) ≈10,000 m (32,808 ft)
100 Gb/s
Campus/building backbones (OS2 fiber) ≈10,000 m (32,808 ft)
100 Gb/s
As a general guideline in premises applications for backbone cabling, optical fiber is recommended to support multiple
applications with the lengths and data rates as shown in Table above
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Length and data rates for choosing optical fiber type
Often, a backbone comprised of both multimode and singlemode optical fiber is recommended to satisfy present and
future needs in the backbone. In addition to the same Fiber Loss budget design shall be required to be performed by
Optical fiber ICT designers for performance conformity.
Always follow the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) electronic equipment specifications for optical fiber core size
when designing an optical fiber ICTs system.
Contact the OEM if:
•
•

Specifications vary from the 62.5/125 μm or 50/125 μm multimode standard.
The optical fiber is used for a unique application.

3.3.3 Backbone Building pathways
Vertically Aligned ICTs Rooms (TRs)
Vertically aligned TRs with connecting sleeves or slots are the most common type of backbone pathway. They are
desirable because the architect can stack them with other mechanical spaces, and they make distribution of ICTs cables
more efficient because of shorter conduits ICT, bonding, and cabling runs.

Conduits, Trays, Slots, Sleeves, and Ducts
Conduit Sizing
The metric designators and trade size references listed below are for identification purposes only and are not intended
to represent actual dimensions. Table shows the most common sizes of conduits ICT and their designations along with
vernacular (where applicable) used in the industry.
Common conduit sizes with vernacular
Metric Designator
16 mm
21 mm
27 mm
35 mm
41 mm
53 mm
63 mm
78 mm
91 mm
103 mm
129 mm
155 mm

In = Inch

Vernacular
–
20
25
–
40
50
–
75
–
100
–
–

Mm = Millimeter

Trade Size
1/2
3/4
1
1-1/4
1-1/2
2
2-1/2
3
3-1/2
4
5
6

Vernacular
1/2 in
3/4 in
1 in
1-1/4 in
1-1/2 in
2 in
2-1/2 in
3 in
3-1/2 in
4 in
5 in
6 in
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Position cable sleeves or slots adjacent to a wall on which the backbone cables can be supported. Sleeves or slots must
not obstruct wall-terminating space (i.e., they should not be directly above or below the wall space that is to be used for
termination fields).
Construct all:
•
•
•

Slots and sleeves to conform to appropriate codes and standards.
Slots with a minimum ≈25 mm (1 in) high curb.
Sleeves to extend a minimum of ≈25 mm (1 in) above the floor level and a maximum of ≈77 mm (3 in) above the
floor level. Sleeves should be located a minimum of ≈25 mm (1 in) from the wall or between adjacent sleeves to
provide room for bushings, but not so far from the wall that it would be a tripping hazard or create too great a
cable span from the sleeve to the backboard/tray.

NOTE: Ensure that proper firestop is maintained at all times

Sleeve Quantity and Configuration
Use four 103 metric designator (4 trade size) sleeves at a minimum from floor to floor as a starting point to provide
services. From that base of four sleeves, use one additional 103 metric designator (4 trade size) sleeve for each ≈3716
m² (40,000 ft²) of useable floor space served (e.g., from 1 to 40,000 ft2 would require 4 plus 1, and 40,001 to 80,000 ft2
would require 4 plus 2).

Slot Quantity and Configuration
Slots are typically located flush against the wall within a space and should be designed at a depth (the dimension
perpendicular to the wall) of ≈152–610 mm (6–24 in), giving preference to narrower depths wherever possible.
The size of the pathway using slots should be one slot sized at ≈0.04 m2 (60 in2) for up to ≈3716 m2 (40,000 ft2) of usable
floor space served by that backbone distribution system. The slot area should be increased by ≈0.008 m2 (12 in2) with
each ≈3716 m2 (40,000 ft2) increase in usable floor space served by that backbone.
Open Cable Shafts
Open cable shafts are used when available and where large quantities of cables are required on a floor that is distant
from the main ER.
Elevator Shafts
Do not locate backbone cable pathways in elevator shafts.
Enclosed Metallic Raceways or Conduits
Enclosed metallic raceways or conduits are also used as vertical and horizontal cable pathways.
•

Should be bonded to form a common bonding network.
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Cable Trays
A cable tray can be used as a vertical cable pathway within shafts or as part of the pathway between
vertically aligned TRs. A cable tray can be open or covered and provides a means for attaching vertical cable
runs to the cable tray members.
Miscellaneous
Support Facilities
Necessary
Consultations
A backbone distribution system ICT distribution designer must check with the:
•
•

Cable manufacturer for sheath strength characteristics, the maximum vertical rise distance of the
cable, and any specific installation guidelines.
Building’s licensed structural engineer for

information about: Cable that is improperly supported
can cause:
•
•
•

Slippage between the cable core and the sheath.
Stretching of copper conductors.
Broken cable, which can then fall through the pathway and damage other cables and
equipment or possibly result in personal injury.

Where large, heavy, balanced twisted-pair backbone cables are used (e.g., 1200-pair copper), clamp the
cable to a support strand suspended between the highest floor of the building and the basement. Steel
strands used for supporting riser cables are available in various sizes ranging from ≈6.3 mm (0.25 in) to ≈22
mm (0.87 in). Insert cable ties (usually
≈1.25 mm [0.05 in] steel) to secure backbone cable through the layers of the strand before overall strand
tensioning. Place the ties ≈1 m (3.28 ft) apart with a minimum of three ties per floor.
WARNING: Vertical cable weight must be safely secured and managed during installation to protect
personnel from injury and prevent damage to the cable and other equipment in the vicinity of the
installation
Bonding and
Grounding (Earthing)
Overview
Design a method for bonding the appropriate metallic member of backbone cable to the floor’s approved
bonding plane. Check with the cable manufacturer for suitable cable connections.

3.3.4 Ethernet in the First Mile (EFM)
Overview
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Ethernet in the first mile (EFM), also known as Ethernet to the last mile, describes the access network from
the access point to the subscriber’s premise.
The first mile is the critical connection between business and residential users and the public network.
Customer demand for Internet services has generated a proliferation of new types of subscriber access
networks and their underlying technologies. The challenge for EFM is to enable effective Ethernet network
designs for subscriber access networks that can deliver quantifiable enhancements to current offerings at a
reasonable cost, including both capital and operating expenses.
Please refer Annexure-H for Summary of Ethernet in the first mile physical layer signaling systems

3.4 Horizontal Cabling media distribution & building pathways
Introduction
A horizontal distribution system consists of the horizontal cabling, the horizontal pathways supporting
the horizontal cabling, and the ICTs spaces that support the horizontal pathways. Section 1 of this
Section covers horizontal cabling while Section 2 covers horizontal pathways and their related spaces.
As horizontal distribution systems, cabling, and pathways often change direction, elevation, or physical
orientation to accommodate obstructions, barriers, and other building systems, the use of the term
horizontal in the name of the element does not require that the elements be placed or installed parallel to
the ground or floor.
NOTE: Approximate metric measurements with corresponding imperial conversions within this Section are
denoted with the approximate symbol (≈) at the beginning of the metric measurements. Exact metric
measurements with corresponding imperial conversions will not have this approximate symbol.

3.4.1 Horizontal Cabling Systems
A horizontal cabling system may be as simple as the cabling necessary to support a small number of ICT
outlets for a small business to the cabling infrastructure required to support a floor of a hospital or an
airport terminal.
A horizontal cabling system may include the following elements:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Work area equipment cord
Work area connecting hardware:
– ICTs outlets/connectors
– Multiuser ICTs outlet assemblies (MUTOAs)
Wireless access point (WAP)
Horizontal distribution cables
Horizontal cross-connect (HC [floor distributor (FD)]) connecting hardware (e.g., wiring blocks, patch
panels)
Jumpers and patch cords used to configure horizontal cabling connections at the HC (FD)

• Equipment cords at the HC (FD) typically located in the equipment room (ER) ICTs room (TR), or ICTs
enclosure (TE)
• Additional elements (connectors that may be installed between the ICTs outlet and the HC [FD]):
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– Transition point (TP)
– Consolidation point (CP)
Horizontal Pathways
Horizontal pathways are used for distributing, supporting, and providing access to horizontal cabling and ICT
associated connecting hardware between the ICTs outlets/ connectors and the HC (FD), typically located in
the ER, TR, or TE. Horizontal cabling are the contents contained within horizontal pathways.
Pathway system implementation involves the cabling pathways (e.g., cable tray) and the locations of related
ICTs spaces (e.g., pull boxes) that provide access to cabling and connecting hardware.
Horizontal pathways are of one of two general types:
• Continuous pathways (e.g., conduit, cable tray, cable matting) used for containment of ICTs cabling.
• Noncontinuous pathways (e.g., the space between cable supports [e.g., J-hooks]) through
which cables are placed between physical supports or containment components.
Elements such as pull boxes or splice boxes, which are used with some pathway systems, are actually
considered ICTs spaces that provide access to horizontal cabling and ICT connecting hardware.
Generally, cabling system choices should not dictate cabling pathway choices. The goal of a pathway
component is to accommodate all standards-compliant cabling and the potential need for change during the
life cycle of the cabling system and building.
Additionally, as cabling system renovations (e.g., moves, adds, and changes [MACs]) are a common
occurrence within horizontal distribution, anything that can be done at the design stage to reduce the unit
change time and cost (e.g., materials, labor, occupant disruption) may significantly reduce the overall life
cycle maintenance and operational costs of a horizontal distribution system.
Therefore, the information technology systems (ICT) distribution designer should focus first on the pathway
systems design and then on the cabling systems design. This strategy helps to ensure a robust pathway
system that supports the cabling installation over the facility’s life cycle.
General Design Considerations, continued
Therefore, the ICT distribution designer should ensure that the horizontal distribution system’s design:
•
•
•
•
•

Allows for the accommodation of change over the facility’s life cycle with the goal of
reducing long-term maintenance and operational costs.
Utilizes standardized cabling, components, and systems.
Includes appropriate pathway and cabling components to accommodate ease of access and a
variety of user specified technology applications.
Meet or exceeds all codes, standards, regulations, and authority having jurisdiction (AHJ) rulings.
Meets the requirements and utilizes any applicable standards or recommendations in this
Section that do not conflict with applicable codes or regulations.

The horizontal cabling system should be designed in order to support various ICTs applications, including:
•

Voice services.
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•
•
•

Data services.
Audio and video services.
Building signaling systems (e.g., building automation systems [BAS], fire, security). As horizontal
cabling is often less accessible than backbone cabling, making changes can become time intensive or
expensive. As frequently accessing or changing the horizontal cabling leads to disruption to
occupants, the choice and layout of horizontal cabling types are important to the design of the
building structured cabling system.

Therefore, horizontal cabling should be planned to satisfy today’s ICTs needs and reduce ongoing
maintenance and relocation as well as accommodate future user applications and active equipment and
service changes.
Topology
Horizontal cabling shall be installed in a physical star topology. Each ICTs outlet/connector shall be cabled
directly to an HC (FD) in the appropriate ICTs space.
Three exceptions to this practice are when:
•
•
•

A CP or MUTOA is used to connect to open office cabling.
A TP is required to connect to undercarpet cabling.
Centralized optical fiber cabling is implemented from main cross-connect (MC [campus distributor
(CD)]) to the work area(s).

Some applications may utilize a bus, ring, or tree topology, which can be implemented within a physical star
topology.
Configuration
In determining the horizontal cabling system configuration, it is assumed that the typical ICTs applications in
commercial buildings are voice and data transmission applications. Thus, the minimum configuration is the
configuration consisting of two ICTs outlets/connectors in the work area—one for telephony and the other
for data. It is recommended that the system be planned with a margin exceeding this minimum
requirement.
If the optical fiber outlet is used in the horizontal cabling system work area configuration, two balanced
twisted-pair ICTs outlets/connectors should also be installed rather than one since typical ICTs cabling work
areas currently require both voice and data transmission, which are usually implemented over balanced
twisted-pairs. Thus, the work area configuration made up of only two ICTs outlets/connectors, one of which
is optical fiber, may not allow all user requirements for ICTs services to be effectively met.
Transmission Channel
Within horizontal cabling, the transmission channel is the end-to-end transmission path between two
points at which application-specific equipment is connected. This channel is composed of:
• The permanent link cabling.
• Required patch, equipment, and interconnection cords.
• The connection points.
Permanent Link
Within the channel, the permanent link extends from the HC (FD) to the ICTs outlet/connector. Within the
permanent link, no more than three connection points (i.e., connecting hardware) are allowed. As the HC
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(FD) and ICTs outlet/ connector are each a required connection, this allows no more than one CP to be
placed in the permanent link
Application-Specific Components
Some applications or services require specific components (e.g., baluns intended for impedance matching,
devices used for splitting 4-pair cabling into two more separate physical lines).
Application-specific devices shall not be used as part of the horizontal cabling system, and, in the case of this
application, they shall be kept external to the ICTs outlet/ connector and HC (FD).
Keeping such application-specific components external to the horizontal cabling system will facilitate the
use of the cabling for generic network and service requirements.
Transition Points
Undercarpet ICTs cabling (UTC) is flat, low-profile cabling designed to be installed directly on the surface of
a floor and covered with carpet or tiles. In some cases, UTC is implemented as a part of a zone distribution
system where cabling runs are restricted to a limited area and serviced by one or more TPs (used to
accommodate the transition from round [distribution] to flat [UTC] cable types) within or along the
perimeter of the area served.
Although some standards define UTC with TPs as elements of horizontal cabling, this technology is not
recommended in ICTs cabling because of a number of negative aspects related to performance.
UTC may be used as a part of the horizontal distribution system when other distribution systems are not
feasible. UTC, under limited circumstances, is deployed in the WA to provide connectivity of WA devices to
the horizontal cabling.
These UTC systems are composed of two main components—the UTC cabling and the TP where the UTC
cabling connects (transitions) to the horizontal cabling. TPs are located in permanent spots such as building
columns, permanent walls, and flush floor boxes. UTC connecting hardware and cabling may not be
compatible with high-performance balanced twisted-pair cabling.
Bridged Taps
A bridged tap is a method that was widely used in the past to divide one physical communications line into
several cabling paths to support multiple analog subscriber devices.
A bridge tap has little effect on pure analog transmissions, such as traditional voice services, but can
adversely affect digital signals, including potential signal power loss, disruption, and corruption.
Because of the significant risk of decreased performance, bridge taps are not allowed in any balanced
twisted-pair cabling system (including inside plant [ISP] and outside plant [OSP]).
If a bridge tap is required to support an analog signal in a specific work area, it should be by use of an
adapter placed external to the permanent link work area connector (outlet).
Splices
In general, splicing is not permitted within the horizontal cabling system. The only permitted exception is
with the use of optical fiber cabling when joining the optical fiber cabling to single-ended cords (i.e.,
pigtails) to accomplish connection to connecting hardware in the HC (FD) and ICTs outlet/connector. When
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used in this manner, there shall be no more than two splices in the individual horizontal cabling channel.
Horizontal
Cabling
Media
Allowed
Media Types
The following types of transmission media are allowed in the horizontal cabling system:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Category 5e, 6, 6A, 7, and higher four-pair 100-ohm balanced twisted-pair cables and
corresponding connecting hardware
OM1 (62.5/125-μm) optical fiber multimode cables and corresponding connecting hardware
OM2 (50/125-μm) optical fiber multimode cables and corresponding connecting hardware
OM3 (50/125-μm) optical fiber multimode cables and corresponding connecting hardware
OM4 (50/125-μm) optical fiber multimode cables and corresponding connecting hardware
OS1 (8-10/125-μm) optical fiber singlemode cables and corresponding connecting hardware
OS2 (8-10/125-μm) optical fiber singlemode cables and corresponding connecting hardware

Distances
Cabling segment lengths are defined based on the physical length of the cable jacket.
Within the permanent link, the maximum cable length shall be no more than ≈90 meters (m [295 feet (ft)])
regardless of
the type of transmission media used.
Within the channel, the total length of cabling shall not exceed ≈100 m (328 ft). In addition, the total
combined length of flexible cabling (e.g., equipment cords, patch cords) within the channel shall not exceed
≈10 m (33 ft) except when longer work area equipment cords are permitted in conjunction with a MUTOA.
When utilizing balanced twisted-pair cabling, in addition to the requirements above, an individual balanced
twisted-pair cord used within the channel but not within the permanent link shall be no longer than:
•
•

≈5 m (16.5 ft) for 24 American wire gauge (AWG) [0.51 mm (0.020 in)] cords.
≈3.96 m (13 ft) for 26 AWG [0.41 mm (0.016 in)] cords.

3.4.2 Work areas & Open office cabling
Overview
The work area includes those spaces in a building where occupants normally work and interact with their
ICTs equipment. While work areas have traditionally been fixed, discrete locations, open office cabling
design practices have introduced flexible layouts to support collaborative work by small teams. Such spaces
are often rearranged to meet changing requirements of group work. Many other open office work situations
also require frequent reconfiguration. An interconnection in the horizontal cabling allows open office spaces
to be reconfigured frequently without disturbing horizontal system cabling runs.
Work area equipment that may require access to the horizontal cabling includes:
•
•
•

Telephones.
Networking equipment.
Fax machines.
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•
•
•

Computers.
Network peripherals.
Any device plugged into a ICTs outlet/connector that is located within the work area.

To accommodate equipment in the work area, the following components are typically used as needed:
•
•
•
•

ICTs outlet/connector.
Work area equipment cords.
MUTOAs and CPs.
WAPs.

NOTE: The key elements of open office cabling are the MUTOA and CP.
It is important to properly design the work area ICTs cabling or wireless system to accommodate the needs
of both the occupants and the equipment that occupants use.
NOTE: See BICSI’s Information Technology Systems Installation Methods Manual for details relating to
cabling installation.
ICTs Outlet/Connector
The term ICTs outlet/connector describes a connecting device (e.g., balanced twisted-pair outlet, optical
fiber connector/adapter) in the work area on which horizontal cabling terminates. This term should not be
confused with the term ICTs outlet box, which describes A housing used to hold ICTs outlets/connectors.
NOTE: A high density of ICTs outlets/connectors will enhance the ability of the cabling system to
accommodate changes.
Balanced Twisted-Pair ICTs Outlet/Connector
With few exceptions, balanced twisted-pair cabling standards require each 4-pair cable to be terminated to
an 8P8C- type modular connector at the work area.
Most cabling standards simply specify the pairing of pins without actually assigning color designations. The
two common
pin pairings are T568A and T568B. The pin/pair assignments for these connectors are shown in Figure
below

These assignments are compatible with all known ICTs applications intended to operate over 100-ohm
balanced twisted- pair cabling.
Figure above shows two pin/pair assignment options from different standards. These illustrations depict
the front view of the ICTs 8P8C plug connector. The colors shown are associated with the horizontal
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distribution cabling.
ICTs Outlet/Connector,
continued Optical Fiber
ICTs Outlet/Connector
There are many optical fiber connector/adapter types that satisfy the mechanical and transmission
performance specifications of cabling standards. The ICT distribution designer may consider any of these
optical fiber connector/adapters. Three of the most common multimode and singlemode optical fiber
connectors used are:
•
•
•

Subscriber connector (SC)
Straight terminus (ST)
Latching connector (LC)

ICTs Outlet Box Location Considerations
The following guidelines for planning the location of ICTs outlets in the work area should be considered:
•

•

Each work area shall have a minimum of one balanced twisted-pair ICTs outlet box. For work
areas in which it may be difficult to install future additional ICTs outlets/connectors (e.g., in
private offices), a minimum of two ICTs outlet boxes should be provided and located for
equipment access flexibility (e.g., on opposing walls).
Work area ICTs outlet box size requirements vary based on codes, standards, and best practices as
follows:
– The outlet box should be a minimum of ≈100 millimeters (mm [4 inches (in)]) × ≈100
mm (4 in) × ≈57 mm (2.25). This will accommodate one or two 27 mm (1 trade size)
conduits.
– Where a larger conduit is required, the box size should be increased accordingly. A
maximum 35 mm (11/4 trade size) conduit will require an ≈120 mm (4 11/16 in) ×

≈120 mm (4 11/16 in) × 64 mm (2.50 in) outlet box. Specialty boxes may be used in place of the above as
appropriate.
ICTs Outlet/Connector, special considerations
Special attention should be given to the diameter of the cable specified. The cable diameter and the number
of cables specified will determine the minimum size conduit required:
•
•
•

•

ICTs outlet boxes may require supports for attaching the box and a suitable faceplate to
support the ICTs outlets/connectors that are housed by the work area ICTs outlet box.
The work area ICTs outlet box should be located near an electrical outlet (e.g., within ≈1 m [3.3 ft])
and installed at the same height.
Floor-mounted ICTs outlet boxes and monuments and the work area equipment cords extending
from them can present a tripping hazard. The location of these floor-mounted ICTs outlet boxes
should be coordinated with furniture to minimize such hazards and should be removed when not
in use.
Cabling system performance may be sensitive to the arrangement and organization of cable slack
located behind the ICTs outlet/connector. This general rule applies to all forms of media. Sufficient
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space shall be provided in the ICTs outlet box or equivalent space so that minimum cable bend
radius requirements are not exceeded.
The location, mounting, or strain relief of the ICTs outlet/connector should allow pathway covers and trim
to be removed without disturbing the cabling termination.
Care should be exercised to ensure that ICTs outlets/connectors are mounted in such a way that they do not
significantly reduce the required pathway cabling capacity.
Open office furniture openings provide for mounting faceplates containing one or more ICTs
outlets/connectors. Numerous sizes of openings are commonly available.
A minimum clearance of ≈30.5 mm (1.2 in) should be provided. If openings are not available, the ICTs
outlet/connector box should be secured to the kick plate with screws that are blunt or filed in the back to
ensure they do not damage ICTs cabling or electrical power wiring.
Work Area Equipment Cords
Work area equipment cords, sometimes referred to as equipment cables or station cords, extend from the
ICTs outlet/connector or MUTOA to the work area ICTs equipment. Although work area equipment cord
cabling is critical to assuring good horizontal channel performance, these cords are often the weakest link in
the channel, regardless of the media type.
Work area equipment cord types may vary depending on the work area equipment attached to the cabling.
Typically, work area equipment cords with identical connectors on both ends are used. When work area
equipment specific adaptations are needed (e.g., installing a balun), they shall be external to the ICTs
outlet/connector or MUTOA.
If the work area equipment cords transmission performance is less than that of the horizontal cabling to
which it connects, the transmission performance of the entire channel will be reduced to that of the lesser
performing work area component. Thus, work area equipment cord types that connect to the horizontal
cabling shall meet or exceed the performance requirements of the horizontal cabling to which they connect.
Factory assembled, balanced twisted-pair and optical fiber work area equipment cords may help to reduce
the performance risk sometimes associated with field assembled work area equipment cords relative to the
horizontal cabling system performance.
Multiuser ICTs Outlet Assembly (MUTOA)
The MUTOA serves as a method of connecting more than one user (work area) to the horizontal cabling
system.
MUTOAs may be advantageous in open office spaces that are moved or reconfigured frequently. A MUTOA
facilitates the termination of horizontal cabling system cables in a common location within a furniture
cluster or similar open area.
The use of MUTOAs allows the horizontal cabling to remain unchanged when the open office plan is
changed. Work area equipment cords originating from the MUTOA should be routed through work area
pathways (e.g., furniture pathways). The work area equipment cords shall be connected directly to work
area equipment without any additional connections.
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Multiuser ICTs Outlet Assembly (MUTOA) Design Considerations
Each open office furniture cluster should be served by at least one MUTOA. A single MUTOA should be
limited to serving a maximum of 12 work areas (all part of one furniture cluster), taking into account the
maximum work area equipment cord length requirements.
The larger the MUTOA capacity, the longer the work area equipment cords are likely to span. Spare capacity
should be considered when sizing the MUTOA. The use of high-density patch panels may in some cases be
used as a MUTOA.
The use of a MUTOA cabling design option allows work area equipment cords to extend beyond ≈5 m (16.5
ft), depending upon the length of the horizontal cable.
NOTE: The total channel length is reduced as the horizontal cable is shortened because stranded conductor
cables contribute more insertion loss (attenuation) than solid conductor cables. Do not use 24 AWG [0.51
mm (0.020 in)] work area equipment cords with lengths that exceed ≈22 m (72 ft).
Maximum allowable cable lengths with the use of multiuser ICTs outlet assemblies
24 AWG [0.51 mm (0.020 in)]
Patch Cords
Maximum Combined Maximum
Length of
Maximum Length of
Work Area Length of
Horizontal
Length of Work
Cords, Patch Cords,
System Cable Area Cord and
Equipment Cords
m (≈ft)
m (≈ft)
m (≈ft)
90 (295)
5 (16.5)
10 (33)

26 AWG [0.41 mm (0.016 in)]
Patch Cords
Maximum Combined
Length of Work Area
Work Area Cords, Patch Cords,
Cord and Equipment Cords
m (≈ft) m (≈ft)
4 (13) 8 (26)

85 (279)

9 (30)

14 (46)

7 (23) 11 (36)

80 (262)

13 (43)

18 (59)

11 (35) 15 (49)

75 (246)

17 (57)

22 (72)

14 (46) 18 (59)

70 (230)

22 (72)

27 (89)

17 (56) 21 (70)

NOTE: No reduction of optical fiber cabling equipment cords in the work area or equipment cords and patch
cords at the horizontal cross-connect is required.
Since work area equipment cords connecting the MUTOA to the work area active equipment may be rather
long (up to
≈22 m [72 ft]), they should be labeled on both ends with a unique cable identifier. The end of the work area
equipment cord at the MUTOA should be labeled with the work area identifier it serves, and the end at the
work area active equipment should be labeled with the MUTOA and ICT position identifier.
Locating Multiuser Telecommunication Outlet Assemblies (MUTOAs)
MUTOAs shall be located in fully accessible, permanent locations (e.g., building columns, permanent walls).
Do not install MUTOAs in ceiling spaces, under access flooring, or in any obstructed areas. MUTOAs shall
not be installed in furniture unless that furniture is permanently secured to the building structure.
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For balanced twisted-pair cabling, MUTOAs should be located at least ≈15 m (50 ft) from the HC (FD) to
minimize the
effects of multiple connections in close proximity on near-end crosstalk loss and return loss.
When using MUTOAs in areas with WAPs, give special attention to the installation of the cabling to access
points directly from the TR/TE, not from the MUTOA located in the area. MUTOAs are only intended to
service devices in furniture clusters.
The work area side of the MUTOA should be marked with the maximum allowable work area equipment
cord length. See Section 10: ICTs Administration for additional details about labeling and record keeping.
Consolidation Point (CP)
The consolidation point (CP) is an interconnection point within the horizontal cabling
system. Like the MUTOA, a CP may be used for balanced twisted-pair cabling or
optical fiber cabling.
The functional difference between the CP and the MUTOA in the open office environment is that the CP
introduces an additional connection for each horizontal cabling run.
A CP may be useful when reconfiguration is frequent, but not so frequent as to require the flexibility of
the MUTOA. The CP can be located in the following spaces, if permitted by codes, standards, and
regulations:
•
•
•
•

Suspended ceilings
Access floors
Modular office furniture
Work area

Some additional considerations and guidelines that apply specifically to the CP include:
•
•
•
•

•

CPs shall not be used for direct connection to active equipment. Cross-connections shall not be used
at a CP. No more than one CP shall be used within the same horizontal system cabling run.
For balanced twisted-pair cabling, the CP should be located at least ≈15 m (50 ft) from the HC
(FD).
CPs shall be located in fully accessible and permanent locations. CPs shall not be located in an
obstructed area.
The CP shall be sized and cabled so that it meets the ICTs requirements of the zone it serves. If the
floor space requirements change for an existing CP, then the CP should be reconfigured to
accommodate the new requirements.
Regardless of where they are installed, CPs shall be administered in the same manner as ICTs
cabling (cable and connecting hardware), pathways, and spaces as described in applicable cabling
administration standards.

Consolidation Point (CP), special considerations
• When installed in modular furniture systems, that unit of furniture shall be permanently secured to
the building structure to avoid potential damage to the cabling.
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•
•

•
•

When installed in plenum spaces used for environmental air, conformance to applicable building
codes shall be met.
When installed in suspended ceiling spaces or access floor spaces, those spaces shall be fully
accessible without moving building fixtures, equipment, or heavy furniture or disturbing building
occupants. Heavy furniture includes objects (e.g., file cabinets) weighing ≈45 kg (100 lb) or more.
The CP shall be fully accessible when placed above the suspended ceiling or beneath the access
floor.
When installed in a suspended ceiling or access floor space, the ceiling or floor tile locations
should be clearly and permanently marked and identified as containing a CP.

When ceilings or access floors are replaced, ensure that the CP locations are identified and marked again
when the new ceiling or access floor is in place.
•
•

•

When in nonplenum interstitial space, protect connecting hardware from physical abuse and foreign
substances with an enclosure that satisfies the requirements of the AHJ.
When the CP is located in an air-handling space (e.g., plenum ceiling, access floor), the complete
CP assembly (e.g., enclosure with connecting hardware) shall meet the requirements of the AHJ.
Follow manufacturers’ instructions for installation to ensure compliance to heat and smoke test
conditions.
The use of CPs in ceiling or access floor spaces shall conform to the AHJ for other spaces used for
environmental air. ICTs outlets/connectors or MUTOAs shall not be located in the ceiling space.

WARNING: Do not place active ICTs equipment directly within the ceiling or access floor space.
Advantages and Disadvantages of the Consolidation Point (CP)
Advantages of the CP are that they:
•
•

May be useful when open office furniture reconfiguration is frequent. CPs provide additional
cabling system design flexibility for ICT distribution designers.
Can potentially decrease work area cabling installation time and the additional expense of
materials when rearranging open office furniture and associated cabling.

Disadvantages of the CP are that they:
•
•
•
•

Generally increase the original installation time and expense of additional materials.
Add additional labeling requirements.
May contribute to the complexity of testing and troubleshooting of the installed horizontal
cabling.
May degrade the transmission characteristics (i.e., insertion loss, crosstalk, return loss) of the cabling
channel.

3.4.3 Centralised optical fiber cabling
Overview
The HC (FD), deployed throughout a building and located on each floor of a building, offers maximum
flexibility to the user, especially in the deployment of distributed electronics or in multitenant buildings. In
spite of the advantages of distributed cross-connections, many users of high-performance optical fiber
cabling are implementing data networks with centralized electronics.
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A centralized optical fiber cabling topology is based on the principles of a centralized optical fiber network
when using recognized optical fiber cabling in the horizontal system to support centralized electronics
and fiber-to-the-desk technology.
Centralized cabling provides connections from the work areas to the centralized crossconnect by allowing
the use of any of the following methods:
•
•
•

Pull-through cabling from the centralized cross-connection
Interconnection cabling in a floor-serving ICTs space
Spliced cabling in a floor-serving ICTs space

Please refer Annexure-I for centralized Optical Fiber design

3.4.4 Passive Optical Networks (PONs)
Overview
A passive optical network (PON) is a point-to-multipoint network architecture in which unpowered optical
splitters are used to enable a single optical fiber strand to serve multiple end-points. Passive optical LANs
are an implementation of PON technology for the enterprise LAN (e.g., large Layer 2 Ethernet networks).
PON technology has successfully matured into a True enterprise network architecture capable of delivering
voice, data, and video services to the end user via a single strand of singlemode optical fiber cabling. A
PON solution reduces physical cabling infrastructure, minimizes the ICTs space requirements through the
use of passive optical splitters, and reduces electrical power and heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning
(HVAC) requirements in the floor serving TR.
Please refer Annexure- J for details about PONs

3.4.5 Horizontal pathway distribution systems
Overview
The requirements in this section are based on commercially accepted best practices.
Horizontal pathways consist of structures that conceal, protect, support, and provide access to horizontal
cabling between the ICTs outlets/connectors used to connect work area equipment at the work area and HC
(FD) in the serving ER, TR, or TE.
Pathway implementation involves the pathway for containment of or support of cabling as well as related
spaces (e.g., pull boxes, splice boxes) that aid in the installation and change of cabling.
When designing a building, the layout and capacity of the horizontal pathway system shall be thoroughly
documented in floor plans and other building specifications. The ICT distribution designer is responsible for
ensuring that these systems have built-in flexibility to accommodate tenant movement and expansion. In
addition, the ICT distribution designer should design the horizontal pathway system to make the
maintenance and relocation of cabling as easy as possible.
The design of the horizontal pathway system should accommodate various types of ICTs cabling in support
of multiple applications (e.g., voice, data, video).
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When determining the type and size of the pathway, the ICT distribution designer should:
• Consider the quantity and size of cables that the pathway is intended to support.
• Allow for growth of the area served over the planning cycle.
NOTE: All design and construction for pathway systems shall meet or exceed applicable codes, standards,
regulations, and AHJ rulings.

Design Considerations
The ICT distribution designer should carefully select and design the types and layout of the horizontal
pathway systems. After a building is constructed, it may be more difficult to gain access to horizontal
cabling than to backbone cabling. As a result, it would likely take a great amount of skill, effort, and time to
make horizontal cabling changes.
It is important to consider the design’s ability to:
• Accommodate cabling changes.
• Minimize occupant disruption when horizontal pathways are accessed.
In addition to providing for current occupant needs, the horizontal pathway system design shall:
• Facilitate the ongoing maintenance of horizontal cabling.
• Accommodate future MACs to the cabling, equipment, and services.
Sizing
Consider
ations
Overvie
w
The size requirements for horizontal pathways depend on the following considerations:
• Usable floor space served by the pathway
• Maximum occupant density (e.g., floor space required per individual work area)
• BAS density
• Cabling density (e.g., quantity of horizontal cables planned per individual work area)
• Cable diameter
• Pathway capacity (e.g., requires that fill factor be taken into account)
Usable Floor Space
The usable floor space is generally considered the building area used by occupants for their normal daily
work functions. For planning purposes, this space should include hallways, but not other common areas of
the building (e.g., restrooms, utility closets).
Maximum Occupant Density
The standard floor space allocation used in a commercial office environment is commonly defined as one
individual
work area for every ≈9.3 square meters (m2 [100 square feet (ft2)]) of usable floor space.
NOTE: In cases where the work area density will be greater than one work area per ≈9.3 m2 (100 ft2) of
usable floor space or where more than three ICTs outlets or connectors will be required for each work area,
the pathway capacity shall be increased accordingly.
Building Automation Systems (BAS) Density
The standard floor space coverage area estimated for each BAS is a BAS outlet or device for every ≈23 m2
(250 ft2) of total floor area. BAS serve both used and unused floor space; therefore, the entire floor space
should be taken into account when sizing horizontal pathways.
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Cabling Density
Pathway capacity for BAS should include one cable for each system or coverage area. If the equipment
manufacturer permits multiple coverage areas per cable, then the pathway sizing can be adjusted
accordingly.
NOTES: If multiple coverage areas are served by a single cable, then multiple channels within the same cable
sheath are permitted. Sheath sharing may also be restricted based on safety considerations, applicable
codes, standards, regulations,
Sizing
Considerations,
continued Cable
Diameter
The ICT distribution designer should consider the actual diameter of the ICTs cables before determining
pathway size requirements. When cable diameters are not known, the ICT distribution designer should plan
based on worst-case modeling and future considerations to avoid under sizing the cabling pathways.
Pathway Capacity
Most pathways are provided with design guidelines, including fill factors from the manufacturer. Different
types of pathways may offer unique requirements.
NOTE: Since some local codes specify the pathway fill factors, check all applicable codes, standards,
regulations, and AHJ rulings before selecting a type of pathway.
Other Pathway System
Considerations ICTs
Outlets/Connectors
ICTs outlet/connector boxes shall be used in fire-rated wall installations and shall be firestopped
appropriately. Low- voltage mounting brackets (e.g., mud ring, plaster ring, square-drawn cover, box
eliminator) may be used where the wall is not fire rated and are typically used for work associated with
MACs.
ICTs outlet/connector boxes installed in drywall, plaster, or concrete block wall are available in an array of
shapes and sizes. The size of each ICTs outlet/ connector box shall be of a size that is adequate to
accommodate the type and density of cabling to be installed.
ICTs outlet/connector boxes should not be placed back to back to serve adjacent rooms. This can
compromise the effectiveness of the wall as a sound barrier and as a firestop.
Cover Plates
Suitable cover plates should be provided for all ICTs outlet/connector boxes.
Cover plates for wall-mounted ICTs outlets/connectors shall be designed to fit the device they are being
mounted on.
Mounting ICTs Outlets/Connectors
When mounting ICTs outlets/connectors, the guidelines of all applicable codes, standards, regulations, and
AHJ rulings should be followed. Some codes specify ICTs outlet/connector access area, which includes
minimum and maximum height above finished floor (AFF) and side reach.
To provide uniform appearance and accessibility in the work area, ICTs outlet boxes should be mounted at
the same height as the outlet boxes that provide electrical power
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Other Pathway System Considerations,
continued Avoiding Electromagnetic
Interference (EMI)
Avoiding electromagnetic interference (EMI) is an important consideration in the design of cabling
pathways. Providing physical separation from sources of EMI for these elements of the ICTs infrastructure
inherently provides separation of their contents (e.g., cable and connecting hardware).\
The ICT distribution designer should locate ICTs pathways away from sources of EMI, including:
• Electrical power cabling and transformers.
• RF sources.
• Large motors and generators.
• Induction heaters.
• Arc welders.
• X-ray equipment.
• Photocopy equipment.
NOTE: For complete design and installation guidelines concerning EMI and radio frequency interference
(RFI), including equipment or system typical power factors and minimum separation distances from possible
sources of EMI and RFI, and any other guidelines, refer to Section 2: Electromagnetic Compatibility.
Bonding and Grounding (Earthing)
Improper bonding and grounding (earthing) of ICTs pathways may pose a serious safety risk. The term
improper is used here to describe bonding and grounding (earthing) that is either not present or present and
is not designed or installed properly. In addition, improper bonding and grounding (earthing) may increase
susceptibility to EMI.
NOTE: For details on bonding and grounding (earthing) requirements, refer to Section 8: Bonding and
Grounding
(Earthing).
Administration
The ICT distribution designer should use systematic methods and procedures for labeling and managing
horizontal pathways and spaces.
NOTE: For guidelines and requirements for the color-coding and administration of horizontal cabling
systems, refer to Section 4.3: Identification & Administration.
Firestopping
All horizontal pathways that penetrate fire-rated barriers shall be firestopped in accordance with applicable
codes. NOTE: For further details on firestopping, refer to Section 4.2: Firestopping.
Wet Locations
A building’s horizontal pathways shall be installed in locations that protect cabling from the moisture levels
beyond the intended operating range of interior premises cabling. For example, slab-on-grade construction
where pathways are installed underground or in concrete slabs in direct contact with soil (e.g., sand, gravel)
is considered a wet location.
When faced with such design environments, ICT distribution designers should design pathway or cabling
systems that are suitable for use in wet locations (e.g., cabling products are often described as industrial
cabling products).
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Hazardous Locations
When ICTs horizontal pathways or cabling is placed in a hazardous location (e.g., an explosive or
combustible atmosphere), observe all applicable code requirements.
Types of Horizontal Pathways
Overview
Horizontal pathways include:
• Underfloor ducts.
• Cellular floors.
• Conduits.
• Cable trays.
• Access floors.
• Ceiling distribution.
• Surface-mounted raceways.
• Work area pathways.
• WLAN APs.
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4. SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ICT INFRASTRUCTURE CABLING
4.1 Telecommunications bonding and grounding
The bonding and grounding (earthing) infrastructure of a ICTs installation is an essential part of an information
technology systems (ICT) distribution designer’s responsibilities. This Section provides some background information,
design considerations, and testing verification procedures that can help the ICT distribution designer make logical,
technically sound choices when confronted with a variety of ICTs equipment or ICTs cabling installations.
Please refer Annexure-K for detailing.

4.2 Firestopping
Purpose
This Section provides guidelines for reestablishing the integrity of fire-rated structures and assemblies (e.g., walls,
floors, ceilings) when these barriers are penetrated by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pipes.
Cables.
Conduits.
Innerducts.
Cable trays.
Ducts.
Other items.

Secondary Functions of Firestop Systems
In many cases, firestop systems may be required to perform secondary safety or security functions such as:
•
•
•
•

Acting as environmental protection seals.
Providing sound attenuation or acoustical sealing.
Sealing around pipes that reach high temperatures and may move axially or laterally.
Resisting the effects of explosion.

Therefore, the methods and considerations for providing firestop systems explained in this Section may have
consequences that extend beyond the primary function of a firestop.
Firestop and Disaster
Avoidance Overview
Fire, smoke, and toxic gasses destroy lives and property each year. All buildings are vulnerable to fire and may
needlessly expose owners and users to liability.
One purpose of every building and safety code is to reduce the threat of fire. The keys to fire protection are:
•
•
•

Prevention.
Detection.
Suppression.
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•

Compartmentation (e.g., containment).

In a perfect world, all fires would be prevented through sound safety practices. It is, however, inevitable that fire will
occur. Therefore, society relies on detection (e.g. smoke detectors) to alert occupants or fire companies to the presence
of fire so that it can be suppressed (e.g., by portable fire extinguishers, firefighters, sprinklers).
Compartmentation is the process of limiting fire and smoke using fire-resistive barriers to contain and localize fire,
smoke, and other combustion byproducts so that fire can be suppressed, while allowing occupants time to egress and
firefighters a safe ingress.
Compartmentation is a form of passive fire protection, while suppression and detection are considered active fire
protection. Passive systems protect by their inherent properties. Active systems rely on external energy sources (e.g.,
electricity, water pressure, human intervention).
Compartmentation is one of the three pillars of a balanced approach to fire protection and is a core strategy
recommended by an effective life safety strategy in a building requires detection, suppression, and compartmentation..
Compartmentation is a process of dividing a structure into smaller spaces or zones. Each zone must be able to contain
an internal fire or resist an external fire for a specified time period.
The floors, walls, and partitions that make up the zones must be capable of withstanding the effects of fire for at least
the same time period. These barriers are given a fire-resistance rating in hours based on the results of a standard fire
exposure test.
While accidental and arson fires cannot be entirely prevented, compartmentation limits the size and spread of fire and
controls the movement of smoke. A continuous fire-rated floor or wall protects adjacent areas, allowing occupants time
to escape.
Compartmentation is a critical requirement for reducing the severity of fire loss. If a fire can be contained (e.g.,
confined to the general vicinity of ICT origin) in ICT early stages, firefighters have a chance to control it before the entire
structure is involved.
Controlling the movement of smoke and toxic fumes is a vital function of Compartmentation.
Smoke damage, especially to electronic equipment and furnishings, generally accounts for a large part of the total loss.
In most cases, the same means of Compartmentation can help control both smoke and fire.
Building construction plays a major role in Compartmentation. Building codes require fire rated walls and floors to:
•

Isolate the areas in which hazards are likely to exist.

•

Subdivide the areas to enhance the protection of lives and property.

It is usually necessary to penetrate these fire barriers to add electrical and mechanical services into the areas in which
they are needed. Even after a building is occupied, firewalls and floors may have to be penetrated as changes to
building services are made. Modern networking demands make cable moves, adds, and changes (MACs) into everyday
events.
Additional electrical power.
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Generally, construction specifications require the trade penetrating the fire-resistive barrier to properly seal the
opening to restore the integrity of the barrier. Unfortunately, when the person responsible for sealing the opening is
unfamiliar with the requirements and unprepared for the task, the opening is often sealed improperly or is not sealed at
all. Studies of notable fires have shown that such penetrations, when left open or improperly sealed, have played a
dramatic role in the spread of fire, smoke, and toxic fumes.
Best practices dictate that openings around electrical penetrations through fire-resistant rated walls, partitions, floors,
or ceilings shall be firestopped using approved methods to maintain the fire-resistance rating.
Please refer Annexure-L for testing and Guidelines for Firestop.

4.3 Identification & Administration
It is discussed in detail at Annexure-M.

4.4 Field Testing Procedures & Compliances
It is discussed in detail at Annexure-N.

4.5 Installation and workplace safety
Cabling Installation Guidelines
The installation of system components has a tremendous effect on the final performance level of the network;
therefore, it is essential to ensure that the performance of the entire network is not diminished through improper
installation. cables can be easily damaged if they are improperly handled or installed. It is imperative that certain
procedures be followed in the handling of these cables to avoid damage and/or limiting their usefulness.
Care must be taken not to stretch or abrade cables during installation i.e. the pulling tension for cables must not be
exceeded. Cables that pass through the infrastructure of the building shall be suitably protected against damage.
Through walls and floors this shall involve an appropriate type of sleeve; through any form of metalwork or stiff plastic
then a rubber grommet shall be used.
To ensure cable management and also strain relief, cables shall be properly dressed using Velcro cable ties. However,
cables ties should never be over tightened. On vertical runs, the cables shall be dressed and tied from the bottom
up, thus putting minimum strain on the cables.
In order that the system may be easily re-routed, or damaged sections quickly replaced, free access to the cable, where
possible, is important Draw cords shall be left in ducting, piping etc. for future use
Improvement areas
Do not exceed the maximum tensile load. –On runs from 40m to 100m, use proper lubricants and make sure they are
compatible with the cable jacket. –On runs over 100m, use proper lubricants and pull from the middle out to both ends.
If possible, use an automated puller with tension control or at least a breakaway-pulling eye.
Maintaining minimum Bending Radius: Sharp bends in the cable will damage the insulating material thus causing
unacceptable losses in the transmission medium. Therefore, the internal radius of every bend in a cable shall be such as
not to cause damage to the cable, nor impair the characteristics of the cable.
Proper Cable Slack at Outlet Points and Patch Panels
Install the system such that sufficient slack remains to enable retermination of the outlets a minimum of twice and a
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limited scope for movement of the cabinets. Excess coils of cables underneath the cabinets are unacceptable.
Patch Panels and Cable Management: Where possible, patch panels shall be installed within the Communications Units
from the top, continuing downwards.
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC): As a passive medium, Structured Cabling need not comply with the EMC
regulations. However, ICT designers should be aware that cabling, when connected to transmission equipment, could
radiate, receive and conduct electromagnetic disturbances and act accordingly. When crossing mains cables this shall be
done at right angles.
Maintaining proper Cable Routes: Cable shall not be routed over pipes, conduits, other cabling, ceiling tiles, etc., but
shall rest directly on the supporting surface so as to minimize the potential for sharp bends, kinks etc. Every cable used
shall be supported in such a way that it is not exposed to undue mechanical strain and so there is no appreciable
mechanical strain on the terminations.
Labelling: The cable shall be clearly labelled at both ends, as outlined in the documentation and/or drawing. Each 8P8C
connector (Information outlet) must be individually labelled. The label shall contain a unique identification, as outlined
in the documentation and/or drawing, and must be indelible and placed behind a transparent cover. At the patch
panels, each socket shall be labelled according to its corresponding Outlet identification.

Workplace safety
This section sets forth safety guidelines that apply to the work conditions, practices, means, methods, operations,
installations and processes performed at telecommunications centers and at telecommunications field installations,
which are located outdoors or in building spaces used for such field installations.
Lighting in telecommunication centers shall be provided in an adequate amount such that continuing work operations,
routine observations, and the passage of employees can be carried out in a safe and healthful manner. Certain specific
tasks in centers, such as splicing cable and the maintenance and repair of equipment frame line-ups, may require a
higher level of illumination and adequate provisioning should be provided for the purpose.
Whenever natural light is insufficient to adequately illuminate the worksite, artificial illumination shall be provided
to enable the employee to perform the work safely.
Employers shall provide training in the various precautions and safe practices described in this section and shall insure
that employees do not engage in the activities to which this section applies until such employees have received proper
training in the various precautions and safe practices required by this section. However, where the employer can
demonstrate that an employee is already trained in the precautions and safe practices required by this section prior to
his employment, training need not be provided to that employee in accordance with this section. Where training is
required, it shall consist of on-the-job training or classroom-type training or a combination of both. The employer
shall certify that employees have been trained by preparing a certification record which includes the identity of
the person trained, the signature of the employer or the person who conducted the training, and the date the training
was completed. The certification record shall be prepared at the completion of training and shall be maintained
on file for the duration of the employee’s employment. Such training shall, where appropriate, include the following
subjects:
(1) Recognition and avoidance of dangers relating to encounters with harmful substances and animal, insect, or
plant life.
(2) Procedures to be followed in emergency situations and First aid training, including instruction in artificial
respiration.
Employee protection in public work areas.
Before work is begun in the vicinity of vehicular or pedestrian traffic which may endanger employees, warning signs
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and/or flags or other traffic control devices shall be placed conspicuously to alert and channel approaching traffic.
Where further protection is needed, barriers shall be utilized. At night, warning lights shall be prominently displayed,
and excavated areas shall be enclosed with protective barricades.
If work exposes energized or moving parts that are normally protected, danger signs shall be displayed and barricades
erected, as necessary, to warn other personnel in the area.
Optical Fiber Installation
safety Eye Safety
The real issue of eye safety is getting fiber scraps into the eye. As part of the termination and splicing process, installers
will be continually exposed to small scraps of bare fiber, cleaved off the ends of the fibers being terminated or spliced.
Whenever working with fiber, installers shall wear safety glasses.
Bare Fiber Safety
The broken ends of fibers and scraps of fiber created during termination and splicing can be extremely dangerous. The
ends are extremely sharp and can easily penetrate the skin. They invariably break off and are very hard to find and
remove. Be careful when handling fibers to not stick the broken ends into your fingers. Dispose of all scraps properly. Do
not eat or drink anywhere near the work area. Fiber scraps can get into food or drink and be swallowed.
Materials Safety
Fiber optic splicing and termination use various chemical cleaners and adhesives as part of the processes. Normal
handling procedures for these substances should be observed. Ask the manufacturer for a MSDS. Always work in wellventilated areas. Avoid skin contact as much as possible, and stop using chemicals that cause allergic reactions. Even
simple isopropyl alcohol, used as a cleaner, is flammable and should be handled carefully.
Fire Safety
fusion splicer's use an electric arc to make splices, so care must be taken to insure no flammable gasses are contained in
the space where fusion splicing is done. Smoking should also not be allowed around fiber optic work.
Electrical Safety
Fiber cables are often installed around electrical cables. Electricians are well-trained in electrical safety, but fiber optic
installers are not. So even if the fiber is not conductive, fiber hardware can conduct electricity or the installer can come
in contact with live electrical wires when working in proximity to AC power.
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Annexure-A

General Guidance for Clearances in ICT spaces
The following clearances should be provided for equipment and in ICTs spaces:
•
•
•

•

Provide ≈1 m (3.28 ft) of clear, unobstructed space for the installation and maintenance of all cabling and
equipment mounted on walls, racks, cabinets, or enclosure.
Allocate a space of at least ≈1 m (3.28 ft) wide, ≈1 m (3.28 ft) deep, and ≈2.3 m (7.5 ft) high for each equipment
rack, cabinet, or enclosure.
Provide space for an aisle of at least ≈1 m (3.28 ft) wide in the front and in the rear of the space for each
equipment rack, cabinet, or enclosure. This clearance space shall take into account the depth of rack-mounted
equipment as well as wall-mounted equipment and hardware.
In corners, a minimum side clearance of ≈300 mm (12 in) is recommended.

Annexure-B
Copper Twisted Pair
Classification of Cables by their Transmission Performance
The transmission performance of balanced twisted-pair cabling and ICT associated components are based on a number
of factors within the cabling or component design. These performance levels use the terms category and class.
Standards developed by ISO/IEC utilize both class and category, depending on the specific cabling element being
described in the table mentioned below.
Classification of Cables by their Transmission Performance, continued
While category 3/class C is the minimum acceptable performance level for network cabling (it supports 10BASE-T),
category 6/class E cabling is the minimum recommended performance by many standards to service the majority of the
current applications (see Table 3.1). BICSI recommends using category 6
Table
Balanced twisted-pair cabling channel performance
ISO Category/Class

TIA Category

Frequency

Category 3/class C

Category 3

16 MHz

Category 5/class D

Category 5e

100 MHz

Category 6/class E

Category 6

250 MHz

Category 6A/class EA

Category 6A

500 MHz

Category 7/class F

*

600 MHz

Category 7A/class FA

*

1000 MHz
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Classification of Cables by their Construction
A large number of cable designs are used in the ICTs industry, resulting innumerous names and acronyms for their
identification.
The ISO/IEC 11801 standard determines balanced twisted-pair cable designations using anx/y designation, where x is the
overall screen type and y is the individual pair screen type (see Table 6.3).
Table
Balanced twisted-pair cable designations
x:

y:

U

Overall screen absent

U Individual screens absent

F

Overall foil screen

F Individual foil screens

S

Overall braid screen

SF

Dual overall screen (foil + braid)

Table
Balanced cable designs
Global

North American

Abbreviations Abbreviation

Overall Braid
Screen

Overall Foil
Screen

Individual Foil
Screen

U/UTP

UTP

No

No

No

U/FTP

STP

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

F/UTP

FTP, ScTP, PiMF
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F/FTP

STP, SSTP

No

Yes

Yes

S/UTP

STP

Yes

No

No

S/FTP

STP, SSTP

Yes

No

Yes

SF/UTP

STP, SSTP

Yes

Yes

No

SF/FTP

STP, SSTP

Yes

Yes

Yes

F/FTP = Foil-screened foil-screened twisted-pair. (Individually foil-screened twisted-pair in overall foil screen.) F/UTP
= Foil-screened unscreened twisted-pair. (Unscreened twisted-pair in overall foil screen.)
S/FTP = Braid-screened foil-screened twisted-pair. (Individually foil-screened twisted-pair in overall braid screen.)
S/UTP = Braid-screened unscreened twisted-pair. (Unscreened twisted-pair in overall braid screen.)
ScTP = Screened twisted-pair
SF/FTP = Braid-screened-foil-screened foil-screened twisted-pair. (Individually foil-screened twisted-pair in overall foil and
braid screen.)
SF/UTP = Braid-screened-foil-screened unscreened twisted-pair. (Unscreened twisted-pair in overall foil and braid
screen.)
U/FTP = Unscreened foil-screened twisted-pair. (Individually foil-screened twisted-pair.) U/UTP =
Overall unshielded twisted-pair with unshielded twisted-pair
Characteristics
A number of measurable characteristics control the transmission performance of a cable. Some of these transmission
parameters include the following:
•





•
–
–
•
•
•
•

Primary parameters, which depend on the physical nature of the conductor—materials (conductivity and
permittivity) and dimensions (wire gauge [copper diameter], insulation diameter and thickness, conductor
spacing)—are:
Resistance (R).
Conductance (G).
Inductance (L).
Capacitance (C).
Secondary parameters, which are calculated based on the primary parameters or measured directly, are:
Insertion loss.
Crosstalk loss subset of parameters:
Pair-to-pair near-end crosstalk loss
Power-sum near-end crosstalk loss
Pair-to-pair attenuation-to-crosstalk ratio, far end
Power-sum attenuation-to-crosstalk ratio, far end
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•
•
•
•





Power-sum alien near-end crosstalk (PSANEXT) loss
Average PSANEXT loss
Power-sum attenuation-to-alien crosstalk ratio, far-end (PSAACRF)
Average PSAACRF
Return loss (RL).
Propagation delay.
Propagation delay skew.
Nominal velocity of propagation.

Additional mechanical cable characteristics that need to be considered include:
•
•
•
•

Tensile strength.
Temperature rating.
Flammability rating (e.g., CMP, CMR, low smoke zero halogen [LSZH]).
Environmental impact resistance.

Four-Pair Cordage
Balanced twisted-pair patch cords:
•
•
•
•
•

Typically have stranded conductors for added flexibility.
That are stranded may exhibit 20 percent (ANSI/TIA) to 50 percent (ISO/IEC) more attenuation than solid
conductors.
Shall meet the same or higher performance category as the horizontal cabling in use.
Typically have 8-position, 8-contact (8P8C) connectors on the ends.
Must be balanced twisted-pair construction.

Four-pair cordage is implemented in manufacturing cable assemblies (equipment and patch cords), which are used for
electrical connection between two pieces of equipment or between one piece of equipment and the passive cabling
system to which it connects.

Annexure-C
Optical Fiber
Optical fibers are classified as either singlemode or multimode. Singlemode optical fibers have a relatively small
diameter featuring a core of 8 to 11 micrometers (μm) and a cladding diameter of approximately 125 μm.Multimode has
a larger core diameter (e.g., 50 μm or 62.5 μm) with the cladding of approximately125 μm. Table below displays the
transmission performance parameters of optical fiber cable.
Table
Optical fiber cable transmission performance parameters
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Wavelength,

Maximum Attenuation,

Bandwidth,

Optical Fiber Cable Type

nm

dB/km

MHz-km

62.5/125-μm multimode cable (OM1)

850

3.5

200 (OFL)

1300

1.5

500

850

3.5

500 (OFL)

1300

1.5

500

850

3.5

1500 (OFL)

50/125-μm multimode cable (OM2)

50/125-μm multimode cable (OM3)

2000 (RML)

50/125-μm multimode cable (OM4)

1300

1.5

500

850

3.5

3500 (OFL)
4700 (RML)

Singlemode cable (OS1)

Singlemode cable (OS2)

μm = Micrometer
DB = Decibel
Km = Kilometer
MHz = Megahertz
N/A = Not applicable
Nm = Nanometer
OFL = Overfilled launch
OM = Optical multimode
OS = Optical singlemode
RML = Restricted mode launch

1300

1.5

500

1310

1.0

N/A

1550

1.0

N/A

1310

0.4

N/A

1550

0.4

N/A
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Optical fiber cabling applications are length restricted based on the style of cabling used. Table below provides typical
distances supported by varying optical fiber cables. Specific applications may decrease the maximum distance
supported.
Table
Typical distances supported by optical fiber cabling
Transmission
Standards

OM1

OM2 O

M3

OM4

Singlemode

100 Mb

≈550 m

≈550 m

≈550 m

≈550 m

N/A

(1800 ft)

(1800 ft)

(1800 ft)

(1800 ft)

≈220 m

≈550 m

≈550 m

≈1000 m

≈10,000 m

(722 ft)

(1800 ft)

(1800 ft)

(3281 ft)

(32,800 ft)

≈33 m

≈82 m

≈300 m

≈550 m

≈10,000 m

(108 ft)

(269 ft)

(984 ft)

(1800 ft)

(32,800 ft)

N/A

N/A

≈100 m

≈150 m

≈10,000 m

(328 ft)

(500 ft)

(32,800 ft)

≈100 m

≈150 m

≈10,000 m

(328 ft)

(500 ft

(32,800 ft)

1 Gb

10 Gb

40 Gb

100 Gb

N/A

N/A

Ft = Feet
Gb = Gigabit
m = Meter
Mb = Megabit
N/A = Not applicable
OM = Optical multimode

Annexure-D
Wireless LAN (WLAN) Access Point (AP)
Typical uniform cell size
In many cases a fixed cell size will be distributed uniformly throughout the building. A pre-cabled grid with 18.3 m (60 ft)
cells should be deployed. This results in a cell radius (R) and maximum patch cord length of 13 mtr (42.9 ft) and a
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maximum horizontal link length of 80 m (262 ft) if a MUTOA cabling concept is followed.
Shared media access considerations
Wireless is a shared media and performance degrades as the number of users increases. It is recommended that the
designer consider coverage, bandwidth, types of applications, and quality of service when deciding the number of users
and the number of required wireless access points. Depending on quality of service this may need to be adjusted. If
additional users are anticipated in certain areas of the building, the cell size in this area may be reduced. Alternately,
additional telecommunications outlets as necessary should be installed in affected cells of a uniform grid.
Remote power over telecommunications cabling
The wireless access point can be powered either by a local power supply or remotely from a
power supply, located in the telecommunication room. Remote powering negates the need for a power outlet within
the vicinity of the wireless access point. Where balanced twisted pair cabling is used, it is recommended that power be
delivered through the horizontal cabling utilizing IEEE 802.3af compliant equipment at both ends. For access points that
are not IEEE 802.3af compliant, power can be delivered using other methods outside the scope of this document. See
ANSI/TIA/EIA-862 for providing low voltage power over twisted pair cabling. Remote power from the switch or from a
mid-span power source is recommended since it eliminates the need to run power cables to each wireless access point
Horizontal cabling
Horizontal cabling for wireless access points should be category 5e or higher or two-fiber multimode / single mode
optical fiber cable, either 62.5/125 microns or 50/125 microns or 9/125 microns. These guidelines for wireless horizontal
cabling may also be applied to wireless backbone cabling that has a maximum channel length of 100 meters.
Wireless cabling infrastructure performance and testing guidelines
In the event mid-span insertion devices are used, there may not be a contiguous DC path for
the permanent link or channel due to blocking capacitors or other designs. In this event the wire map portion of field
tests will likely fail, since existing test tools require a DC path for wire map determination. ICT designers should take this
challenge into account and use tools and test equipments that address this test challenge accordingly.
Other wireless access point cabling options
The wireless access point and the Telecommunications outlet (TO) may be integrated into a single enclosure. Horizontal
cabling should not be connected directly to the wireless access point. Connection between the WAP and the TO should
be made using a short patch cord.

Annexure-E
WI-FI Access Points with Centralized Controller
WI-Fi Access points may have the following features:
1. MODES OF OPERATION: Access points shall be usable as:
 A standard access point controlled by centralized controller;
 WiFi Controller/router;
 Monitor/Repeater/Bridge and gateway.
2. MANAGEMENT FEATURES: For management Access point shall have:
 Web-based interface;
 SNMP support,
 Access point shall support policy based access & log all system activities. IDS /fire wall feature shall be inbuilt.
 Access point shall sends information to the administrator every time there's a problem in the device.
 Load balancing and fault tolerance: Access point shall:
 Support load-balancing/failover;
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Be Fault tolerant i.e. if access point goes down due to some reason, then the clients connecting to it shall be
diverted to another access point.

3) Performance parameters: Range:
 Access Points shall provide connectivity at least up to 100 meter (indoor) without deterioration in max signal
strength. Throughput
 Access point shall have throughput of at least11 Mbps or higher.
4) Security: Access point shall deploy WPA/WPA2 (Wireless Protected Access).
Contractors must provide OEM MAF & authorization confirming the compliance to above technical specifications, along
with the OEM authorization letter

Annexure-F
Classification of Cables by Fire Safety Properties
Table: Communications cable types & cable sheath markings
Marking

Cable Type

CMP

Communications plenum cable

CMR

Communications riser cable

CMG

Communications general-purpose cable

CM

Communications general-purpose cable

CMX

Communications cable, limited use

CMUC

Under carpet communications wire and cable

Type CMP
Type CMP communications plenum cables shall be listed as being suitable for use in ducts, plenums, and other spaces
used for environmental air and shall be listed as having adequate fire-resistant and low smoke-producing
characteristics.
Type CMR
Type CMR communications riser cables shall be listed as being suitable for use in a vertical run in a shaft when
penetrating one or more floors and shall be listed as having fire-resistant characteristics and thus be capable of
preventing the carrying of fire from floor to floor.
Type CMG
Type CMG general-purpose communications cables shall be listed as being suitable for general-purpose
communications use, with the exception of risers and plenums, and shall be listed as being resistant to the spread of
fire.
Type CM
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Type CM communications cables shall be listed as being suitable for general-purpose communications use, with the
exception of risers and plenums, and shall be listed as being resistant to the spread of fire.
Type CMX
Type CMX limited-use communications cables shall be listed as being suitable for use in dwellings and raceways and
shall be listed as being resistant to flame spread.
Type CMUC Under carpet Wires and Cables Type CMUC Under carpet communications wires and cables shall be listed
as being suitable for Under carpet use and shall be listed as being resistant to flame spread.
Classification of Optical Fiber Cables By Fire Safety Properties
Table: Optical fiber cable types & cable markings
Cable Type

Suitability

OFNP

Nonconductive optical fiber plenum cable

OFCP

Conductive optical fiber plenum cable

OFNR

Nonconductive optical fiber riser cable

OFCR

Conductive optical fiber riser cable

OFNG

Nonconductive optical fiber general-purpose cable

OFCG

Conductive optical fiber general-purpose cable

OFN

Nonconductive optical fiber general-purpose cable

OFC

Conductive optical fiber general-purpose cable

Types OFNP and OFCP
Types OFNP and OFCP nonconductive and conductive optical fiber plenum cables shall be listed as being suitable for use
in ducts, plenums, and other space used for environmental air and shall be listed as having adequate fire-resistant and
low smoke-producing characteristics.

Types OFNR and OFCR
Types OFNR and OFCR nonconductive and conductive optical fiber riser cables shall be listed as being suitable for use
in a vertical run in a shaft when penetrating one or more floors and shall be listed as having the fire-resistant
characteristics capable of preventing the carrying of fire from floor to floor.
Types OFNG and OFCG
Types OFNG and OFCG nonconductive and conductive general-purpose optical fiber cables shall be listed as being
suitable for general-purpose use, with the exception of risers and plenums, and shall be listed as being resistant to the
spread of fire.
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Types OFN and OFC
Types OFN and OFC nonconductive and conductive optical fiber cables shall be listed as being suitable for generalpurpose use, with the exception of risers, plenums, and other spaces used for environmental air, and shall be listed as
being resistant to the spread of fire.

Annexure-G

Connectors and Connecting hardware
Insulation Displacement Contact (IDC) Connectors
The insulation displacement contact (IDC) is a gas-tight physical contact between two electrical conductors. The gastight contact is established by a cold weld and elimination of the air gap between the conductor and the IDC and
therefore the possibility of contact interface corrosion. Such contact creates a reliable, long-lasting connection with
stable electrical properties. IDC connectors also eliminate conductor preparation (e.g., insulation removal), reducing
the termination time and the number of tools.
Four basic styles of IDC connectors are defined by their design and IDC implementation:
•
•
•
•

110-style
66-style
BIX-style
LSA-style

All other connectors are modifications or combinations of these four styles.
Modular Plug,
continued Design
Modular plugs have IDC contacts designed for either stranded or solid conductors as well as connectors having universal
contacts that accept both stranded and solid conductors.
A connector may be sized for eight positions but only have four contacts installed, which saves on manufacturing costs
(e.g., connectors are available as 8P2C, 8P4C, and 8P6C). They are all the same physical size but have different numbers
of contacts to terminate conductors.
Materials used to build modular plugs are typically flame retardant polycarbonate (body) and phosphor bronze with
gold plating over nickel in contact area (contacts).
NOTE: Modular plugs can be used only as part of a cable assembly (equipment cord or patch cord), and the final
transmission performance category of the cord should be confirmed by factory testing.

Modular plug transmission performance categories
ISO/IEC 11801 Ed. 2.0

Modular
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Plug
Class C (1-16 MHz)

6P6C, 8P4C, 8P8C

Class D (1-100 MHz)

8P8C

Class E (1-250 MHz)

8P8C

Class EA (1-500 MHz)

8P8C

Class F (1-600 MHz)

8P10C (RJ style)
8P8C, 4P4C, 2P2C (non-RJ
style)

Class FA (1-1000 MHz)

8P10C (RJ style)
8P8C, 4P4C, 2P2C (non-RJ
style)

Modular Jack,
continued Design
Modular jacks are available in various sizes and shapes (keyed and unkeyed). The number of positions (8P) indicates the
connector’s width, while the number of contacts (8C) installed into the available positions indicates the maximum
number of conductors the connector can terminate.
Modular jacks are capable of accepting pin assignments compatible with either universal service order code (USOC) or
T568A/B wiring schemes.

50-Position Miniature Ribbon Connector
The 50-position miniature ribbon connectors have been used in the ICTs industry as the key system telephone
connector (USOC RJ21) for decades. Named after the ribbon-like shape of ICT contacts, the 50-position miniature ribbon
connector provides one of the most reliable and high-density connection interfaces (see Figure 6.21).
The 50-position miniature ribbon connectors designed as part of equipment cords and patch cords provide termination
of 22 AWG [0.64 mm (0.025 in)] to 26 AWG [0.41 mm (0.016 in)] solid or 24 AWG [0.51 mm (0.020 in)] to 28 AWG [0.32
mm (0.013 in)] stranded conductors.
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50-position miniature ribbon connector transmission performance categories
50-Position Miniature
ISO/IEC 11801 Ed. 2.0
Class C (1-16 MHz)
Class D (1-100 MHz)
Class D (1-100 MHz)

ANSI/TIA-568-C.2
Category 3 (1-16 MHz)
Category 5 (1-100 MHz)
Category 5e (1-100 MHz)

Connecting Hardware
Cords, connecting hardware, CPE
Cords, connecting hardware, CPE
Cords, connecting hardware, CPE

Balanced Twisted-Pair Connecting Hardware
Overview
Balanced twisted-pair connecting hardware represents assemblies of different styles of balanced twisted-pair
connectors grouped in one unit to facilitate their installation, servicing, administration, and maintenance. Basic
connecting hardware styles are:
•
•
•
•
•

ICTs outlets/connectors, including multiuser outlets.
Patch panels.
Connecting (wiring) blocks.
Cable assemblies.
Splices.

Optical Fiber Connectors overview
The most common optical fiber interfaces include:
•

LC connector—A simplex connector that can be converted to a duplex using a clip. It is keyed, low loss, pull
proof, and wiggle proof. It can be terminated many different ways, including anaerobic (quick cure) adhesive,
cleave and crimp, and hot melt. This is often referred to as a small form factor (SFF) connector.

•

Subscriber connector (SC)—A simplex connector that can be converted to a duplex using a clip. It is keyed, low
loss, pull proof, and wiggle proof. It can be terminated many different ways, including anaerobic (quick cure)
adhesive, cleave and crimp, and hot melt.
Straight tip (ST) compatible—A simplex connector. It is a keyed, low loss connector. It can be terminated many
different ways, including anaerobic (quick cure) adhesive, cleave and crimp, and hot melt.

•

Three transmission characteristics of particular importance in the transport of information over optical fiber cabling are
bandwidth, return loss, and attenuation. Bandwidth and return loss are transmission characteristics that are established
by manufacturers, and products are designed to deliver these transmission characteristics by design.
Attenuation is a function of product design and installation performance. Attenuation is the only transmission
characteristic that can easily, reliably, and repeatedly be measured in the field with handheld devices. Although
attenuation measurements may be achieved with an optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) or with a power meter
and light source measurement device, the power meter and light source devices are recommended to be used for
pass/fail determination of optical loss budgets.
Splices (Optical Fiber Connectors)
There are two primary splicing methods for optical fibers—fusion and mechanical. Both methods are field proven and
have excellent long-term reliability when completed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Splices and stripped
optical fiber cables are protected and secured by a splice closure. When a splice enclosure is used for splicing inside a
building, it is generally secured to a rack or wall. In both cases, the splice closure or enclosure contains the optical fiber
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splices in splice trays or organizers, typically in groups of 6, 12, 24, or more optical fibers per splice tray or organizer.
Table below offers some guidance for the typical loss values achievable for an optical splice using different styles of
splices and best practices with quality splicing tools. Consider the optical fiber performance specifications of applicable
standards (e.g., ANSI/TIA-568-C.3, ISO/IEC 11801 Ed. 2.0).
Table: Splice insertion loss guidelines and objectives

Cable Type
OM1 62.5/125 μm
OM2 50/125 μm
OM3 50/125 μm
laser enhanced
OM4 50/125 μm
laser enhanced
OS1(ISP)
OS2 (OSP)

Multimode and
Singlemode
Mechanical
0.3 dB
0.3 dB

Multimode
Fusion
0.1 dB
0.1 dB

Singlemode
Fusion
0.05 dB
0.05 dB

0.3 dB

0.1 dB

0.05 dB

0.3 dB
0.3 dB
0.3 dB

0.1 dB
N/A
N/A

0.1 dB
0.05 dB
0.05 dB

μm = Micrometer
DB = Decibel
Coaxial
Connectors
Overview
Connectors are installed on the end of a coaxial cable to provide electrical and mechanical connection to a system
component. Either male or female connectors can be attached to coaxial cable, but most installations use male
connectors on cable ends.
There are many styles of coaxial cable connectors available in the industry. Three popular styles are:
•
•
•

BNC-style connector.
F-style connector.
N-style connector.

Coaxial connecting hardware represents assemblies of different styles of coaxial connectors grouped in a single unit to
facilitate their installation, servicing, administration, and maintenance. The basic connecting hardware types are:
•
•
•

ICTs outlets/connectors.
Patch panels.
Cable assemblies.

Coaxial Outlets
This type of connecting hardware serves as the end point of the horizontal cabling and is used to connect active ICTs
equipment to the cabling at the work areas.
Coaxial outlets usually are installed at the work area as a supplement to balanced twisted-pair and optical fiber
connectors, but purely coaxial outlets can exist (e.g., in video equipment rooms).

Annexure-H
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Table
Summary of Ethernet in the first mile physical layer signaling systems
Rate Name
Nominal Location
Medium
100BASE-LX10
ONU/OLT
optical

Span(Mb/s)
100

≈10 (6.2)

100BASE-BX10-D OLT

100

≈10 (6.2)

100BASE-BX10-U ONU
optical

100

≈10 (6.2)

fibers
Simplex singlemode
optical fiber
Simplex singlemode

1000BASE-LX10
optical

1000

≈10 (6.2)

fiber
Duplex singlemode

ONU/OLT

km (mi)
Duplex singlemode

fibers
Duplex multimode
optical fibers
Simplex singlemode

≈0.55 (0.34)
1000BASE-BX10-D
optical

OLT

1000

1000BASE-BX10-U
optical

ONU

1000

1000BASE-PX10-D PON
optical
1000BASE-BX10-U PON
optical

OLT

ONU

1000

1000

≈10 (6.2)

fiber
Simplex singlemode

≈10 (6.2)

fiber
Simplex singlemode

≈10 (6.2)

≈10 (6.2)

fiber
Simplex singlemode

1000BASE-PX20-D PON
optical

OLT

1000

≈20 (12.4)

fiber
Simplex singlemode

1000BASE-BX20-U PON
optical

ONU

1000

≈20 (12.4)

fiber
Simplex singlemode

10PASS-T
grade

NT/LT

Varies

Varies

fiber
One or more pairs of voice
balanced twisted-pair

cable
2BASE-TL
grade

NT/LT

Varies

Varies

One or more pairs of voice
balanced twisted-pair

cable
Km = Kilometer

OLT = Optical line terminal

LT = Line terminal

ONU = Optical network unit

Mb/s = Megabit per second

PON = Passive optical network

Mi = Mile

NT = Network terminal
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Annexure-I
Centralized Optical Fiber Cabling Design
Centralized optical fiber cabling designs may utilize any of the recognized types of optical fiber cable and connectivity.
Centralized cabling shall be designed so as to allow for migration (in part or in total) of the pull-through, interconnect, or
splice implementation to a cross-connection implementation.
Sufficient space should be provided in the TR to allow for the addition of patch panels required for the migration of
the pull-through, interconnect, or splice to a cross-connection.
Centralized cabling shall be designed so as to allow for the addition and removal of horizontal and intrabuilding
backbone system fibers. The layout of both rack-mount and wallmount termination hardware should be such as to
accommodate modular growth in an orderly manner.
The Intrabuilding backbone system design should allow for sufficient spare capacity to service additional ICTs
outlets/connectors from the centralized cross-connect without the need to pull additional intrabuilding backbone
system cables. The Intrabuilding backbone system fiber count should be sized to provide present and future
applications to the maximum work area density within the area served by the TR. Two fibers are normally required for
each application delivered to a work area.
Choosing between the pull through cabling method or backbone cabling methods (e.g., interconnection, splice) may be
based on the size of the installation:
•
•

Pull-through installations are typically used for small, one- or two-story buildings with a limited number of
users.
Backbone to horizontal designs are used in larger buildings where permanently routed backbone cables
would minimize disruption to firestop assemblies when adding new users to the system.

Centralized Optical Fiber Cabling Distances
The centralized optical fiber cabling installation is limited to optical fiber cabling within a building and may not be
deployed between buildings or across a campus. When centralized multimode optical fiber cabling is used, the user
needs to be aware of application specific distance limitations. For this reason, the maximum allowable length of
centralized optical fiber cabling using the interconnection or splice methods connecting the centralized active
equipment to the work area equipment, including equipment cords at both ends, shall be limited by the specifications
of anticipated ICTs applications.
Pull-Through Method
While there are no specific limitations of cable length in the pull-through method, specific applications or multimode
cabling properties may limit the overall length. It is recommended that optical fiber cabling lengths do not exceed the
maximum length limit for the application or ≈305 m (1000 ft), whichever is smaller.
Interconnection and Splice Methods
The maximum allowable length of centralized optical fiber cabling utilizing the interconnection and splice methods
may be limited by the type of optical fiber cabling selected (e.g., multimode, singlemode) and the distance limitations
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of the optical fiber equipment deployed.
Additionally, the length limitation of centralized optical fiber cabling between the HC (FD) located in the TR or TE and
the work area connecting hardware should not exceed ≈90 m (295 ft). When implementing a centralized optical fiber
system with the interconnection or splice methods, the interconnection or splice connecting hardware should be
located in the floor-serving TR or TE.

Annexure-J
Passive optical networks (PONs)
Traditional passive optical network-based architecture acronyms
GPON = Gigabit passive optical
network OLT = Optical line terminal
ONT = Optical network
terminal SM = Singlemode
WAN = Wide area network
Overview, continued
There are numerous PON infrastructure design options based on end user requirements, pathway and space
availability, and cabling approaches that are further defined in this section.
However, the primary components for PON architectures will remain constant with adherence to the industry best
practices for ICT cabling design and implementation. Installation of PONs should follow these best practices as closely as
possible to limit ICTs infrastructure and architecture issues and maximize potential service delivery options.
PONs are available in multiple variations based on standards for both gigabit and 10 gigabit connectivity to the end user.
The primary variations include:
• Broadband passive optical network (BPON) (legacy technology)
• Gigabit passive optical network (GPON)
• Ethernet passive optical network (EPON)
• 10 Gb/s passive optical network (10GPON)
• 10 Gb/s Ethernet passive optical network (10G-EPON)
The technical differences and nuances of each type of PON are outside of the scope of this section and can be
researched online by reviewing the appropriate technical standards documents (see Table 5.3).The cabling
infrastructure architecture and implementation guidelines remain the same for all PON variations.
Primary passive optical network variations and their source standards
GPON
EPON
10GPON
10G-EPON

ITU G.984
IEEE 802.3ah
ITU G.987
IEEE 802.3av

EPON = Ethernet passive optical network
GPON = Gigabit passive optical network
IEEE = Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
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ITU = International ICT Union
Wave Division Multiplexing (WDM)
PONs use wave division multiplexing (WDM) technology, which multiplexes optical carrier signals onto a single optical
fiber strand by using different wavelengths of laser light. This enables bidirectional communications over one strand of
optical fiber as well as multiplication of capacity. WDM transmission requires singlemode optical fiber cabling.
Fiber Requirements
PONs Utilize simplex, singlemode optical fiber cabling infrastructure, The PON signal traverses from either a static fiber
interface or a hot swappable small form factor pluggable (SFP) module at the head end optical line terminal (OLT),
which provides the electrical to optical interface, to the end termination point at the optical network terminal (ONT).
The simplex singlemode optical fiber strands are then split using a passive optical splitter, which provides between two
and 64 simplex optical fiber outputs, and can terminate at the desktop, on cabinet- or rack-mounted devices, or an
outdoor ONT device. The ONT provides the optical to electrical conversion back to useable voice, data, and video
signals. It is important to note that the connection point at the OLT is commonly a subscriber connectorultra physical
contact type simplex connector. The introduction of a third wavelength via WDM is used for radio frequency (RF) over
glass that requires all other connection points at any intermediate fiber distribution panel, passive optical splitter, and
subsequent ONT to be subscriber connector angled physical contact (APC) to mitigate the effects of reflected light (i.e.,
back- reflections).
To protect PON designs, it is recommended that APC connectors be utilized. The requirements for both current RF
injection and current 10GPON and 10G-EPON solutions implies that the end-to-end optical fiber cabling link shall use
APC connections to reduce back reflection in the 1500 nanometer (nm) and above wavelength range.
With the extended distances provided by using a PON solution, it is common to have many optical fiber distribution and
demarcation points to transition from OSP to ISP cabling or from backbone to horizontal cabling. At these locations, it
may be advantageous to offer a more compact solution that utilizes APC-type connectors. The PON signal is transparent
to the connectors utilized, except at the OLT and ONTs. Some solutions may require a highdensity fiber design, enabling
the use of a multifiber push-on (MPO) connector.
NOTE: For more information on these optical fiber connectors, see Section 3.2: ICT Communication media and
Connecting Hardware.
Enterprise Passive Optical Network (PON) Hardware Active Components
Optical Line Terminal (OLT)
The OLT is commonly referred to as the aggregation point of a PON architecture. The OLT provides multiple highbandwidth 1 Gb/s and 10 Gb/s interfaces via pluggable optics to the:
•
•
•

Customer wide area network or core network.
PON switch fabric.
PON interface cards.

This, in turn, provides the singlemode fiber outputs to the splitters and maintains management of the entire PON
system. The OLT implements and manages the various network and security protocols such as simple network
management protocol, link layer discovery protocol, power over Ethernet (PoE), network switch port, and port security.
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Optical Network Terminal (ONT)
The ONT is the user interface to the PON and contains the active component for the simplex singlemode fiber
termination and the optical to electrical interface to hand off the signaling required for the end user connections. ONTs
are available in many different options. New ONT offerings, form factors, and innovative designs are constantly being
developed and deployed to meet customer requirements. Commonly deployed enterprise PON ONTs include:
•

•

•
•

4-port desktop ONTs that provide a combination of four ports of 10/100/1000 Mb/s data connections, PoE
and PoE+, RF coaxial ports, and 4P4C-type plain old telephone service (POTS) interfaces. Some of these
devices are 802.11b/g/n Wi-Fi compliant and contain integrated batteries.
Faceplate style ONTs capable of providing combinations of 2 ports of GbE, PoE, RF, and POTS interfaces. Rackor cabinet-mounted ICTs space-based ONTs allow the reuse of existing horizontal category cabling (e.g.,
category 5e/class D or higher). Rack- or cabinet-mounted ONTs are often used to power devices such as WLAN
APs, edge- based access control systems, megapixel Internet protocol (IP) surveillance cameras, and others
that do not have alternating current (ac) power available. These ONTs are currently available with:
10/100 and 10/100/1000 Mb/s Ethernet ports.
8, 16, and 24 device port configurations with and without PoE and PoE+ across some or all of the ports.

SFP-based ONTs permit the singlemode optical fiber PON link to be directly connected into an SFP, which can be
inserted into an optical fiber network interface card of a server, computer, or switch.
Enterprise Passive Optical Network (PON) Hardware Passive Components
Singlemode Optical Fiber and Connector Requirements
All OLT to ONT communications occur over a simplex singlemode optical fiber cabling infrastructure. Fiber infrastructure
deployed for PONs support future PON applications and bandwidth requirements with minimal cabling infrastructure
upgrades.
All singlemode optical fiber connections in a PON past the OLT should be installed with an APC. This reduces back
reflections and allows for proper transmission of the 1500 nm and above wavelengths of both the injected RF video
streams and the standardized 10GPON and 10G-EPON solutions.
The maximum supported distance of a PON varies from ≈20 km (12.5 mi) to ≈60 km (37 mi), depending primarily upon
the loss budget of the PON type. The maximum channel attenuations for the common types of PON technologies are
listed in Table.
Maximum channel attenuation and supported distance for passive optical network versions
Passive Optical
Network Version

Maximum Channel
Attenuation

Supported
Max Distance

IEEE 802.3 EPON

20 dB ≈10 km

(6.2 mi)

IEEE 802.3av 10G-EPON

29 dB ≈20 km

(12.5 mi)

ITU G.984 GPON (B+ Optics)

28 dB ≈20 km

(12.5 mi)

ITU G.984 GPON (C+ Optics)

32 dB ≈60 km

(37 mi)

ITU G.987 10GPON

31 dB ≈40 km

(25 mi)
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DB = Decibel
EPON = Ethernet passive optical network
GPON = Gigabit passive optical network
IEEE = Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.®
ITU = International ICT Union
Km = Kilometer
Mi = Mile
Enterprise Passive Optical Network (PON) Hardware Passive Components, continued
Passive Optical Splitters
The passive aspect of a PON resides in the splitter. This device provides the ability to split the single fiber output from
each PON link exiting the OLT to a variety of splitter ratio outputs, each terminating at the ONT. The splitter output
ratios include:
• 1:2
• 1:4
• 1:8
• 1:16
• 1:32
• 1:64
NOTE: Enterprise deployments are typically designed to 1:32 split ratios.
A passive optical splitter can be thought of as a prism, splitting the light to the indicated number of outputs. These
splitters are available from a number of manufacturers and can be obtained in small cassette forms with pigtail inputs
and outputs for connection into traditional adapter panels as preterminated trunk style devices. This type of
preterminated trunk style device allows the horizontal output cables to be easily pulled from the unit via an MPO-type
assembly or in a standard 1 rack unit-type form factor with inputs and outputs appearing like a traditional patch panel.
All connections on a passive optical splitter should be made with high-performance APC connectors.
Passive splitters are also available in dual input configurations, which allow the splitter to be protected from dual PON
sources for additional redundancy and high availability.
PON Work Area Outlet Requirements
Any PON design and deployment shall follow BICSI and ICTs Industry Association best practices for cabling installation.
As a PON provides multiple interfaces per ONT that exceed the customary two ICTs outlet/connector requirement to a
single work area, a simplex optical fiber cabling connection serves as the permanent link of a PON. PONs commonly
utilize a zone-based cabling solution from a ceiling or floor zone box with preterminated simplex singlemode optical
fiber cabling to the actual work area outlets.
Since single and dual strand singlemode optical fiber cabling costs about the same, some ICT distribution designers
implement a dual strand fiber to each work area outlet to allow for any future growth or potential desktop ONT
redundancy options.
NOTE: Even though a PON requires only a single strand of singlemode optical fiber cabling, the ICT distribution designer
should consider two or more strands at the work area to allow for future topology change.
Design Considerations for Optical Network Terminal (ONT) Deployments
Backbone Fiber Requirements and Terminations
One backbone optical fiber per OLT PON port shall be used per TR. Since there are usually 32 users per PON port, spare
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capacity should be built-in for future usage. Also, two optical fiber feeder strands to each splitter may be desired to
support the redundancy feature. With the design of optical fiber cable in increments of 12, the tubes and ribbons should
not be split or shared among TRs.
Horizontal Copper Requirements
From the ONT located in the ICTs space (e.g., ER, TR, TE), horizontal cabling shall not exceed ≈90 m (295 ft) to the ICTs
outlet/connector serving the edge device (e.g., phone, computer, printer, camera) in order to support voice, data,
and PoE communications.
Rack- and cabinet-based ONTs can support PoE and PoE+ standards for power delivery over the balanced twisted-pair
horizontal cabling infrastructure.
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and Analog Voice Delivery
PON manufacturers provide analog ports for POTS at the ONT. ONTs within the ICTs spaces can allow for bulk analog
phones to support either POTS or voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) services via analog lines. These ONTs provide a
session initiated protocol conversion from analog (at the end user handset) to IP (eithera VoIP softswitch/ local session
controller or Class-5 TDM-based service) over the PON infrastructure.
Radio Frequency (RF) Video Distribution
Depending on the ONT deployed, RF video can be deployed over the same PON infrastructure. The same video headend equipment is required for PON as for a video coaxial network. However, if the ONT already has an F connector, the
services can be overlaid onto the singlemode optical fiber 1550 nm wavelength with a designated virtual LAN with no
need for additional cabling.
Desktop-Based Passive Optical Network (PON) Solution Architectures
ICTs Spaces Requirements (Special Sizing Considerations)
Depending on the architecture, a rack-, cabinet-, or wall-mounted solution can be designed. It is important to consider
additional technologies that may be placed in a TR (e.g., access control, video surveillance, intrusion detection). It is
suggested that BICSI best practices for ICTs spaces square footage space be reduced to a shallow TR that acts as a
backbone to horizontal fiber patch point rather than a space of active network electronics.
Because of the extended distance reach of a PON (referenced in Table 5.5), the need for multiple TRs per floor can be
reduced to a single TR of intermediate fiber patch panels. This reduction in space can provide additional square footage
for offices or storage.
Desktop-Based Passive Optical Network (PON) Solution Architectures, continued
ICTs Spaces Heating, Ventilation, and Air- Conditioning (HVAC) Considerations
With a PON, the passive elements are usually located in the TRs where the access switches are typically installed.
Because the majority of PON designs have no power requirements in the TRs, there is no need to have an HVAC
requirement to cool the PON electronics.
Horizontal Pathway Special Design Considerations
Some designs deploy factory preterminated fibers that use single connectors or MPOs. Some fiber manufacturers have
developed an ≈3 mm (0.12 in) cable jacket that houses 12 fibers, incorporating a 12 fiber MPO. This design allows for
the ability to run large amounts of cable in a small pathway. If a cable tray is still a requirement, the size of the tray can
be reduced because of the smaller diameter of the fiber compared with balanced twisted-pair cabling. The cable tray
should still be sized for future expansion.
Horizontal Fiber Distribution and Work Area Outlet Considerations
ICTs space-based splitters can be implemented in several ways. Some optical fiber manufacturers have developed a one
rack unit solution available in different splitter variations (e.g., one 1×32, two 1×16, four 1×8). Other designs can be
used with splitter modules that fit into a four rack unit housing, which can hold up to 24 1×32 or 2×32 splitters or other
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splitter configurations. Some vendors have adapted the fiber to the premises OSP fiber distribution hubs to house up to
18 1×32 splitters.
Zone Cabling-Based Splitters
Zone cabling splitters offer an alternative to traditional ICTs spaces mounted splitters. Since zone cabling splitters are
located closer to the end user, this allows for a lower optical fiber implementation cost. If rack space in the floor serving
ICTs space is limited or running multiple strands of optical fiber cabling to a zone is not permitted, placing the splitters
in a ceiling-mounted or access floor-mounted enclosure close to the end user outlet locations may be necessary.
Planning for Future Dual Passive Optical Network (PON)
Input Optical Network Terminals (ONTs) and Geographically
Diverse Cable Routing
Diverse cable paths can deliver survivability all the way to the device connected to the ONT.
There are ways to achieve the same redundancy with the use of dual input splitters at the desired location of
survivability, which allow for OLT-based geographic diversity of the splitters and ONTs.
Power and Cooling Systems
Typical Optical Line Terminal (OLT) Thermal Output and Cooling
Requirements
It is suggested that as ICTs space sizes are reduced, the associated HVAC also can be minimized. Most PON installations
will have no networking related equipment within the ICTs spaces. Unless additional ICTs systems are being planned
that require cooling, dedicated HVAC zones can be eliminated as the ICTs space will not have any equipment that
generates heat. Best practices should be followed for the design of the MC (CD) and data center locations where the
OLTs are housed. The OLTs typically utilize 40 to70 percent less power than legacy core networking equipment, and the
associated cooling systems can be sized smaller.
The ICT distribution designer should confer with the PON system equipment manufacturer during the planning phases
of the project to determine the overall BTU output of the equipment.
Desktop Optical Network Terminal (ONT) Remote and Backup
Powering Options
Remote powering of the ONT can be achieved through the combination of singlemode optical fiber and balanced
twisted-pair cabling. An alternative to using the composite cable method is to run a parallel balanced twisted-pair
cabling channel alongside the singlemode optical fiber cabling channel. The power is introduced to the balanced
twisted- pair cabling in ICTs spaces. The ONTs require direct current (dc) power input, transitioning from ac to dc at a
consolidated location (zone box) or utilizing an ac/dc rectifier solution in the ICTs space and a multiple output,
independently fused dc/dc power panel at the CP. This removes the need for transformers at the location of the ONT
and keeps this solution a low-voltage option.
Optical Network Terminal (ONT) Battery Backup
Certain ONTs are available with integrated lithium ion batteries that can allow for a short runtime (e.g., 5–30 minutes)
based on the services being provided and the actual power draw of any PoE devices at the desktop level.
Campus-Based Outside Plant (OSP)
A PON solution is suitable for deployment in a campus environment because of the ability of singlemode optical fiber to
transmit and receive signals between ≈20 km (12.5 mi) and ≈60 km (37 mi). The OLT can be housed in a central location
(e.g., a data center) using existing singlemode OSP cabling that can reach the majority of buildings on most campuses.
Once the OSP is terminated, the backbone and horizontal cabling is designed and constructed as indicated. Optical
fibertest results need to be within the standards requirements that are followed for a given installation. If a building
does not have a large service requirement (i.e., smaller than 32 ONTs or 128 ports), it may be desirable to utilize OSP
optical splitters as used in most OSP fiber to the X solutions.
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PON manufacturers have developed technology to move the network to a redundant PON port, card, or another OLT
chassis if a loss of signal from the ONT is detected. In order to accomplish this, a 2x32 splitter will need to be installed in
the network. If a building housing an OLT loses power, the chassis fails, a PON port fails, or the backbone fiber
connectivity fails, the network automatically switches to the provisioned back-up.
Implementation
Considerations Administrative
Record Keeping
Administrative labeling and record keeping of the PON system is important for establishing and maintaining the PON
cabling infrastructure. This includes:
• Utilization of a zone-based deployment topology.
• Accurate record keeping of cable pathways.
• Accurate record keeping of horizontal drop cable identifications from each splitter port.
• Accurate baseline maximum insertion loss (power loss) test reports.
Each of these items is crucial to the long-term management and reduced MAC mistakes and problems of the network.
Within the active management platform of a PON, the means to match up the physical cabling identifications to the
ONT assignments is crucial.

Testing and Certification of a Passive Optical Network (PON)
Infrastructure
All optical fiber cabling within a PON installation should be tested for bi-directional loss at 1310 nm and 1550 nm
wavelengths. This should be an end-to-end test, placing one end of the tester at the primary PON singlemode optical
fiber jumper cable that would connect to the OLT, through the splitter, and then allow for a reading to be taken on
every drop cable at each ONT.
In other words, the tester head stays stationary at the OLT end while the remote is moved across all splitter outputs. It
is important to note any major discrepancies in fibers on the same splitter. This could indicate macro-bending in the
infrastructure or dirty, poorly terminated connectors. BICSI best practices should be adhered to for field testing
procedures, administrative record keeping for troubleshooting, and related cabling best practices

Annexure-K

The references to codes, standards, methods, and best practices used in this Section are derived from documents
such as ANSI/NECA/BICSI-607, ICTs Bonding and Grounding Planning and Installation Methods for Commercial
Buildings, ANSI/TIA-607-B, ICTs Grounding (Earthing) and Bonding for Customer Premises,
IMPORTANT: All design and construction for bonding and grounding (earthing) must meet or exceed applicable codes,
standards & regulations.
The best time to design a bonding, grounding (earthing), and protection scheme for a structure is during the initial
planning and construction phases of a project. The ICT distribution designer should work with the architect and electrical
engineer to plan out the ICTs bonding infrastructure.
Alternating Current (ac) Grounding (Earthing) Electrode System
The ICT distribution designer may have no authority over the ac grounding (earthing) electrode system. However, the
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importance of this system cannot be overlooked since the design of the ICTs bonding infrastructure is dependent on the
ac grounding (earthing) electrode system’s physical and electrical characteristics.
NOTE: The ac grounding (earthing) electrode system does not provide adequate electrical protection for people and
equipment in the event of electrical faults within the premises wiring system. This is the function of the equipment
grounding (earthing) system, which is covered further in this Section.
Recommended Testing Procedures and Criteria
Typically, it is not the ICT distribution designer’s responsibility to specify the type of tests or test criteria for the
verification of the ac grounding (earthing) electrode system quality. This is the responsibility of a qualified electrical
designer.
Most qualified electrical installers do not test the bonding and grounding (earthing) system for a building prior to ICT
connection to the ICTs bonding and grounding (earthing) infrastructure. However, BICSI recommends that certain tests
be performed to evaluate the bonding connection between the ICTs busbars and the ac grounding (earthing) electrode
system. This testing should be performed after the ICTs cabling and ICTs grounding (earthing) infrastructure are
installed but prior to either the final approval of the ICTs cabling infrastructure or end-user ICTs equipment installation.
True Root Mean Square (rms) Alternating Current (ac) Measurements
Measuring the ac current on any bonding conductor for ICTs (BCT) equipment or busbars may reveal unwanted presence
of ac current flow.
The recommended maximum ac current value on any bonding conductor should be less than 1 A. The recommended
maximum dc current value should be less than 500 mill amperes. The acceptable ac and dc current levels may
change depending on the equipment needs.
Two-Point Bonding Measurements
This test is performed using an earth grounding (earthing) resistance tester that is configured for a continuity test. The
test is performed by connecting the meter leads between the nearest available grounding (earthing) electrode (e.g.,
structural steel column) and the busbar in the EF or TR. The recommended maximum value for the bonding resistance
between these two points is 0.1 ohms (100 milliohms). In central office facilities, the acceptable resistance between any
two points may be less than 100 milliohms, possibly 50 milliohms.
ICTs Bonding
Infrastructure Overview
The overall purpose for the ICTs bonding infrastructure is to equalize potentials between metallic surfaces
predominantly in the event of lightning, ac electrical system faults, electromagnetic induction, or electrostatic
discharge.
Given the frequency of recycled wiring practices, the ICT designer must inspect the existing grounding electrode system
and equipment grounding system to ensure the integrity of all the electronic equipment, regardless of application.
In small ERs and EFs, the ICTs bonding and grounding (earthing) begin at the ICTs main grounding busbar (TMGB),
which must be referenced to the nearest approved grounding (earthing) electrode (typically made available by
electrical service personnel). The TMGB should be the central attachment point for all bonding and grounding
(earthing) connections.
This includes, but is not limited to:
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a. All exposed cable shields.
b. All associated surge protectors.
c. AC electrical panel boards.
d. Cable trays.
e. Equipment racks, cabinets, and enclosures.
f. Structural steel or support beams.
Large systems require more preparation than smaller systems. However, the approach to both should be the same. In
the case of a larger building, multiple busbars are used where multiple ERs, TRs, and EFs exist. Guidelines for this
method are detailed in ANSI/NECA/
BICSI-607 and ANSI/TIA-607-B; however, the ICT distribution designer should evaluate all site parameters before
implementing the designs contained within the standard.
Multiple grounding (earthing) busbars, designed to be placed throughout a facility, can be bonded back to the TBB.
Alternatively, multiple busbars connected to the nearest approved building grounding (earthing) electrode (e.g.,
building steel), equipment grounding (earthing) system, or closest ac power panel ground bus achieve the same result
and will reduce costs.
The building’s ac power panel bonding and grounding (earthing) systems are designed to minimize and possibly
eliminate differences in potential (e.g., lightning strikes, EMI/RFI, ac electrical fault conditions) between their
infrastructures.
If each busbar is bonded to structural steel, alternative arrangements to bond all busbars with bonding backbone
conductors may not be necessary.
Telecommunication Main Grounding Busbar (TMGB)
The TMGB serves as the dedicated extension of the building ac grounding (earthing) electrode system for the ICTs
infrastructure. It serves as the central attachment point for the TBB and equipment. The TMGB must be a predrilled
copper busbar with holes for use with standard-sized lugs, have minimum dimensions of ≈6 millimeters (mm [0.25
inches (in)]) thick by ≈100 mm (4 in) wide, and be variable in length (see Figure 8.4). Furthermore, it must be listed by
an NRTL.
It is recommended that the TMGB be located as near as possible to the ICTs cable EF. This is because surge currents due
to lightning and other sources must be equalized before they penetrate the ICTs infrastructure. Therefore, the
placement of the busbar must be in close proximity to the primary or secondary surge protection, ICTs cable shields, and
entrance conduits.
Telecommunication Grounding Busbar (TGB)
A TGB is the grounding (earthing) connection point for ICTs infrastructure systems (e.g., cabling, pathways) and ICTs
equipment in the area served by an ER or TR. The TGB must be a predrilled copper busbar with holes for use with
standard-sized lugs, have minimum dimensions of ≈6 mm (0.25 in) thick by ≈50 mm (2 in) wide, and be variable in
length (see Figure 8.5). It must also be listed by an NRTL.
As with the TMGB, the TGB should be able to accommodate bonding conductors that originate at various equipment
and metallic surfaces and allow for future growth.
The TGB also shall be bonded to the nearest structural steel member, whether it is a horizontal or vertical beam, if
available.
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Telecommunication Bonding Backbone (TBB)
A TBB is a ICTs bonding conductor intended to equalize potentials between TRs on multiple floors of a building with an
ultimate connection to the EF’s TMGB.
It should be recognized that the impedance of the TBB increases due to the length, thereby reducing ICT ability to
equalize potentials between ERs, TRs, and EFs. This is true at low frequencies (e.g., 60 hertz currents) but more
noticeable at higher frequencies (e.g., lightning). The ICT distribution designer must consider that the TBB for a large site
may be costly and may not achieve the desired result of effective bonding.
As an alternative, the ICT distribution designer can specify that the TGB in each TR be bonded to the structural steel if
present and to the nearest ac electrical panelboard.
Grounding Equalizer (GE)
A GE is a conductor that is intended to equalize potentials between TRs on the same floor of a structure. Two standards,
ANSI/NECA/BICSI-607 and ANSI/TIA-607-B state that the GE be installed on the top floor of a building and on every third
floor between the ground floor and top floor of the building.
Sizing of Bonding Conductors
In most applications, where any bonding conductor does not exceed ≈30 m (100 ft), a minimum of a 6 AWG [4.1 mm
(0.16 in)] bonding conductor is sufficient for referencing all metallic surfaces within the ICTs environment. However, a
bonding conductor that is run at distances longer than ≈30 m (100 ft) should be calculated for a size that meets the
requirements of the applicable electrical code for the site.
Testing the Integrity of ICTs Bonding Connections
Two-point bonding measurements should be performed using an earth grounding (earthing) resistance tester
configured for a continuity test. The test is performed by connecting the meter leads between the nearest available
grounding (earthing) electrode (e.g., structural steel column) and the busbar in the EF or TR. The recommended
maximum value for the bonding resistance between these two points is 0.1 ohms (100 milliohms). Before performing
this test, the test equipment manufacturer should be consulted for detailed instrument setup and safety precautions.
Lightning
Exposure
Overview
In general, a choice of direct-buried cable does not eliminate exposure. ICT distribution designers should be aware of
two factors:
g. Electrical power cable is usually routed above aerial cable to intercept and divert direct lightning
strikes. This helps but does not negate the need for protectors.
h. Direct-buried cable collects ground strikes within a distance determined by soil resistance (typically ≈2 m
[6.6 ft] to ≈6 m [19.7 ft]). High soil resistance intensifies this problem.
Lightning exposure cannot always be accurately examined. The ICT distribution designer must consider codes,
standards, and site records when evaluating a site for exposure.
Interbuilding ICTs circuits are considered to have a lightning exposure unless one or more of the following conditions
exist:
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i.

j.

Circuits in large metropolitan areas where buildings are close together and sufficiently high to
intercept lightning.
Interbuilding ICTs cable runs of ≈42.7 m (140 ft) or less, directly buried or in underground conduit. The shield
or conduit must be bonded to the building’s ac grounding (earthing) electrode system at each end. This is
another simplified zone of protection, as well as proper bonding practice.
k. Areas having an average of five or fewer thunderstorm days per year and earth resistivity of less than
100
ohmmeters.

Bonding and Grounding (Earthing) Standards
The following standards apply to bonding and grounding (earthing):
l.

ANSI/NECA/BICSI 607, ICTs Bonding and Grounding Planning and Installation Methods for Commercial
Buildings Information Technology Equipment
m. IEC 60364-4-44 ed2.0 (2007-08), Low-Voltage Electrical Installations—Part 4-44:Disturbances
n. IEC 60364-5-54 ed3.0 (2011-03), Low-Voltage Electrical Installations

Annexure-L

Testing and Guidelines for Firestops
The fire resistance of penetration firestops is evaluated under positive pressure, time versus temperature, and furnace
conditions. This testing allows assessing the system’s capability to provide fire resistance through controlled fire
exposure.
Ratings applicable to these test standards are F, T, W, and L ratings as mentioned in brief in the table below

Rating Classification

Referenced Standards

Definition

F rating

UL 1479

Time period (expressed in hours) that
assembly resists flame passage;
and UL 1479 include a hose stream while

T rating

UL 1479

Time by which unexposed (non-fireside) of
assembly reaches ≈181 °C (358 °F) over the
initial starting temperature

L rating

UL 1479

Combination of FH and FT ratings for Canada
Air leakage test run at ambient and elevated
temperatures ≈204 °C (400 °F) to simulate
smoke leakage through firestop systems
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W rating

UL 1479

Water leakage test where firestop system is
subjected to a ≈0.9 m (3 ft) water column for
a period of 72 hours

Firestop for Brick, Concrete Block, and Concrete Walls, Pipes, Cables, Conduits, Sleeve Systems, Cable Trays, and
Innerducts
Use qualified firestop systems to seal penetrations in brick, concrete block, and concrete walls for pipes, rigid electrical
conduit sleeve systems, cable trays, and Innerducts.
Verify that penetration conditions are within the following firestop system parameters:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wall thickness
Hourly rating required
Opening size
Annular space (i.e., space between penetrating item and inside wall of penetration)
Sleeve systems (present/required/optional)
Material selection (if subject to movement)

The materials should be installed according to manufacturer-tested methods.
When addressing cable and cable tray penetrations in fire-rated assemblies, refer to the appropriate tested system to
ensure compliance with maximum cable fill or cable loading.
Qualified materials should be used to firestop sleeved penetrations. The materials should be installed according to
manufacturer-tested methods.
Firestop for Framed Wall Assemblies, Pipes, Conduits, Sleeve Systems, Cables, Cable Trays, and Innerducts
Qualified firestop systems should be used to seal penetrations in framed wall (e.g., framed wall/stud wall) assemblies.
The firestop system is typically installed symmetrically on both sides of the wall. The materials should be installed
according to manufacturer-tested methods.
When addressing cable and cable tray penetrations in fire-rated assemblies, refer to the appropriate tested system to
ensure compliance with maximum cable fill or cable loading.
Firestop Existing Cables Installed in a Framed Wall
The installer is faced with a unique problem when multiple cables have been bundled together and penetrate a firewall
without being sleeved and properly firestopped.
A preferred solution to firestop existing penetrations is to use a split-sleeve system assembly that can be installed
around the existing cables without interrupting service.
Electrical Apparatus, Access Panels, Fixtures, and Miscellaneous Recessed
Boxes
An electrical apparatus should not penetrate framed walls, which is not qualified for use in fire-rated assemblies with:
•
•

Individual penetrations exceeding ≈10,000 mm² (16 in²) in surface area of one face of a stud wall.
Multiple penetrations exceeding ≈65,000 mm² (100 in²) of total surface area per ≈9.3 m² (100 ft²) of wall
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area.
Electrical boxes that do not exceed ≈10,000 mm² (16 in²) in surface area but create membrane penetrations in a stud
wall should be:
•

Separated on opposite faces of walls by a horizontal distance of at least ≈0.6 m (2 ft).

Firestop for Floor/Ceiling Assemblies
Independent penetrations are the major firestop concern when dealing with floor/ceiling assemblies.
WARNING: Firestop for ceiling penetrations is especially critical. The ceiling membrane of a fire-resistive rated
floor/ceiling is the protective membrane for the structural support members. Floors/ceilings should be sealed
symmetrically on both the top and bottom side. Failure to seal both the floor penetration and ceiling penetration can
greatly diminish fire safety.
Once a ceiling is breeched by fire, the increase in temperature reduces the load-bearing capacity of the structural
support members in the assembly.
Firestop for Roof/Ceiling Assemblies
During a fire, firefighters often vent the roof to:
• Prevent heat buildup.
• Reduce the possibility of roof collapse.
Roof and roof/ceiling penetrations should be firestopped using the methods described in the sections on Firestop for
Floor Assemblies and Firestop for Floor/Ceiling Assemblies in this Section.
Fire-Rated Vertical Shafts
Firestop Shaft
Penetrations
Elements (e.g., pipes, ducts, cables, cable trays) contained in vertical shafts do not need to be firestopped within the
shafts at the floor/ceiling assemblies. Any distribution penetrations, however, that breech the integrity of the shaft
should be sealed with a qualified firestop system.
General Firestop
Considerations Matching
Existing Conditions
A qualified firestop system that matches the actual conditions (e.g., penetrating item(s), material, wall/floor/ceiling
configuration) should be selected. If an exact match cannot be made between firestop systems listed and actual
conditions, the closest system should be chosen. An engineering judgment from the firestop manufacturer’s technical
support/ engineering department should be sought for submittal to the local AHJ.
Selection Criteria
When selecting a qualified system taking into account the following:
•
•
•

The actual conditions tested and covered by the system.
When substituting one manufacturer’s system for another manufacturer’s system, the selected
firestop materials should be appropriate for the actual conditions.
When addressing cable and cable tray penetrations within fire-rated assemblies, the ICT distribution
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•

•

•

designer should refer to the appropriate tested system to ensure compliance with maximum cable fill
or cable loading.
The products of a qualified firestop system should never be substituted by another manufacturer’s
products. Products from one manufacturer’s system are not interchangeable with products from another
manufacturer’s system.
The difference between the actual floor/ceiling/wall thickness and conditions tested during
qualification may affect listed F and T ratings. Generally, the thinner the construction qualified, the
better the F and T performance may be if actual construction is thicker. The reverse may not be true.
A firestop assembly that is capable of sealing against the passage of smoke and toxic gases through
the penetration should be selected.

Contractor/Installer Documentation
Recommends that the installer:
•
•

Label each penetration upon firestop completion.
Take a photo or video of each penetration after labeling and submit it to the Fire officer having Jurisdiction
if Code mandates. (check local regulations)

Annexure-M
Identification & Administration
An effective ICTs administration system is crucial for the efficient operation and maintenance of ICTs infrastructure
elements and ICTs infrastructure equipment. ICTs infrastructure elements include equipment racks and cabinets, cabling
pathways, cables and connecting hardware, bonding and grounding (earthing), and much more.
Classes of ICTs Administration Systems
The following sections explain the four classes of ICTs administration systems.
General
Four classes of ICTs administration systems are recommended to accommodate diverse degrees of complexity present
in ICTs infrastructure:
•
•
•
•

Class 1—Premises served by a single equipment room (ER).
Class 2—Single building or a tenant served by one or more ICTs spaces.
Class 3—Campus.
Class 4—Multisite system.

A ICTs administration system can be managed using:
•
•
•
•

Paper-based systems.
General-purpose spreadsheet software.
Special-purpose cable management software.
Automated infrastructure management (AIM) systems.
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Determination of Class
The most relevant factors in determining the minimum class of administration is the size and complexity of the
infrastructure. The number of ICTs spaces (e.g., ER, common ER, ICTs room [TR], common TR, entrance facility [EF]) is
one indicator of complexity.
The information technology systems (ICT) distribution designer should implement ICTs infrastructure administration
standards that apply to the geographic region in which the ICTs infrastructure administration occurs (e.g., ANSI/ TIA606- B, ISO/IEC 14763-2, ISO/IEC 14763-2-1).
Class 1 Class 1 administration addresses the needs of premises served by a single ER. This ER is the only ICTs space
administered, which means that TRs, backbone cabling, and OSP cabling systems are not administered.
Class 2 Class 2 administration provides for the ICTs infrastructure administration needs of a single building or of a
tenant served by a single or multiple ICTs space (e.g., ER with one or more TRs) within a single building. Class 2
administration includes all of the class 1 administration elements. In addition, identifiers for backbone cabling,
multiple-element bonding and grounding (earthing) systems, and firestopping are included
Class 3 Class 3 administration addresses the needs of a campus, including ICT buildings and OSP elements. Class 3
administration includes all of the class 2 administration elements. In addition, identifiers for buildings and
campus cabling are included. Administration of building pathways and spaces and OSP elements is
recommended.
Class 4 Class 4 administration addresses the needs of a multisite system. Class 4 administration includes all of the class 3
administration elements. In addition, an identifier for each site and optional identifiers for intercampus elements (e.g.,
wide area network connections) are included. For mission critical systems, large buildings, or multi-tenant buildings,
administration of pathways and spaces and OSP elements is strongly recommended.
Regardless of the choice of ICTs administration standards to apply to a given project, there are required identifiers for
ICTs infrastructure elements by class of administration (see Table below).
Table: Required identifiers by class
Class of Administration
Description of Identifier

1

2

3

4

ICTs space

X

X

X

X

Cabinet, rack, enclosure, or wall segment

X

X

X

X

Patch panel or termination block

X

X

X

X

Port on patch panel or termination on termination block

X

X

X

X

Horizontal link

X

X

X

X

ICTs main grounding busbar

X

X

X

X

ICTs grounding busbar

X

X

X

X
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Bonding conductor for ICTs

X

X

X

X

ICTs bonding backbone

X

X

X

Grounding equalizer

X

X

X

Building (intrabuilding) backbone cable

X

X

X

Building backbone termination position, pair, or strand

X

X

X

Firestop location

X

X

X

Campus (interbuilding) backbone cable

X

X

Campus backbone termination position, pair, or strand

X

X

Building

X

X

Campus or site

X

Identification Schemes
ISO/IEC 14763-2 specifies that the identifier scheme used shall specify identifiers for elements that:
•
•

Are unique within the administration system.
Explicitly define the element to which they refer (e.g., cabinet, cable, outlet). Unless the installation
specification identifies an alternative scheme that meets the requirements above, ISO/IEC 14763-2 specifies
that the identifier scheme conform to the requirements of ISO/IEC 14763-2-1, Information technology –
Implementation and operation of customer premises cabling – Identifiers within administration systems.

Connecting Hardware
Identification Color Coding
The color codes for cross-connect fields are shown in Table below.
Table: Cross-connect fields Color codes
The Color…
Orange
Green
Purple
White
Gray
Blue
Brown

Identifies…
Demarcation point (e.g., central office connections)
Network connections (e.g., network and auxiliary equipment)
Common equipment (e.g., connections to PBX,
mainframe computer, LAN, multiplexer)
First-level backbone (e.g., termination of building
backbone cable connecting MC [CD] to ICs [BDs])
Second-level backbone (e.g., termination of building
backbone cable connecting ICs [BDs] to HCs [FDs])
Horizontal cable (e.g., horizontal connections
to ICTs outlet/connectors)
Campus backbone (campus cable terminations)

NOTE: Brown takes precedence over white or gray for campus runs.
Yellow Miscellaneous (e.g., auxiliary, alarms, security)
Red Reserved for future use (also key telephone systems)
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BD
=
Building
distributor
CD
=
Campus distributor FD
= Floor distributor
HC = Horizontal cross-connect
IC = Intermediate crossconnect MC = Main crossconnect
PBX = Private branch exchange
Administration of Large
Spaces Grid Coordinates
Use a grid coordinate system to identify floor plan locations for equipment cabinets, racks, and other components.
When this is not practical, refer to the section on Alternative Guidelines to a Grid System.
There are three methods to identify floor plan locations for equipment cabinets, racks, and other components:
• Use of the access floor tile grids
• Use of the ceiling tile grid in rooms without access floor systems
Application of a grid to the floor plan if the space has neither an access floor tile grid nor ceiling tile grid.

Annexure-N
Field testing procedures & compliances
Field testing is crucial to ensure the integrity and performance of ICTs cabling systems.
Field testing:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensures an understanding of the longevity of the cabling.
Can minimize downtime and maintenance.
Provides a reference for future comparisons and calculations.
Facilitates system upgrades or reconfigurations.
Confirms suitability to support

applications. The test results:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify system faults.
Assist in troubleshooting.
Verify that installed cabling meets or exceeds specified requirements.
Quantify performance.
Establish baseline performance at the time of installation.
Establish accountability.

The information technology systems (ICT) distribution designer should ensure that all field testing requirements are fully
and clearly defined in any ICT project documentation (e.g., contracts, specifications) so that the testing is properly and
completely performed by the installation team. Successful test results are often a major factor in acceptance of the
installation by the customer and often are a deliverable to the customer for subsequent maintenance and
troubleshooting activities.
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Balanced Twisted-Pair Cabling
Tests Wire Map
A wire map test determines if the individual conductors in the cabling are connected correctly
In a balanced twisted-pair cable, the test should indicate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuity to the remote end.
Shorts between any two or more conductors.
Transposed pairs.
Reversed pairs.
Split pairs.
Shield continuity (e.g., only for shielded cabling).
Grounded conductor

Direct Current Loop Resistance
Direct current loop resistance of a wire pair is the conductor resistance with the far end of the wire pair shorted. This is
the resistance for any two conductors of a cable.
This resistance can be useful as a stand-alone diagnostic test to identify a poor contact that may be causing an insertion
loss failure. Direct current loop resistance is tested on coaxial cables and is measured between the center conductor
and shield of the coaxial cable.
Insertion Loss
Insertion loss (formerly known as attenuation for balanced twisted-pair systems) is a measurement of the loss in signal
resulting from the insertion of a component, link, or channel between a transmitter and receiver. Most requirements
are based on an insertion loss, although specifications are often stated as an attenuation or attenuation loss. For
insertion loss, the smaller the loss in decibels, the better the performance.
Return Loss
Return loss is a measurement of the reflection of signal power resulting from the insertion of a device in a transmission
line (in decibels). The ratio of the reflected voltage to the incident signal voltage is used to determine the return loss
Near-End Crosstalk (NEXT)
Near-end crosstalk (NEXT) loss is a measurement conducted on balanced twisted-pair cabling. NEXT is a measure of the
signal coupling between any two pairs along the entire length of the cabling. It measures the noise coupled into the
affected wire pair at the end from which the interfering signal is sent.
Attenuation-to-Crosstalk Ratio–Far-End (ACR-F)
Attenuation-to-crosstalk ratio–far-end (ACR-F) is the name for the performance parameter that had been called equal
level far-end crosstalk (ELFEXT). This name change occurred in the adoption of the category 6 standard.
The larger the value of ACR-F (ELFEXT) loss in decibels, the better the performance of the installed cabling link.
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Power Sum Crosstalk
Power sum crosstalk is used to specify a combination crosstalk from every source. In a 4-pair cable, power sum NEXT
expresses the combined effect of the NEXT from the three other pairs.
Attenuation-to-Crosstalk Ratio–Near-End (ACR-N)
Attenuation-to-crosstalk ratio–near-end (ACR-N), previously called ACR, expresses the ratio between the signal
strength arriving at the end of a link (input to the receiver) and the disturbance caused by the NEXT coupling from a
disturbing wire pair. This parameter is calculated as the difference in decibels between attenuation and crosstalk
measurements for a wire pair combination in a balanced twisted-pair cable.
Alien Crosstalk Tests
Alien crosstalk represents a special case of noise disturbance external to any one cabling link. It has become an
important performance parameter with the deployment of high data rate systems such as 10GBASE-T (10 Gigabit per
second Ethernet over balanced twisted-pair cabling).
The industry standards define two test parameters to capture the alien crosstalk coupling:
• Power sum alien near-end crosstalk (PSANEXT)
• Power sum alien attenuation-to-crosstalk ratio-far-end (PSAACR-F)
Time Domain Reflectometer
A TDR test is not required as an acceptance test for balanced twisted-pair cabling; however, a TDR is a powerful tool in
troubleshooting cabling problems—primarily return loss failures.
Test Limits
The performance limit values encoded in field test equipment are provided by formulas in the industry standards that
apply at an ambient temperature of 20 °Celsius (68 °Fahrenheit).
Certification levels
Three levels of certification instrument accuracy have been defined for field testing:
•
•
•

Level IIe field test instruments are required for measurements up to category 5e and class D cabling.
Level IIIe field test instruments are required for measurements up to category 6 and class E cabling.
Level IV has been defined for the measurements of category 6A/class EA balanced twisted pair cabling up to
600
megahertz (MHz).

Multipair Cabling Testing
A cable manufacturer’s power sum measurement is required for Multipair cables. Power sum assumes all pairs in a
cable contribute to crosstalk. Power sum measurements across all pairs are not practical with field test instruments.
When field testing Multipair cabling, it is recommended that the cabling be tested for the appropriate category (e.g.
category 3, category 5e) in 4-pair increments as the pairs are configured in links.
Bundled Cable Testing
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Bundled cable may be referred to as hybrid, or composite cable, as an assembly of two or more cables, which may be of
same or different performance classifications/categories or design. Crosstalk performance between different cables of
the same or different design is not defined but should not degrade the performance requirements for any other cable
within the bundle.
Every cable within the bundle should be verified for alien crosstalk compliance with the category 6A/class EA
specifications.
Backbone Cabling Testing
Backbone cabling may involve lengths greater than horizontal cabling. For backbone lengths and channels that do not
exceed the length limits for horizontal cables, use the test limits for horizontal cabling.
Where backbone cabling exceeds cabling lengths for the same performance or design of product used in horizontal
cabling, fundamental tests should be considered when testing:
•
•

Continuity
Wire map/strand identification

Other test requirements may have to be run to confirm that the backbone cabling is suitable to carry the required
application. The details for these tests will be set out in the application requirements or cabling standards.
Open Office Cabling Testing
Open office cabling may include a multiuser ICTs outlet assembly (MUTOA) or a consolidation point (CP). Often the
cabling to the MUTOA or CP is installed before the office is completed and may require field testing.
Testing to a MUTOA or CP (known as the CP link) is subject to permanent link test requirements..
For all shielded cabling, test shield continuity in addition to the required tests. When testing shielded cabling, ensure that
the field test instrument is appropriately configured and that the cords used also are shielded.
Coaxial Cabling Testing
Coaxial cabling is used in broadband applications and, in the past, on LANs. Coaxial cable is a low-impedance media (50
or 75 ohm) with a single transmission path.
The tests performed most often are:
•
•
•
•
•

Direct current loop resistance.
Impedance.
Length.
TDR.
Noise.

Optical Fiber Cabling Testing
Attenuation
Attenuation, measured in decibels, is the decrease in magnitude of power of a transmitted signal between two points
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and is used to express the loss of optical fiber cabling. The optical fiber type, link length, the number and quality of
terminations and splices, cable stresses, and wavelength can all affect attenuation measurements.
Attenuation measurements must be taken after optical fiber cabling installation to ensure that the attenuation is less
than or equal to the allowed loss budget for the application to be carried or below the limits required for the optical fiber
cabling.
Length
Length is measured to ensure that the link does not exceed application-based requirements.
Length may be measured via pulse propagation delay using the optical fiber’s index of refraction (IOR). An OTDR also may
be used to determine the optical fiber length.
Polarity
Polarity can be verified with an optical loss test set (OLTS) while performing attenuation tests or by using a visible light
source (e.g., visual fault locator [VFL]).
Optical Time Domain Reflectometer (OTDR) Trace
An OTDR is used to characterize power reflected along optical fibers with a graphical signature on a display screen. The
OTDR has the capability to measure the length of the optical fiber, characterize power loss at events, and measure
attenuation between any two points along the cabled optical fiber.
Optical Fiber Cabling Acceptance Tests
Overview
The minimum optical fiber acceptance tests rely upon the measurement of attenuation and the verification of the fiber
length and polarity. An OTDR trace and end face inspection provide an extended layer of performance evaluation to
ensure that there are no anomalies along the optical fiber and that end faces are clean and without scratches that can
cause performance impediments.
Attenuation measurements, using an OLTS, are determined according to the reference method during setup. The three
reference methods specified in various standards are the one-jumper method, the two-jumper method, and the threejumper method. For example, measuring the attenuation from an adapter in a patch panel to an adapter in another
patch panel utilizes a one-jumper reference method. Uncertainty analysis has determined that the one-jumper
reference method has a lower uncertainty than the other methods. In addition to the reference method, the encircled
flux launch condition metric has been implemented for multimode optical fiber cabling.
Premises optical fiber links should be tested bidirectionally and at their two corresponding wavelengths (i.e., multimode
at 850 nm and 1300 nm, singlemode at 1310 nm and 1550 nm).
Optical Fiber Cabling Pre-installation Testing & other considerations
Overview
In addition to post-installation testing, cable reel acceptance testing ensures that the optical fiber cable is in good
condition after the inventory, storing, handling, and shipping process.
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This process generally occurs within five working days of delivery acceptance. Cable reel testing is considered part of the
risk management of the parties responsible for purchasing and installing the cable.
To promote efficient and accurate testing:
•

Test jumpers should be factory assembled, factory polished, and the same optical fiber core size as the cabling
system (e.g., 50/125 μm jumpers for a 50/125 μm system).
• The power meter and the light source must be set to the same wavelength.
• The power meter must be calibrated and traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technologies or
the applicable equivalent.
• The light source should be LED based and encircled flux compliant per the International Electro technical
Commission (IEC) and ICTs Industry Association (TIA) standards (IEC 61280-4-1 and ANSI/TIA-526-14-B).
• The light source or OTDR must operate within the range of 850 ± 30 nm or 1300 ± 20 nm for multimode testing.
• The light source or OTDR must operate within the range of 1310 ± 10 nm or 1550 ± 20 nm for singlemode
testing.
•End-to-End Attenuation Testing
An attenuation test measures the optical power loss between cable termination points.
Acceptable loss values are established according to the link loss budget for the cabling under test.
Measure the end-to-end attenuation at their two corresponding wavelengths (e.g., multimode at 850 nm and 1300 nm,
singlemode at 1310 nm and 1550 nm).
Use a stabilized light source and optical power meter to quickly and accurately measure attenuation when performing
end-to-end attenuation testing.
NOTE: A user may specify that an OTDR trace be used to evaluate optical fibers that will be left unterminated.
Uses for Optical Time Domain Reflectometer (OTDR) Testing
The OTDR is a versatile optical fiber test instrument. The information that can be obtained from the OTDR makes it
particularly useful for:
•

Cable acceptance testing—The OTDR characterizes the quality of the cable, either on the reel or installed,
including:
– Measuring normalized optical fiber loss at the operating wavelength in decibels per kilometer.
– Detecting point faults or discontinuities.
– Measuring the cable’s overall length.

Optical Time Domain Reflectometer (OTDR) Considerations
When using an OTDR, ensure that launch cord is used between the OTDR and the optical fiber under test. The launch
cord shall be of adequate length to overcome the OTDR dead zone for the optical pulse width used. Place a receive
optical fiber (tail cord) at the far end so that the end connection can be evaluated.
OTDR testing in one direction has a degree of inaccuracy because different backscattering coefficients may exist
between the optical fibers on either side of a splice or connection. For this reason, when increased accuracy is desired,
test in both directions and average the results.
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Annexure-O

OTHER APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS IN ICT INFRASTRUCTURE CABLING
Audio Visual communications
Essence of Audiovisual (AV) Design and Integration
Fundamentally, AV design and integration combines four basic but essential elements:
•
•
•
•

The hardware or the physical electronics connected together.
The software or programs loaded into the electronics to perform various AV tasks.
The environment or the space and infrastructure within which the hardware and software work.
The content, which includes video, audio, and data material created and presented using the available software
and hardware.

Each of these elements has specific and unique requirements that must be addressed during project design and
implementation, and their ultimate interactions produce the desired solutions. Critical to successful project integration
is the careful monitoring and balancing of the systems hardware, software, and environments (or infrastructure) with
the nature of presentation of the content in mind. Proper integration ensures that the human aspects of AV, or the
ability to clearly see and hear the presentation, are fully and successfully solved.
Environmental Considerations
Overview
This section discusses the interior design principles associated with AV technologies, including space planning, room
finishes, human factors and ergonomics, furniture layout, and AV device integration.
The intent of this Section is to address space planning as it relates to rooms and facilities with communications as a
primary function.
When designing a space for communication, a greater importance is placed upon the interaction between presenters,
participants, and the presentation material. Presentation capabilities can be greatly impacted by space planning and
interior design. For example, ceiling height and image size require coordination and one can significantly impact the
other during design.
Finishes
Walls
Wall color and texture play an especially important role in rooms with video conferencing and video recording. Bold or
busy wall colors and patterns create distracting backgrounds for video conferencing. Detailed patterns with contrasting
colors and thin lines are difficult for cameras and codes to interpret. Also, colors that resemble skin tones tend to wash
out participants captured by the video conference camera.
In presentation spaces, audience size, sightlines, and image height requirements should dictate the minimum ceiling
height. Ceiling finishes greatly affect the acoustics of a space. AV devices can generally be installed in any ceiling finish
including hard lid, ceiling tile, exposed ceiling, fabric panel systems, and a number of specialized ceiling finishes.
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Dark ceiling colors absorb light instead of reflecting it and are often used with exposed or unfinished ceiling, front and
rear projection rooms, control rooms, and movie theaters to reduce unwanted ambient light. Lighter ceiling colors are
typically preferred in most other presentation spaces. Ceiling finishes for video conference and video broadcast rooms
should avoid high gloss finishes or bold colors that may interfere with camera image capture.
Floors
For certain presentation spaces, the floor may be elevated for better audience viewing of the presenter and the
presentation. Rooms such as auditoriums, lecture halls, recital spaces, and movie theaters can benefit from a tiered or
sloped floor. Special considerations must be made to accommodate local disability access requirements in tiered or
sloped floor spaces. The material used in floor finishes impacts the acoustics of the room.
Light reflectivity of the flooring can impact video conferencing and broadcast environments where the floor will be
within the viewing area of a camera. Bold or busy floor colors and detailed patterns can be difficult for cameras to
interpret.
Seating Area
When sizing a space, a room width should not be sized greater than twice the room length or a room length greater
than twice the room width. Presentation spaces that significantly exceed a 2:1 aspect ratio may present additional
design challenges.
The design of seating area within a presentation space is intended to provide an optimal viewing and listening
experience while maintaining a comfortable and safe environment for all participants. Designing the seating area
involves evaluating multiple parameters simultaneously. These include image size, sightlines, seat size, work surface
requirements, and row and aisle spacing—all based on task requirements.
Viewing Area
The optimum viewing area is determined by the video display size, location, purpose, and orientation within the room.
The size of the display is proportional to the farthest viewer in the room. The height (H) of the image is based on the
acceptable image detail for the distance that the farthest viewer can be from the center of the display. An image detail
factor of 6 is typically used for tasks that require some detail but do not include reading of small fonts.
For tasks requiring finer detail and smaller font reading, a factor of 4 may be used increasing the minimum screen
height. For video applications that do not require perception of text or detailed images, a factor of up to 8 may be
used, which allows for a smaller image size or longer viewing distances.
Minimum image H = Farthest viewer distance/image detail factor In addition to the farthest viewer limitations, limits to
the off-axis viewing of an image also are present. The optimum viewing angle is considered to be 45 degrees
horizontally to each side of the center axis of the display. The less optimum, but still acceptable, viewing angles include
45 degrees horizontally to an axis at the left and right edges of the display.
These parameters work together to establish the optimum and acceptable viewing area.
Sightlines
The sightline parameters that AV systems designers should consider when conducting a analysis include:



Average seated head height of ≈1.2 m (4 ft)
Average seated eye height of ≈1.07 m (3.5 ft)
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One way to improve sightlines in a presentation space is to provide a sloped or tiered seating layout. The AV systems
designer can experiment with alternative seating arrangements to create the best viewing environment for the
audience. Seating can be aligned or staggered, floors can be flat, sloped or tiered, and the distance between seats can
be varied.
Millwork and Furniture
Special considerations should be made for millwork and furniture incorporating AV equipment.
Millwork and furniture incorporating AV systems should be located to provide easy accessibility for a presenter or
operator. This position is generally near the front of the room, but it may be an area to the side or back of the room for
specialized operator areas.
Millwork with AV equipment requires proper sizing, ventilation, access, and cable management. The finish of
components installed into millwork should be properly coordinated with the architect and owner. Finishes for visible AV
plates and devices should match furniture finishes whenever possible.
Heat, Power, and Air Requirements
The ITS distribution designer should understand the procedure for estimating the amount of heat generated by the AV
equipment and presenting the findings to a mechanical engineer for an appropriate HVAC system design.
If the amount of heat is excessive, the HVAC designer ideally creates a plan of removing the heat from within the room
and cooling the room in cooperation with the ITS distribution designer.
The ITS distribution designer also should understand the causes of HVAC noises and consult with an HVAC designer
about the methods of noise mitigation.
Estimating Heat Load and Distribution
All electronic equipment produces heat. The unit of heat or energy is joule (J [British thermal unit (BTU)]). By definition,
1 J is a unit of work or energy equal to the work done by a force of 1 newton (N) acting through a distance of 1 m. One
BTU is a measure of the quantity of heat approximately equal to 1,055 J.
HVAC designers normally do not deal with the energy units but with the energy transfer units. A unit of energy transfer
is measured in W or J per second (J/s or BTU per hour [BTU/h]). One W generates 3.4129 BTU/h (rounded off to 3.4
BTU/h).
Any device that generates heat will have a heat load, although this number may vary depending on how the equipment
is used (e.g., amplifiers create more heat with higher volume).
The full scope of the heat-generating elements (i.e., equipment, windows, lights, human bodies) should be considered
by a mechanical engineer. However, ICT distribution designers should work with the engineer to ensure that they fully
understand the AV system operation and use.
Room Control
AV systems should be kept at the temperature and humidity similar to that of a telecommunications equipment room
(ER). Equipment should not be placed in a room that is accessible from the outside. The environmental control systems
for the ER should meet the standards for the equipment present (refer to the ISHRAE Handbook – HVAC Applications for
HVAC system design. The recommended temperature range listed is 18–20 °Celsius (°C [64.4–80.6 °Fahrenheit (°F)]).
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Sixty percent RH is maximum humidity with a dew point range of 5.55–15 °C (42–59 °F).
Acoustics
Noise
Background noise within a room can affect speech intelligibility, which creates additional challenges for ICT distribution
designers. One common source of background noise is the building HVAC system. HVAC system components that can
generate noise include:




Fans—motor vibrations and air turbulence.
Diffusers—passage of supply or return air through the diffuser vents. The air flow from a diffuser also can cause
the swaying of a projection screen.
Ducts—passage of air. The ductwork also can carry noise generated by other sources throughout the building.

Other sources of noise can include:




Pumps.
Chillers.
Emergency generators.

Vibration
Vibration is another source of noise. The ICT distribution designer, architect, and mechanical engineer should work
together to ensure that large mechanical units are not placed directly adjacent to the spaces that require a low-noise
floor.
Mechanical vibration and noise created by vibration are often major complaints in buildings.
The low rumble of a chiller or large fan can resonate throughout a building if it is not designed properly and given the
proper vibration isolation. Low-frequency vibration should also be considered because it can affect the stability of
display devices attached to the building structure.
Location of Diffusers Relative to Audiovisual (AV) Equipment
ICT distribution designers must be aware of the locations and installation requirements of HVAC system components to
create a compatible overall system design. For example, the ICT distribution designer should check the air duct
placement in relation to any projector mounting location or any screen mounting location. A misplaced air vent with a
high velocity of air may cause the shaking or waving of projection screens.
Visual Display Systems
Overview
Visual displays are a significant element of any AV system. In most systems, the display is the focus of the system, at
least for its non-audio elements. The display function of the AV systems also ranges from simple single image systems to
complex multi-image systems.
The range of displays includes a number of different image formation technologies, some occurring in a variety of
different products.
The important element is the application of the correct screen material for the viewing distance and sightline angle to
the display and to match the screen material performance with the selected display device.
Projector Selection
Projector and screen material selection must be made in tandem. Outside the diffusion rear projection screen surfaces
and the matte projection screen surfaces, any screen that reflects or redirects light is affected by how the light is
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directed to the screen. For example, a number of the LCD projectors use polarized light as the means to achieve
brightness whereas a ventricular-screen surface attempts to redirect polarized light in orthogonal direction with poor
image result.
Similar mismatches in the dot pitch of the screen and the pixel resolution of the projector can result in imprecise
alignment of projected pixel and the screen surface black backing or stripping with some light lost to the black and
undesirable coloration occurring on the display image.
Rear Projection Mirror Assemblies
Rear projection mirror assemblies are common in rear projection installations. The significant benefit is the reduced
floor space required for a rear screen display system.
When using large-size rear projection, mirror quality should be closely considered because any striations on the mirror
surface are reflected onto the projected image.
In this example of the audio chain, the amplification stage encompasses the sound reproduction process from line level
signals to audible sound waves. This can include simple headphones for a single listener, a hearing assistance system, or
a complete loudspeaker system.
Loudspeaker System Types
Just as the system chain is a unifying factor between various types of audio systems, so are the loudspeaker systems
within them. Notwithstanding the numerous variations, loudspeaker systems can essentially be classified into two types:



Program systems
Reinforcement systems

Program systems contain no microphones and are used strictly for the reproduction of recorded or transmitted audio.
Microphones are used for recording or live sound reinforcement. However, at the location of the sound reproduction, a
program system has no open microphones. Program audio can be purely an audio event, or more typically, it is
associated with some sort of presentation (video or live).
Reinforcement systems are, as the name suggests, reinforcing an acoustic event within the same space. These can be
music reinforcement systems (e.g., live concert), speech reinforcement systems, and sometimes both.
Program Audio Design Considerations
The main requirements for a program audio system are that it is:



Loud enough.
Intelligible.

Factors that contribute to whether the system is loud enough are:



–
–
–
–

Achieving the target SPL of ±3 dB throughout the listening area.
Meeting the required frequency response.
Adequate electrical SNR (greater than 60 dB). Factors that contribute to intelligibility are:
Achieving at least 25 dB SNR (room noise).
Meeting the required frequency response.
No perceived distortion (less than 1 percent total harmonic distortion).
Good direct-to-reverberant sound ratios.
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Loudspeaker Input Power
Loudspeakers are rated by the manufacturer to provide the ICT distribution designer with a performance criterion
known as sensitivity. It is expressed as SPL measured on axis at a specified distance from the loudspeaker and with a
given power input of pink noise band limited for the system under test. If the loudspeaker is a subwoofer, it is tested
only on the very low frequencies. However, if the loudspeaker is a full-range system, it is tested over a much wider
frequency range. The standard distance usually is ≈1 m (3.3 ft) and the power input usually is 1 W.
With the manufacturer’s sensitivity rating for a given loudspeaker measured at ≈1 m (3.3 ft) with a 1 W input, a
comparison can be made with the SPL required at that point to produce the required SPL at the farthest listener
location. Then the power value above the 1 W level required to produce the required SPL can be calculated.
Speech Reinforcement Design Considerations, continued
A speech reinforcement system must be designed to ensure that audience members in the least favored listening
positions (i.e., the farthest from the talker) receive the same listening experience as the audience members closer to the
talker. Through the use of potential acoustic gain and needed acoustic gain equations system parameters can be
determined and possibly adjusted to ensure overall system effectiveness.
Loudspeaker Deployment Options
Loudspeakers can be placed in several different configurations. The chosen scheme largely depends on the architectural
features of the facility.
Audio conferencing Systems Overview
Reviewing the possibilities for the setup of a working conferencing environment, a number of aspects should be
considered, including the conference:





Type (e.g., audio, video, web-based, or a combination).
Objective.
Duration.
Dynamics (e.g., the level of interactivity between the participants and the roles of participants).

When people engage in remote interaction only through voice, they may become distracted and occupy themselves
with alternative stimuli. Video adds a sense of connection and improves the attendee’s recollection of the meeting
events.
Web conferencing also is a part of communication environments, more often as an enhancement instead of a core
communication tool. The majority of our communications is verbal in nature, requiring a specific level of intelligibility
and interaction.
In small conference room spaces, a tabletop conferencing telephone is often an adequate solution for audio
conferencing and provides an all-in-one package that is easy to deploy and provides good sound quality in the many
room environments.
Large Room Environments
The typical room environment introduces ambient noise (e.g., from HVAC, outside noise, projectors, and computers), inroom reflections of the audio (i.e., multipath audio), and constraints on microphone and loudspeaker positioning.
Conference rooms should be designed to a noise criteria (NC) 30 standard. An NC 30 rating corresponds to
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approximately 40 decibels A-weighted (dBA) SPL of background noise, leaving about 30 dB of SNR for normal talkers (70
to 77 dB SPL at ≈1 m [3.3 ft]). A lower
NC rating further improves the quality of the audio conferencing system by increasing intelligibility and reducing listener
fatigue; however, it also increases the overall cost of the room build-out. For an audio system to have good intelligibility,
the signals heard by the local talker should be at least 25 dB above the background noise level.
Often, the conference room location is selected because of the view or convenient location.
However, the location of a potential conference room should be evaluated to ensure it is not directly underneath a
building’s HVAC units or near other environmental noise sources, such as shipping rooms, loading docks, copy rooms,
and network operations centers, to ensure that the outside noise sources are minimized.
Videoconferencing Systems
Videoconferencing systems present some unique challenges to room designers, including the:




Need for controlled lighting different from standard office light.
Integration of audio conferencing requirements into a video room.
Cameras’ and displays’ point of view.

The intent of this section is to give the reader usable information that would allow a successful system deployment.
Room Setup
Room Size and Location
A videoconference room should be larger than a similarly populated basic meeting room. The attendees have to be
spaced apart, so the far-end viewers can more easily see and differentiate those attendees.
The physical location of this type of conference room should be driven by the needs of the organization and some of the
unique videoconferencing criteria. The videoconference room must be located and furnished in a way that allows
uninterruptible presentations and conversations.
First, the ICT distribution designer should try to keep away from windows and exterior walls.
Controlling the light entering the space is critical to the video quality rendered from the space. Exterior walls allow
sirens, truck noises, and other distracting sounds into the space.
Building and Infrastructure
Local building codes dictate the rules for wall construction. The room should be built with low NC as a goal. NC 30
guidelines are recommended for videoconference room needs. Wall construction techniques may include a double layer
of gypsum board as the interior wall with offset stud internals and deck-to-deck coverage.
As with any other infrastructure project, attention should be given to access points, cable pulls, and conduit runs. A
videoconference room has much more cabling and signal routing than a standard environment, so preplanning is
recommended. Often, cables are premanufactured with over-molded ends attached. Some of these cables are not
conducive to field termination, so oversized conduit runs may be required.
Camera-Friendly Finishes
Videoconference systems are specifically programmed devices. Standards-based communications work best with
specific colors and finishes. For example, a medium gray with a blue tint is the best choice for the wall detected by the
system. All of the other walls can be painted to meet an aesthetic objective. Finishes should be satin or flat.
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Tabletops can cause reflections and color changes. A neutral color with satin or flat textureshould be maintained for the
conference table.
Displays
Types, Technologies, and Purposes
The display type must match the intended usage and room aesthetics. Many display types are well suited for
videoconferencing, including LCD, plasma, rear-projection displays and, as the least favorable choice, front projection
displays.
Lighting
To work within the limitations of current camera technology, the ICT distribution designer should understand that light
levels translate into depth-of-field or the distance range of the scene that appears simultaneously in focus. More light
equals greater depth of field. Greater depth-of-field equals sharply defined objects or persons within that view, which
gives an impression of a higher video quality.
The typical camera used for videoconferencing operates extremely well at 753 lux (70 fc) measured at the subject.
Communications Network Interface, continued
The circuit-switched networks also may include somewhat specialized serial interfaces, such as:



International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) standard V.35.
Electronic Industry Alliance (EIA) standard RS-449 or RS-530.

Overhead Paging Systems
Overview
Overhead paging, sometimes referred to as a PA system, allows users the ability to broadcast voice messages or audio
programming across a network of loudspeakers that are typically mounted on walls or in the ceiling. In many systems,
loudspeakers and horns may be accessed individually, in logical groups (i.e., zones), or all at once (i.e., all call). This type
of system may have the capability to provide background music, time tones, night ringing, alerting tones, one-way,
and/or talkback paging to any or all zones in the system. A PA system can be accessed through a telephone system or
may have a dedicated microphone or console.
NOTE: This section discusses telecommunications applications of overhead paging.
Paging systems may be accessed from standard telephones, with or without being connected to a telephone system, or
from central office lines. Some systems use dedicated and keyed (e.g., push-to-talk) microphones or a dedicated
console; however, using telephone access is more common in modern systems.
The voice page is made from a telephone by dialing a code or pressing a button and making an announcement. Many
places of employment are now required by governmental authorities to have systems specifically for emergency and
safety announcements. In addition to an emergency life safety system, the building paging system is often used for
emergency and routine announcements. Stop and start work tones, background music, and personnel tracking are all
considered to be common uses of a building PA or paging system.
The paging equipment is connected to the loudspeaker distribution system in the building. Loudspeakers may be flush
mounted in the ceiling, suspended from the ceiling, or wall mounted. Horns are often mounted on walls, racks, poles,
and I-beams or suspended from ceilings. Larger buildings or multi-building campus applications may have multiple zones
for the paging system. The audio paging cable runs typically return to the nearest AV room, which allows for easier
maintenance, troubleshooting, and system changes.
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In addition to one-way paging, other features of overhead paging systems can include:











Two-way talkback paging (i.e., talk and then listen for response from loudspeaker).
Multiple zones (i.e., areas to be paged separately [e.g., office, factory]).
Group call (page multiple areas/zones at once).
All call (page all areas/zones at once).
Background music.
Night ringing.
Time clock or class change tones.
Alert or alarm tones.
Battery backup.
Override input.

Types of Paging Systems
Two main technologies employed in paging systems are:



Centrally amplified systems.
Distributed amplified systems.

With both systems, the voice page may be accessed by a microphone or a telephone. The voice signal is amplified and
broadcast over the loudspeakers and/or horns.
When deciding on which type of technology to use, there are several considerations, which include:








Cost.
Cable type.
Future expandability.
Interface requirements.
Source requirements.
AV room or rack space availability.
Facility type.

A properly designed overhead paging system will provide an SPL for the voice page that is at least 6 dB, but no more
than 20 dB above the ambient noise level.
Loudspeaker Selection and Placement
If the 6 dB level is not followed, the voice pages:
 May be lost in the ambient noise of the room.
 Will be unintelligible.
If the 20 dB ambient noise level is not followed, the paging will be far too loud in areas closest to the loudspeakers and
horns.
In some systems, highly directional horn loudspeakers are used to direct the sound toward the listener and away from
areas (e.g., walls) that may cause reverberation of sound to occur.
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Loudspeaker Distribution Patterns
The two most common loudspeaker distribution patterns used by designers are the hexagonal and the square. The
hexagonal is the preferred pattern because it provides the most uniform coverage.
Ceiling Loudspeakers
In areas with less than 70 dB noise level, the distance between ceiling loudspeakers in a rowshould be approximately
twice the ceiling height.
In areas with a noise level greater than 70 dB, the distance between loudspeakers should be decreased.
Wall-Mounted Loudspeakers
In some installations, ceiling-mounted loudspeakers are impractical because of premises structures that prevent the
loudspeakers from being properly mounted. In these installations, using wall-mounted loudspeakers may be necessary.
For appropriate sound coverage, wall-mounted loudspeakers should be mounted ≈2.4 m (8 ft) to ≈3.7 m (12 ft) above
the floor. Wall-mounted loudspeakers should not be directed toward each other.
Hallway Loudspeakers
For heavy traffic hallways, use ceiling-mounted loudspeakers placed along the center of the hallway≈ 2.4 m (8 ft)
intervals whenever possible. Place the first loudspeaker ≈2.4 m (8 ft) from the end of the hall and work toward the
other end. Place a ceiling loudspeaker at hall junctions. In a normal traffic hallway, place loudspeakers at intervals equal
to twice the ceiling height.
Where ceiling loudspeakers cannot be used, use wall-mounted bidirectional loudspeakers placed at intervals of ≈8 m (26
ft) on alternating sides of the hallway. Place the first bidirectional loudspeaker ≈6.1 m (20 ft) from the end of the hall
and work toward the other end.
Horn Loudspeakers
Horn loudspeakers (i.e., horns) have a directional projection pattern and are appropriate for use in environments with
more than 70 dB of noise. The loudspeakers may be installed indoors or outdoors or where larger areas must be covered
by each loudspeaker. Horns commonly have a higher power rating than ceiling-mounted loudspeakers.
Digital Signage
Systems Overview
The concept of delivering a focused message to a specific audience at the specific time and location may include:












Digital signage.
Dynamic signage.
Narrowcasting.
Data casting.
Digital in-store merchandising.
Electronic display networks.
Retail TV.
Captive audience networks.
Out-of-home media networks.
Digital media networks.
Electronic billboards.
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The use of dynamic digital signage (DDS) is spreading. It can be found in the streets of any metropolis, a high-rise
building elevator, a sports arena, or TV advertisements.
Audio/No Audio
The decision to add audio content on a DDS network is dictated by the application and location. In general, audio is used
to attract people’s attention with the intent to inform or entertain.
For installations that are intended for audiences that move past a screen quickly (e.g., train or airplane schedules,
advertising on walkways), the dwell time (i.e., the actual time a person is in the location of the screen) is not long
enough to deliver an audio message. In another scenario, where the dwell time is longer but the environment does not
lend itself to audio output (e.g., high ambient noise or designated quiet areas), audio is ill advised.
However, in scenarios where the dwell time is long and the environment lends itself to the audio output, audio can be
employed effectively to attract customers’ attention and encourage them to connect with the message. Areas of
interest might be retail stores where consumers spend significant dwell time and doctors’ or hospital waiting rooms
where the waiting time is long, and the audience can be entertained or informed.
One important consideration for employing audio as part of the DDS content is in locations like retail stores where the
in-store staff listen to the same audio loop throughout the day. If the audio is repetitive, sooner or later the staff
disables the audio. However, in the same environment, audio can become a training aid to the in-store staff by
educating them on the intricacies of product benefits while they interact with customers.
Research should be done to determine the actual customer dwell time and develop appropriate ad loop times to attract
the customer. In addition, changing the order of the ads in the loop cycle can mitigate the repetitive nature of the
content.
Cable Television Distribution Systems
Overview
Standard practices of the ICT industry. This section addresses basic principles of design for a simple cable TV coaxial
distribution system in an Intrabuilding application.
NOTE: Video adapters also may be used in a balanced twisted-pair channel (e.g., branches) to deliver broadband video
services. Broadband video applications also may be transmitted via a LAN backbone (e.g., trunk).
Private Cable Systems
A private cable TV system is typically a locally restricted network where TV signals are either generated locally, off the
local cable service, via a satellite provider, or captured off the air.
Private cable systems are typically found in:
 Office buildings.
 Industrial facilities.
 Schools.

Elements of a Cable System
A typical cable system consists of three basic elements:


Headend—The equipment located at the start of a cable distribution system where the signals are processed
and combined prior to distribution.
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Distribution system—A network of distribution media (e.g., coaxial, twisted-pair, optical fiber cables), amplifiers,
and passive devices (e.g., splitters, taps, balun).
Subscriber drop—The taps, cable, and telecommunications outlet/connector where the users connect their TV
sets or other video devices. The subscriber drop is connected to the distribution system at the tap.

System Topologies
There are two basic topologies used in private CATV distribution systems. Most systems are actually designed with a
combination of these basic topologies:



Home run
Trunk and tap

Home Run Design
The home run design uses a run from a CATV outlet/connector in each room to a central location, typically a
telecommunications room. This central location is then connected to a trunk cable from the head end. In a small system,
the only central location may be at the head end.
A home run system may include an amplifier at the head end to boost the signal and a network of splitters or taps to
distribute the signal to the home run cables. Additional amplifiers may be required after the head end depending on the
cable lengths required. A home run design is typically only used in small installations.
In horizontal CATV cabling, this home run design is called a star topology.
Trunk and Tap Design
The trunk and tap design has a cable run through the building with taps installed wherever they are needed. Drop cables
run from the taps to the CATV outlet/connectors. This design (shown in Figure 13.43) is usually the least expensive way
to serve an area. The trunk and tap design may require amplifiers to be distributed throughout the building depending
on the cable lengths and number of drops required.
Other Distribution Systems
Video Over Balanced Twisted-Pair Cabling
Broadband video over balanced twisted-pair cabling has become ever more popular in the development of extended
frequencies over balanced twisted-pair cabling. Most manufacturers can archive 86 channels or up to 550 MHz on
balanced twisted-pair cabling (see Figure 13.44).
The issues regarding video over balanced twisted-pair cabling are:




Video is designed to transmit over 75 ohm coaxial cable. This is corrected by the use of balanced to unbalanced
matching transformers called baluns. The balun is designed to convert from 75 ohm unbalanced coaxial to 100
ohm balanced twisted-pair cabling category 5e or better.
The degradation of the signal is determined by the loss of the cable and passive hardware, which is corrected by
the use of active components. Most manufacturers use the same structured cabling length of ≈90 m (295 ft) as
the maximum distance from the active component to the TV or monitor.

Some additional considerations are:




Flexibility.
A building structured cabling system that can be used as transmission media.
No loss calculation required.
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Cost.
Maintenance.

Video Over Fiber Optical Cabling
The transmitter performs the conversion of analog video signals to photons (e.g., light signals). A receiver on the far end
receives the optical signal and converts it back to an electrical signal. The principle of transmitting video over optical
fiber cabling is similar to transmitting data over optical fiber cabling. This principle has become practical in long-distance
video applications. The signal loss in optical fiber is substantially less than in coaxial cable, which allows for the greater
distance. The use of optical fiber cable to run the signal from one common video headend is a practical application.
The use of optical couplers/splitters also can enhance a video network. An optical coupler/splitter divides the optical
signal into different percentages of the source signal .When the splitter is ordered, specify this percentage (e.g., 50
percent, 30 percent, 20 percent).
To determine the percentage of each port of the splitter, use the optical loss of the cable lengths. The cable with the
most loss requires the largest percentage of the signal.
Signal Loss in the Network
Target levels for standard TV tuners at the wall plate should be between +0 and +10 dBmV.
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Building Automation systems
Building Automation Systems (BAS)
Introduction
For many years, voice and data systems were cabled separately. Now it is standard practice to use a common
telecommunications cabling distribution system for multiple applications.
Like the voice and data systems of the past, the traditional construction process has separately installed each of the
building automation systems (BAS [e.g., distributed control systems]) disciplines under various divisions of a mechanical
or electrical specification.
BAS include functions such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC).
Energy management systems (EMS).
Lighting control.
Window and shade controls.
Digital signage.

BAS can also interface with security and access control systems, including video surveillance.
The information technology systems (ICT) distribution designer needs to be familiar with traditional BAS protocols and
design methods as well as understand how these systems may be integrated using newer Internet protocol (IP)-based
communications protocols and system designs. By striving for a common cabling distribution system for the voice, data,
video, and BAS, it is possible to reduce both construction and operational costs and create the opportunity for an
intelligent building (IB).
NOTE: Approximate metric measurements with corresponding imperial conversions within this chapter are denoted with
the approximate symbol (≈) at the beginning of the metric measurements. Exact metric measurements with
corresponding imperial conversions will not have this approximate symbol.
Intelligent Buildings (IBs)
An IB can be defined as a building that provides a productive and cost effective environment through optimization of its
structure, systems, services, and management as well as the interrelationships between them.
An IB also may be defined by the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Software that controls building automation functions.
Electronic hardware and devices used within the building.
An IB can provide many benefits for the owner operator, including:
Flexible device placement and easier configuration changes and additions for future BAS technology.
Intercommunication between systems to allow additional functionality.
IP-based telecommunications to enable remote accessibility and management of systems through web browser
technology.
More efficient cable pathway requirements and easier maintenance because of fewer cable and connector
types.

The telecommunications cabling is the common ingredient that can be used to integrate the voice, data, video, and BAS.
In addition to the cabling, other similarities that these power limited (e.g., low-voltage) systems have in common are:
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•
•
•

Transmission characteristics (e.g., analog or digital data signals).
Pathway requirements (e.g., conduit, cable tray, hangers, Raceway) used to support and protect the cabling.
Common or similar governing codes and standards.

The following utilities should be considered for monitoring control and management in building design and renovation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water
Sanitation
Power/lighting
HVAC
Telecommunications cabling system
Fire-life-safety (FLS)
Security
Renewable energy system

Traditional BAS, relative to building management and life safety systems, are usually planned as part of the mechanical
or electrical package and are, therefore, part of the budget and installed during construction. Depending on the site, the
planning and installation of the voice and data cabling may be accomplished when the floor space is being prepared for
occupancy.
This means multiple cabling systems, pathways, and delivery methods are installed during various stages of the
construction and occupancy. Additionally, it typically makes BAS cabling unmanageable, providing little or no flexibility,
and often requires new cabling for system changes or upgrades.
Trends
BAS products and technologies are typically upgraded every five to seven years. The latest BAS technology trends
indicate a shift from the traditional system-specific cabling types to a more open system approach. As electronics and
computer technology continue to evolve, each new generation of BAS controllers and devices under development will
tend to be smaller and serve more specific, dedicated functions across a wider array of applications.
New intelligent endpoint devices are constantly being developed and implemented into BAS applications (e.g., fire alarm
[FA] devices have processors; audio systems use digital communications; access control systems feature video and
biometric capabilities). With these developments and the emergence of multimedia applications, the volume of shared
information has increased, creating an additional demand to increase BAS transmission speeds. BAS communications
architecture will soon appear to be consistent with today’s advanced LAN communications architecture, requiring highperformance cabling or wireless systems.
In some cases, additional construction expenditures may be necessary to reduce the operational expenses associated
with the telecommunications cabling or BAS. Additional expenses may include installing devices for energy management
strategies that optimize power consumption. However, the costs of cabling-related changes can usually be reduced by
25 to 40 percent by using a total systems integration approach.
Communications Protocols
Communications protocols are an essential element of the BAS configuration because of the amount of data transferred
from one point to another and because distributed processors may be dependent on each other for data pertinent to
resident programs. Communications links, or buses, generally use either a poll-response or a peer protocol.
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Some of the commonly used BAS protocols include:
•
•
•
•

Building automation and control network (BACnet, Modicon, MODBUS).
European installation bus.
Local Operating Network Talk (Lon Talk).
BAS Internet protocol (transmission control protocol/Internet protocol [TCP/IP], hypertext transfer protocol
[HTTP], extensible markup language [XML]).

While the BAS industry and interested users have tried to establish a common communications protocol that would
encourage open networking and development of interoperable products, most BAS protocols are proprietary. Each
protocol is Different, and not all permit sharing of data and communications between different BAS vendors or may
require the use of additional or proprietary converters, bridges, routers, or gateways.
This has increased the difficulty to:
•
•
•
•
•

Standardize on a common BAS protocol.
Incorporate design flexibility into BAS networks (e.g., process interaction and media sharing).
Mix and match systems from different BAS vendors.
Expand or upgrade without going back to the original BAS vendor.
Establish a competitive bidding process.

The ICT distribution designer needs to verify the interoperability and specific functionality of the products and protocols
intended to be used.
Building Automation Systems (BAS) Electrical Characteristics
Overview
In addition to meeting all applicable code and standard requirements, the ICT distribution designer shall evaluate the
electrical characteristics for each of the systems sharing the telecommunications cabling. Voice and data systems have
established cabling distance guidelines to control the signal quality for analog and digital signals.
Similarly, BAS controllers use cabled ports (e.g., sensors, actuators, intelligent devices) or communications buses to
transmit and receive signals consisting of:
•
•
•
•

Analog inputs—External devices that send a proportional or continuously changing signal to the controller (e.g.,
humidity and temperature sensors).
Analog outputs—Proportional, variable signals sent by the controller to modulate an external control device
(e.g., damper and valve actuators).
Digital inputs—External sensors that send a two-state, on-off, or two-position signal to a controller (e.g.,
switches, duct static pressure sensors).
Digital outputs—The two-position switching actions of switch contacts activated by the controller (e.g., control
fan relay start-stop, lighting relay on-off).

BAS equipment vendors have established cable distance guidelines for these analog and digital signals, which are
typically based on one or more of the following design criteria:
•
•
•

Communications bus
Current draw
Supply voltage
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•
•
•

Maximum power (watts)
Circuit resistance or contact closure (measured in ohms)
Software applications

Building Automation Systems (BAS) Devices
BAS devices (e.g., field devices) monitor or control a specific function, using input from a device (e.g., sensor) and output
from the controller. For example, a temperature sensor may detect an unacceptable temperature and send an input
signal to the controller. As a result, the controller sends an output signal to an actuator (e.g., motor) that closes a
damper or vent.
Each BAS terminal or device operates over a particular type of cabling as long as it is located within the specified
distance from the controller.
BAS devices are generally power limited and communicate using low-speed protocols. The current draw and line voltage
delivered by the power supply usually limits the signal distance for devices. Typically, 24 American wire gauge (AWG)
[0.51 millimeter (mm [0.020 inch (in)] )] balanced twisted-pair cable has the capacity to handle 1 ampere (A) of current
draw per conductor with a maximum of 3.3 A per 4-pair cable under maximum ≈25 degrees Celsius (77 degrees
Fahrenheit) operating temperature.
Planning Building Automation Systems (BAS) Distribution
Cabling
Overview
Since BAS are basically data networks, they can be easily integrated with telecommunications cabling. It should be the
responsibility of the BAS contractor, if separate contractors are selected, to interface with the cabling contractor to
provide a fully operational, tested, certified, and warranted BAS installation. BAS design must consider the most
economical and flexible solution and should utilize the inherent strengths of telecommunications cabling.
The ITS distribution designer should work with the BAS vendor to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the BAS mechanical equipment locations (e.g., air handlers, chillers).
Identify or determine the horizontal cable pathways and delivery methods.
Identify BAS device locations.
Identify what devices and how many devices will be connected to each horizontal cable run, or determine the
horizontal cable density by size and type of space (see Coverage Area in this chapter).
Determine the location(s) of the BAS controller.
Select the type of cable to be used in the distribution system.
Coordinate design drawings and records to avoid duplication of efforts.
Determine how the systems and cabling will be managed upon completion of the installation (e.g., cable
management, facilities management).
Define or review the work operations and responsibilities of each contractor.

NOTE: A building or facilities manager typically manages the BAS; however, the telecommunications manager manages
voice and data. It will require the cooperation of these departments, or direction from upper management, to perform
systems integration using the telecommunications cabling distribution system.
Telecommunications Cabling Structure Elements
The following information on cabling elements is provided to show some general guidelines and design consideration
when connecting BAS equipment and devices to the telecommunications cabling distribution system
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Table
Typical work and building automation systems coverage area sizes
Building Area Type
(One Work or
Voice/Data
Coverage Area)
(Per [X] ≈m2/ft2)
Commercial
9.3/100

BAS
(Per [X] ≈m2/ft2)
23/248

Additional Factors
Determine average size of modular office building
furniture or office work area space.

Commercial

N/A

50/538

May also require voice connections indoor parking
for security. Identify fire, security, and HVAC
requirements.

Commercial

47/506

23/248

Determine point-of-sale positions retail space and
administration areas.

Factory/

84/904

50/538

Determine office areas, factory manufacturing
areas, and process control needs.

Hotel/

23/248

23/248

Determine voice and data guest connections and BAS
Requirements per room.

Education

5/54

23/248

Classroom

Determine number of students/
computer connections per
classroom. Work area will primarily
be used for data connection.

Hospital

14/151

23/248

Work area density is averaged to
compensate for a variety of environments (office, patient
rooms, labs, operating rooms).
Identify individual building area types.

Mechanical

84/904

5/54

Determine location of air handlers, room chillers, boilers,
pumps, fans, compressors, etc. Air handlers will
typically have a higher
concentration of points.

BAS = Building automation systems

M2 = Square meter

Ft2 = Square foot````

N/A = Not applicable

HVAC = Heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning
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Horizontal Connection Point (HCP)
An HCP is to BAS cabling what a CP is to voice and data cabling. An HCP allows coverage area connections to be
reconfigured (e.g., bridged, chained, added, removed). No more than one HCP should be placed in a single horizontal
cabling link—a BAS outlet is typically not needed when using an HCP.
NOTE: When cross-connections are used at the HCP, a BAS outlet/connector should not be installed as part of the
horizontal cabling link. This requirement ensures that the horizontal channel contains no more than four connections.
The placement of the HCP should be readily accessible and its location visibly marked allowing for ease of routine
maintenance and reconfiguration. HCPs should be located in fully accessible, permanent locations and not in obstructed
areas. Administration for HCPs should be handled in the same manner as telecommunications cabling, hardware,
pathways, and spaces.
NOTE: For balanced twisted-pair cabling, the HCP should be located at least ≈15 m (50 ft) from the TR. This is designed
to reduce the effect of multiple connections in close proximity on near-end crosstalk loss or return loss.
The functions of a CP/HCP can be combined within the same zone box. The number of links served by an HCP should be
limited to 12. The HCP design will depend on the number of coverage areas served. Spare capacity for future expansion
should be considered when determining the size of the HCP.
NOTES: When using a CP/HCP configuration, the BAS terminating hardware in the TR can be integrated with voice/data
services using separate termination strips, or the connecting hardware can be separated. If the connecting hardware
fields are separated and open office cabling is used, assign 4-pair horizontal cables for voice data at the CP and BAS
services at the HCP, which may have an impact on flexibility.
If a combined CP/HCP is used (e.g., a modular patch panel), any horizontal cable can be used for any type of service.
However, a combined modular CP/HCP configuration will not allow for bridging or chaining of BAS devices. When using a
combined CP/HCP configuration, voice/data services should be assigned starting with the first port; BAS services should
be assigned starting with the last port. This provides for some separation of services
Horizontal Cabling
Follow the BAS vendor’s guidelines or use the cabling manufacturer’s guidelines (if applications guides are available) to
determine the distance limitations and number of devices that can be connected to a horizontal cable run. In addition,
use the formula found earlier in the Building Automation Systems (BAS) Devices section to determine maximum cabling
distances or current and resistive-type circuits.
NOTES: Traditional BAS use copper balanced twisted-pair conductors ranging from 16 AWG [1.3 mm (0.051 in)] to 22
AWG [0.64 mm (0.025 in)]. However, the larger diameter conductors of the cable allow more BAS devices to be
connected to a horizontal cable run, resulting in the use of less horizontal cable.
Communications bus lengths up to ≈1220 m (4000 ft) are common when using a combination of the horizontal and
backbone cabling without the use of extenders or repeaters. When repeaters are used, extensions of up to three or four
times this distance are possible.
Requirements for horizontal subsystems may change after further testing and standards development. In the meantime,
observe the following additional guidelines:
•

BAS signals should not share the same horizontal cable as the telecommunications signals.
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•

Each different BAS function (e.g., FA, security, HVAC, and EMS) should use separate

4-pair cables with a minimum of four, 4-pair cables for applications that include all four functions. Category 5e/class D
cabling or better should be utilized for all approved applications. Category 6/class E cabling or better is recommended
for improved performance, especially in open office arrangements. Therefore, additional flexibility is provided at a small
cost differential.
•

•

Signals from systems, such as audio circuits (e.g., speakers and emergency sound) and some analog input/output
circuits, have sheath-sharing restrictions and may require separate cables for each audio, digital, or analog
circuit.
Horizontal cables should be limited to one device per cable run to provide maximum flexibility for future
changes, but they may contain as many as five devices per run to reduce cabling costs and provide for future
flexibility. Multiple horizontal cables can also be bridged or chained at the HC (floor distributor [FD]) located in
the TR or HCP.

Equipment Cabling
Integrating BAS equipment with the telecommunications cabling distribution system and using the dynamic flexibility of
the cabling elements (e.g., equipment cabling, crossconnects) not found in traditional BAS cabling makes it possible to
place the system-level controllers in a variety of configurations. The cabling elements will typically add costs to the
installation since they are not part of a traditional BAS installation (e.g., horizontal cables are traditionally home run
from the controller to the device). However, these costs can be substantially offset by using the cabling elements to
consolidate pathways and multiple equipment locations and by optimizing the telecommunications and BAS installation
through the use of a single installation team.
The ICT distribution designer and the BAS vendor can determine the most cost-effective solution for the placement of
the BAS system-level controllers and their associated equipment cabling, which can be installed in the following
locations:
•
•
•

ERs
TRs
Mechanical/electrical areas

NOTE: Installing BAS system-level controllers in the mechanical/electrical areas may require longer equipment cable
runs or tie cables, but it may shorten horizontal cable runs, depending on the relationship of the devices to the TR or
mechanical area. Since TRs and mechanical/electrical areas are normally located in the building core areas, horizontal
distances for devices and field-level controllers may be similar when using either location. Some BAS vendors state that
the controllers must be placed in close proximity to the mechanical equipment for troubleshooting, but a
telecommunications outlet/connector can provide plug-in capabilities for a remote handheld field test instrument.
These equipment locations allow the BAS system-level controllers to be configured using any combination of the
following strategies:
•
•
•

Distributed in a traditional manner (e.g., distributed using the mechanical/electrical areas)
Distributed using the TRs
Centralized, which allows for distributed processing

Early planning is critical for determining the optimal placement of the system-level controllers (e.g., distributed or
centralized), TRs, and pathways in conjunction with the mechanical/electrical areas. When designing these spaces, all
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controller ports should be connected via the equipment cabling to the cross-connect field in order to avoid future Recabling within the controllers.
NOTE: All BAS ports terminate on terminating hardware—same as voice or data. Bridging and chaining also can be
accomplished on terminating hardware.
Cabling Pathways
Cabling pathways may include the horizontal electrical services from the electrical panel using a modular partitioned
cable tray or raceway.
By combining horizontal services in a common pathway and replacing the traditionally separate pathways (e.g., multiple
conduit and cable tray systems) for the voice, data, video, BAS, and electrical services used in a traditional hardwired
installation, it can:
•
•
•
•

Provide a substantial cost reduction for the initial installation.
Reduce the labor hours for cabling and pathways, typically by 50 percent.
Reduce space requirements for delivering the services in the work space.
Reduce operational costs for moves, adds, and changes (MACs).

Separation and segregation requirements in common pathways shall be adhered to. See Chapter 5: Horizontal
Distribution Systems for additional details associated with horizontal cabling pathway design.
Distributing the Building Automation Systems (BAS) Equipment
The key element in the planning phase is to use the TR as the connecting point for horizontal cabling and pathways for
all voice, data, video, and BAS services. This creates one secure area for all cabling and possibly a common area for any
BAS-associated electronics, eliminating additional equipment areas required for BAS installations.
Locating all systems in a common area simplifies the installation and the maintenance and administration of the
systems, reducing the cost and improving the security. However, it may create security issues where there are nontelecommunications engineers accessing a TR to service the BAS.
When distributing BAS controllers, the telecommunications cabling architecture makes it possible to:
•
•
•
•

Locate BAS system-level controllers in a mechanical area or the TR.
Reduce the number of BAS system-level controllers by consolidating multiple locations in the TRs or ERs.
Recover from controller failures by retranslating and rerouting BAS services via crossconnects to spare ports.
Use the TR to create one secure location for housing all the telecommunications and BAS controllers on a floor
or floor area.

Summary
Integrating cabling and pathways for the voice, data, video, and BAS can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce the initial construction and ongoing operational costs.
Allow one project team to engineer, install, and project manage the installation of all the cabling.
Reduce installation labor hours by consolidating cabling and using a common pathway.
Create a single cabling distribution system for easier administration and maintenance.
Provide the customer with a single point of contact for integrating the cabling and pathways for all the systems.
Reduce contention between trades.
Make construction and installation scheduling easier, improving the efficiency of the overall project.
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•
•

Provide flexibility for additions and rearrangements.
Improve response time to end-user requests for cabling changes.

Data transmission speeds increase as technology advances and more information is processed.
As BAS equipment becomes more advanced, data transmission speeds will also increase.
Some traditional BAS cabling only supports limited data rates and applications. If the appropriate cabling is not
incorporated into the structure during construction, it may require new cabling in the future.
Early planning is the key to successful integration. When building systems are bid and designed separately, costs
increase and flexibility decreases. When cabling methods and pathways are shared and designed together, costs can be
decreased and flexibility can be increased. The manner in which a building is constructed today determines how much it
will cost to operate in the future.
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Electronic Safety & Security
Introduction
This section provides an overview of electronic safety and security (ESS) systems for the information technology systems
(ICT) distribution designer.
IMPORTANT: this Section is not intended to be stand-alone reference material; it requires reference to additional bodies
of knowledge to construct a comprehensive safety and security design.
ESS systems can be identified as performing the following primary functions:
•
•
•
•

Access control
Surveillance
Intrusion detection
Fire alarm (FA) and detection

NOTE: Approximate metric measurements with corresponding imperial conversions within this Section are denoted with
the approximate symbol (≈) at the beginning of the metric measurements. Exact metric measurements with
corresponding imperial conversions will not have this approximate symbol.
Elements of Electronic Safety and Security (ESS) Design
A security program consists of three independent components or mitigation techniques— electronic, architectural, and
operational:
•
•

•

Electronic countermeasures are components that include card readers, cameras, electrified locking mechanisms,
and other electronic devices.
Architectural (or physical) countermeasures include doors, gates and fencing, landscaping, lighting, glazing,
vehicular standoffs and protection, locking mechanisms, and air intake/ separation/partitioning/distribution.
The concept of crime prevention through environmental design also falls within the realm of architectural
security countermeasures.
Operational security countermeasures include, but are not limited to, guard post requirements, patrols, training,
policies and procedures, emergency preparedness, and contingency factors.

Through a balance between these elements, higher levels of security can be achieved while reducing overall capital
investment and operational costs.
Locks and Electronic Access Control (EAC)
Overview
A wide variety of keys and locking devices are available to protect or prevent unauthorized access to items of value or
restrict access to protected areas and valuable information. These vary from traditional physical keys and locks to
elaborate electronic access systems that use part of the human body as the combination to grant access.
The ICT distribution designer may encounter many situations that require electrical locking hardware. ICT distribution
designers should be aware of the life safety implications of installing locking doors inside and on the perimeter of a
facility.
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Impeding the occupant egress under all conditions will result in reducing the safety of building occupants. Once a locking
scheme is selected, consider the method of access.
Cable Types
A typical EAC cable consists of four individually shielded pairs that are used for the door strike, card reader, door
contact, and request for exit. Always consult with the hardware manufacturer regarding specific EAC cable requirements
of the system being installed.
The four individual wire pairs may be supplied individually or in a group. Colored foil shields or jacket colors may be used
to designate the intended purpose of each of the wire pairs within the cables.
Media for communications may include:
•
•
•
•

Balanced twisted-pair—Shielded twisted-pair, unshielded twisted-pair, and screened twisted-pair.
Optical fiber—Multimode and singlemode.
Wireless—Microwave, radio frequency (RF), and infrared (IR).
Cellular networks connection.

Lock Types, Function, Grades, and Styles
In order to coordinate with proper door hardware requirements, an ICT distribution designer should have a general
understanding of basic door locks, including:
•
•
•
•

Bored locks—mounted by boring a hole through the door. They latch to a strike cut into the center of the frame
of a door and may be divided into cylindrical locks or dead locks.
Rim locks—Mounted to the surface of the door and latched to a surface-mounted strike.
Mortise locks—Embedded (e.g., mortised) into the door and latched to a strike cut into the center of the
doorframe.
Vertical rod locks—Use vertical rod that latches to the top or bottom of the door. A concealed vertical rod
indicates that locking rods are concealed within the body of the door.

All locks operate differently. The way the lock works is known as a lock function. Some of the most common lock
functions are:
•

•
•
•

Entrance lock—When pushed in, an inside button locks the outside lever. When the button is released, the
outside lever is unlocked. When the outside lever is locked, a key shall be used for access. The inside lever
always allows free egress.
Storeroom lock—This lock is key-operated from the outside because the outside lever is always locked. The
inside lever always allows free egress.
Classroom lock—The outside lever is accessed by key when the door is locked. The outside lever is locked and
unlocked by the same key. The inside lever is always free egress.
Vestibule lock—The outside lever is accessed by key when the door is locked. A key in the inside lever
determines if the outside lever is locked or unlocked. The inside lever always allows free egress.

The term grade is often used to classify hardware by durability. A grade 1 lock has been tested to be more durable than
a grade 2. A grade 2 has been tested to be more durable than a grade 3.
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Lock styles and finishes are mostly aesthetical, which is important when adding or changing hardware to keep a
consistent look. This is best achieved by continuing to use the same manufacturer of the existing hardware. Ensure that
the keyway stays the same.
Video Surveillance
Overview
Video surveillance is the extension of human vision to areas requiring surveillance. Some primary applications of this
technology include:
•
•
•
•
•

Investigation.
Prosecution.
Deterrence.
Observation.
Intrusion detection.

Traditional uses of surveillance systems include:
•
•
•

Operational.
Safety.
Security.

Privacy and Liability Considerations
ESS systems receive noticeable attention with regard to privacy rights, particularly with the increasing usage of video
surveillance systems (VSS). The legalities of surveillance and privacy are rooted in case law, which varies from state to
state.
A good rule of thumb in the use of video surveillance is to not apply its use in areas where a right to privacy is expected.
There are variances to this rule (e.g., when the appropriate signage is posted), but if there is any doubt about privacy
expectations, seek and document an informed legal opinion.
An area of concern is the inherent liability of providing video surveillance. The use of this technology implies that
monitoring and response would be provided in the areas under surveillance. This information shall be kept in the
forefront of the ESS system design throughout the project’s life cycle.
Capture Devices
Camera Technology
In addition to traditional capture devices that operate within the visible band of the electromagnetic spectrum, other
technologies provide unique viewing capabilities in other bands, including:
•
•

IR cameras—Refers to specially designed imagers capable of seeing into the low IR bandwidth. They are
sometimes referred to as starlight cameras because of their nighttime viewing capabilities.
Thermal cameras—Captures heat or temperature values of a scene rather than light values, regardless of how
bright or dark the scene appears to the human eye. Although the identification of colors and details are
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impossible with thermal cameras (e.g., because they only view temperature), these cameras are quite useful in
viewing dark scenes for activities that have heat signatures.
Capture Devices, continued
Mount interior cameras to clear ≈2.4 m (8 ft) AFF, while exterior cameras should maintain a minimum of ≈4.6 m (15 ft).
These heights are recommended to prevent intentional and accidental tampering with the camera.
Regardless of the mounting type, housings should always take into account environmental conditions and include
heating and cooling measures where warranted. It is also best to ensure that mounting conceals all cable and electronics
within a sealed unit.
Lighting
Camera technology has improved to an extent that minimal lighting supports image capture. Lighting designed from a
safety and security standpoint should be sufficient to accommodate video surveillance needs.If an IR illuminator is used,
this device utilizes IR lamps to brighten scenes for both IR and visible band cameras.
Transmission
Wireless Transmission
Three primary types of wireless technologies are used for transmitting video signals:
•
•
•

RF
Free-space optics
Microwave

Wireless transmission can aid in meeting the needs for rapid deployment of security surveillance devices (e.g., video
surveillance cameras). These technologies may be limited to line of sight applications, requiring careful site surveys to
determine potential signal obstructions.
Internet Protocol (IP) Transmission
IP-based video is accomplished by two possible methods:
•
•

Digitization of video from an analog device and subsequent conversion to IP video
Use of IP-based cameras

One of the advantages of IP video is its capability of integrating with existing ICT. IP video may be continuously
transmitted to any point on the network, and video can be stored on network servers or storage facilities.
Digital video transported through IP can support almost any number of cameras at one time, limited only by the
connection speed (e.g., bandwidth) available for the viewing device. The resolution limit may be scaled up or down,
depending upon the monitor’s size.
Image viewing is limited by the:
•
•

System’s features.
User rights as determined by the administrator.
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• Available network bandwidth.
Intrusion Detection
Overview
Both EAC and intrusion detection are considered inner defenses—when sufficient threat is present, depend on
perimeter protection. The purpose of the facility determines how many layers of protection are present and at what
layer sensors and alarms are used. In some military and other secure locations, the perimeter barriers contain sensors
(e.g., a fence that reports the location of vibrations or distortion outside of certain acceptable limits to a local or remote
monitoring station).
In some instances where a low level of security is needed, only a single layer of intrusion detection (e.g., door alarms,
motion detection, glass breakage) is installed. If the purpose of alarms is to detect, deter, and ultimately delay the
burglar or trespasser, then a single layer of intrusion detection decreases the likelihood that the burglars will escape
without apprehension.
Each building shall be evaluated for its own unique uses, traffic pattern, hours of operation, local crime statistics, and
other relevant observations. The most common points of concern are typically the outside walls, doors, and windows of
the building although many times the doors and windows opening into sensitive internal areas are included in the initial
assessment.
Types of Alarms
The three general types of alarms are:
•



•
•

FAs—Warn the occupants and alert a fire service that:
A fire is in some stage of development.
Flow has been detected in a sprinkler system.
A manual alarm has been engaged.
Intrusion alarms—Signal the entry of an unauthorized person, sometimes under a set of variable conditions
(e.g., time of day, business hours, holiday schedules, etc.).
Special alarms—Indicate that some threshold has been reached by a sensor or electronic device. While it is not a
security device, chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, or explosive sensor raises a security alert with an
alarm condition.

Pull Stations
When a person detects fire, they can initiate strategically placed pull stations. Pull stations are simple switches that,
when pulled, turn on the FA notification appliances.
Pull stations are available in two types:
•
•

Single action
Double action

Single-action pull stations are so named because they require one action (e.g., pulling a lever) to initiate the alarm.
Double-action pull stations require two actions (e.g., lifting an access door, breaking a glass rod or glass pane, and then
pulling the lever to initiate the alarm). This provides a physiological barrier to prevent false alarms.
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Sometimes the double-action stations are provided with a telltale to indicate a prealarm or trouble condition if the first
action is completed without the following of the lever pull.
Pull stations are located within ≈1.5 m (5 ft) of each door that is a point of egress and are strategically placed so that the
linear travel distance between pull stations does not exceed ≈61 m (200 ft). Typical mounting heights of pull stations
should be ≈1220 mm (48 in) to ≈1370 mm (54 in) above the floor. All fire alarm devices and locations shall comply with
the Local Codes Regulations.
Fire Suppression Systems and Supervision Devices
The ICT distribution designer should understand the relationship between a fire detection and a fire suppression system.
While each serves a similar purpose in the protection of life and property, a fire detection system is required to interface
with the fire suppression system by using devices designed to monitor (e.g., supervise) the status of this system.
Supervisory devices are the monitoring equipment required for fire suppression (e.g., sprinkler) systems. These devices
monitor abnormal conditions in the sprinkler system. Their duties include the supervision of the open or closed positions
of control valves supplying water to the system, fluctuation in system air pressure, and temperature/level of water in
gravity and pressure tanks (when used).
In addition to monitoring and controlling devices specific to the fire detection system, control units provide interfaces
with auxiliary building components (e.g., environmental air handling equipment, smoke dampers, elevators, fire-rated
doors) whose proper operation is essential to the integrity of a building’s life safety system. FA and detection systems
may be configured with a single, central control unit or with distributed control units according to the size that the
facility dictates.
Digital Alarm Communicator System (DACS)
Overview
Digital alarm communicator system (DACS) units are used in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Central station burglar alarm systems.
Proprietary burglar alarm systems.
Police station connects burglar alarm systems.
Residential burglar alarm systems.
Fire-protective signaling systems.
Residential fire warning systems.
Home health care medical alert systems.

A DACS is required to connect protected premises with one or more of these supervised systems to a continuously
attended supervising or monitoring station. This reports a message identifying the change in condition at the protected
premises.
Digital Alarm Communicator Transmitter (DACT)
A digital alarm communicator transmitter (DACT) has the ability to obtain a phone line dial tone, dial a preassigned
number for the digital alarm communicator receiver (DACR), receive confirmation from the DACR that it can receive a
signal, and transmit the signal to the DACR. The DACT also receives verification once the DACR has accepted the signal.
The time required to obtain a dial tone and perform these operations may not exceed 90 seconds per attempt.
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Residential Cabling
Residential Cabling
Introduction
This Section provides limited guidance on residential telecommunications cabling. Beyond living spaces with limited
telecommunications needs, residences often include home offices that require high-speed Internet access, sophisticated
automation, network backup systems, and bandwidth-intensive multimedia applications. All require a cabling system
that performs well.
This Section describes a residential cabling system within a home, a multi-dwelling unit (MDU), and a campus (e.g., gated
community). This chapter addresses present and foreseeable future cabling needs. However, some equipment (e.g.,
electronics) may have special installation requirements that are not covered in this chapter, and manufacturer
installation instructions may take precedence.
NOTE: Approximate metric measurements with corresponding imperial conversions within this Section are denoted with
the approximate symbol (≈) at the beginning of the metric measurements. Exact metric measurements with
corresponding imperial conversions will not have this approximate symbol.
Residential Demarcation Points (DPs)
Residential cabling responsibilities have shifted from the access provider (AP) to end users— owners of homes, MDUs,
and campuses.
For example, many APs provide access cabling up to the minimum point of presence (e.g., network interface device
[NID]) on the exterior of a residence or to a point within an apartment or apartment complex.
Design for Flexibility
Residential construction typically has a defined number of units in a structure or campus
(i.e., a home is one unit).
Because there is little probability of rearrangement once the cabling is placed in the walls, the system should be
designed for:
• Anticipated long-term services.
• Maximum flexibility.
• Convenience of the tenant.
Design for Flexibility, continued
Where future telecommunications outlets or expansions of the home or building structure are anticipated, provide a
means of extending cable. For example, if a new residence has a basement that could be used for a recreational area,
place raceways of sufficient size from a distribution device (DD) to this area.
Initially, the information technology systems (ICT) distribution designer shall understand the tenant’s immediate needs
and desires and attempt to provide a cabling system that will be used to integrate with the tenant’s future needs and
systems. From this information, the ICT distribution designer can plan the telecommunications cabling system with one
of the two grades of residential cabling.
Grades of Residential Telecommunications Cabling
There are two grades of residential premises telecommunications cabling. These two grades have been established
based upon services that are expected to be supported within residential units and to assist in the selection of the
cabling infrastructure
•

Grade 1 residential telecommunications cabling provides a generic cabling system that meets the minimum
requirements for telecommunications services (e.g., telephone, satellite, community antenna TV [CATV], data
services, multimedia telecommunications services). Grade 1 residential cabling provides one 4-pair balanced
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twisted-pair cable and associated connectors that meet or exceed the requirements for category 5e and one 75ohm Series-6 coaxial cable. Installation of category 6 cable in place of category 5e cable is recommended.
NOTE: The balanced twisted-pair cable and coaxial cable do not have to be terminated at the same location (e.g., wall
telephone location). However, a minimum of one 4-pair balanced twisted-pair cable and one 75-ohm Series-6 coaxial
cable shall be installed to all other outlets.
•

Grade 2 residential telecommunications cabling provides a generic cabling system that meets the requirements
for current and developing basic, advanced, and multimedia telecommunications services. Grade 2 residential
cabling provides a minimum of two 4-pair balanced twisted-pair cables and associated connectors that meet or
exceed the requirements for category 5e cabling and two 75-ohm Series-6 coaxial cables. Installation of category
6 cable in place of category 5e cable is recommended. Additionally, two-strand multimode optical fiber cable
may be installed.

NOTE: The balanced twisted-pair cable and coaxial cable do not have to be terminated at the same location (e.g., wall
telephone location). However, a minimum of two 4-pair balanced twisted-pair cables and two 75-ohm Series-6 coaxial
cables shall be installed to all other outlets.
The cabling associated with both grades of residential cabling is to be placed in a star topology. In addition, the length of
each outlet cable is not to exceed ≈90 meters (m [295 feet (ft)]). This length allows an operational length of ≈100 m (328
ft), including an ≈10 m (33 ft) allowance for patch cords or jumper wire and equipment cords.
Table
Recognized tenant area residential cabling by grade
Cabling
4-Pair unshielded

Grade 1
Category 5e cable
recommended)

Grade 2
Category 5e cable (category 6/class E (category 6/class E
recommended)

75-Ohm Series-6
coaxial cable
X
X
Multimode optical fiber
—
Optional
Security cabling
Optional
X
Speaker (cabling)
Optional
Optional
Control cabling
Optional
Optional
NOTES: Each living area should be cabled with at least one telecommunications outlet.
A living area is defined as any room in which voice/data/video applications may be used.
It is recommended that multiple telecommunications outlets be installed in each living area to allow for flexible
furniture configurations and to reduce the use of long equipment cords.
All cabling shall be home run directly from individual telecommunications outlets to the DD.
Typical Pathways and Spaces in a Multi-Dwelling Building
Entrance Facility (EF)
The entrance facility (EF) consists of the telecommunications service entrance to the building, including the entrance
point through the building wall and continuing to the common equipment room (CER). The EF may contain the backbone
pathways that link to other buildings in campus situations. Antenna entrances also may be included as part of the EF.
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Primary protection is required on metallic cables. Provisions should be made for the installation of a surge protection
device for each conductive cable entering or leaving the EF. Access to the building electrical ground shall be provided
within ≈1.52 m (5 ft) of the conductive cable terminations in the EF in accordance with applicable codes.
NOTE: All of the design and construction of EFs for residential cabling shall meet or exceed applicable codes, standards,
regulations, and authority having jurisdiction rulings.
Common Equipment Room (CER)
The CER may be collocated with the EF. It also may be used to house active equipment. The
CER may house the terminations of the DP, ADO cable, and backbone cable.
Equipment Room (ER)
An equipment room (ER) may house the EF, the CER, and a common telecommunications room (CTR). An ER typically
houses more equipment than a CTR, and it has different space requirements. An ER requires other support facilities
(e.g., electrical power, heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning).
Common Telecommunications Room (CTR)
The CTR is the space where backbone and ADO cables terminate. A CTR should be located on each floor, or every third
floor, thus serving the floor it is on and the floors above and below.
The CTR should be in a common area and easily accessible. For security reasons, it should be locked. The minimum size
of the space shall be in accordance with Table below The CTR may be required to be expanded in size to accommodate
additional hardware.
Table
Minimum space for a multi-dwelling unit common telecommunications room
Space
Minimum space for

Grade 1
≈368 mm (14.5 in) wide

Grade 2
≈775 mm (30.5 in) wide

First five tenant units

≈600 mm (24 in) high

≈600 mm (24 in) high

Minimum additional
space per tenant unit

≈32,000 mm2 (50 in2)

≈64,516 mm2 (100 in2)

In = Inch
Mm = Millimeter
If active equipment is placed within the CTR, dedicated, unswitched electrical power outlet(s) shall be provided within
≈1.52 m (5 ft) in the CTR. The height of the electrical outlet(s) should be suitable for the equipment being installed and
shall be in compliance with applicable codes.
Premises Cabling System Testing
Telecommunications cabling (e.g., voice, data, video, security, audio, control) can be damaged during the construction
phases of rough-in, drywall installation, and during the siding of the exterior. For these reasons, telecommunications
cabling shall be acceptance tested.
Acceptance testing includes visual examination of all cabling and verification of all cabling and qualification of copper
cabling for data cabling or certification of copper or optical fiber cabling for data cabling.
Verification testing is generally performed in two steps:
• Prior to the installation of insulation and drywall
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• During the trim-out stage of the cabling after painting
NOTE: Performing either a qualification test or certification of data cable generally negates the need for verification
testing during the trim-out stage.
Verification testing of the cabling shall be performed to ensure proper end-to-end connectivity.
Coaxial cable shall be verified to ensure continuity.
Twisted-pair cabling test shall include:
• Wire map.
• Length.
• Continuity to the remote end.
• Shorts between any two or more conductors.
• Crossed pairs.
• Reversed pairs.
• Split pairs.
• Any other miswiring.
Qualification of voice and data cabling is preferred over verification testing during the trim-out stage of cabling. Cable
qualification tests the cabling to determine that certain network technologies (e.g., 1000BASE-T, 100BASE-T, Firewire™)
will perform on the cabling system. Cable qualification shall be performed using network equipment installed on the
cabling or by use of a qualification test instrument.
Certification may be used in lieu of verification testing or cable qualification testing of data cabling during the trim-out
stage of cabling. Certification tests the cabling to all performance criteria of a category of cable. Certification testing,
when implemented, should be done in the permanent link configuration.
The permanent link refers to the permanent part of the cabling installed (e.g., cable up to ≈90 m [295 ft] from the DD to
the outlet and the connectors) without patch cords installed on each end of the cable.
Administration
Administration, including labeling, identification, and documentation, shall be performed for the telecommunications
cabling. Labels shall be mechanically printed.
Administration for single-dwelling residences can range from a simple label affixed to the inside of the DD identifying
each cabling run to blueprints indicating telecommunications outlet locations and identifying cable runs. Cable runs from
the DD to the telecommunications outlet shall be labeled on each end of the cable. This may be accomplished by affixing
suitable identification tags or labels.
Telecommunications outlet labeling is desired, but is not a requirement, because of aesthetic considerations in the living
space. Icons or labels may be mounted on the faceplate of each telecommunications outlet, which denote the intended
application for each telecommunications Outlet Cable.
At a minimum, provide a label within the DD denoting each cable run. Identify each cable run by room and wall
locations. For example, B1-N could denote a telecommunications outlet/connector on the north wall of bedroom one. If
telecommunications outlets/connectors are not labeled, consider including simple floor plans at the DD that provide a
graphic correlation between physical telecommunications outlet locations and outlet designations.
Administer multi-dwelling residences (e.g., apartment buildings, condominiums) in the same manner as commercial
building.
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Health care
Introduction
Today’s health care facilities rely on data, voice, and other medical communication technologies and systems to provide
patient care. The convergence of these communication technologies continues to increase the demand and need for
well-designed systems and adequate space to accommodate them.
This section addresses the specific aspects of information technology systems (ICT) within an acute care hospital
environment. An acute care hospital is a facility that provides inpatient and outpatient care for a short period of time for
a severe illness. Throughout this Section, the term health care facility refers to the acute care hospital setting.
Many of the requirements and recommendations discussed within this chapter also can be applied to other types of
medical facilities, including:
 Skilled nursing facilities (nursing home).
 Long-term care hospitals.
 Rehabilitation centers.
 Psychiatric facilities.
 Ambulatory clinics and surgical centers.
 Outpatient clinics.
Space and Pathway Requirements and Considerations
Overview
Technology and medical communication rooms typically include space for data and voice communication, patient
monitoring and alarm, nurse call, hospital information, digital imaging (e.g., picture archiving and communication system
[PACS]), security, building automation, fire and life safety, and telemedicine and teleconferencing systems equipment.
Entrance Facility (EF)
The entrance facility (EF) houses the point at which data and voice circuits and services enter the facility and outdoor
cabling interfaces with the building infrastructure.
Number and Size
Each hospital shall have at least one EF that is dedicated to the telecommunications function and related support
facilities. Some authorities having jurisdiction (AHJs) may require two EFs.
The EF shall have minimum dimensions of ≈3.7 meters (m) by ≈4.3 m (12 feet [ft] by 14 ft]), which may be dictated by
the AHJ.
Location and Access Requirements
The EF shall be located in a dry area that is not subject to flooding. The EF should be as close as practicable to the
building entrance point and next to the electrical service room to reduce the length of bonding conductor to the
electrical grounding system.
Access to the EF shall be restricted and controlled by access control systems (ACS). A combination of the EF and the
technology equipment center (TEC) shall be permitted.
Facility Requirements
Mechanical and electrical equipment or fixtures that are not directly related to the support of the EF shall not be
installed in, pass through, or enter the EF.
The temperature and humidity levels in the EF may be different than a typical commercial building. Refer to the AHJ for
specific requirements.
Heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning systems serving the EF shall be connected to the hospital’s emergency power
systems.
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Technology Equipment Center (TEC)
The TEC houses the main networking equipment and the application servers and data storage devices that serve the
building. TEC is the terminology commonly used in the health care design industry and is similar to the equipment room
and maintenance center in other environments. The TEC is the heart of the ICT and communication systems for
hospitals.
The TEC must be sufficiently sized, environmentally controlled, power conditioned, and fire protected.

Number and Size
Each hospital shall have at least one TEC that is used exclusively for data storage, processing, and networking.
The TEC shall be an adequate size to provide the proper space to meet service requirements for the equipment.
Location and Access Requirements
The TEC shall be located above any floodplains and below the top level of the facility to deter water damage to the
equipment from outside sources (e.g., leaks from the roof, flood damage). In areas prone to hurricanes or tornados, the
TEC shall be located away from exterior curtain walls to prevent wind and water damage.
The TEC shall be located a minimum of ≈3.7 m (12 ft) from any transformer, motors, X ray, induction heaters, arc
welders, radio and radar systems, or other sources of electromagnetic interference.
Access to the TEC shall be restricted and controlled by ACS. A combination of the TEC and the EF shall be permitted.
Facility Requirements
Mechanical and electrical equipment or fixtures that are not directly related to the support of the TEC shall not be
installed in, pass through, or enter the TEC.
All computer and networking equipment within the TEC shall be served by uninterruptible power supply. All circuits
serving the TEC and the equipment within it shall be dedicated to serving the TEC.
Reliable cooling and heating shall be provided 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Temperature and humidity in the TEC
shall be controlled to an operating range of 18 to 24 degrees Celsius (ºC [64 to 75 degrees Fahrenheit (ºF)]) with 30 to 55
percent relative humidity.
Technology Distribution Room (TDR)
Technology distribution rooms (TDRs) provide a secure, flexible, and easily managed location for the structured cabling
systems, network electronics, clinical systems, nurse call systems, and other technology and communication equipment
throughout the building. TDRs house a variety of technology systems and system components.
Typical systems and equipment located in TDRs include the following:
• Voice
• Data
• Overhead paging
• Closed-circuit security system
• Access control
• Audiovisual (AV)
• Distributed antenna system (DAS)
• Nurse call system
Number and Size
There shall be a minimum of one TDR on each floor of the facility. The quantity of TDRs shall be in accordance with the
requirements of the standard being followed (e.g., TIA-568-C, TIA-569-C, TIA-1179, ISO/IEC 14763-2).
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Under TIA/EIA-568-C, the maximum allowable horizontal cable distance is ≈90 m (295 ft) of installed cabling. The
number of rooms per floor will be determined by this. The TDR shall be located on the same floor as the work area
served. All TDRs shall have minimum inside dimensions of ≈3.7 m by ≈4.3 m (12 ft by 14 ft).
Location and Access Requirements
The TDR shall be located in an accessible, nonsterile area on each floor. Access to the TDR shall be directly off a corridor
and not through another space such as an electrical room or mechanical room.
Access to a TDR shall be restricted and controlled by ACS.
Facility Requirements
Mechanical and electrical equipment or fixtures not directly related to the support of the TDR shall not be installed in,
pass through, or enter the TDR.
Each TDR shall be connected to the TEC to provide a building-wide network and communication system. All circuits
serving the TDR and the equipment within it shall be dedicated to serving the TDR.
Reliable cooling and heating shall be provided 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Temperature and humidity in the TDR
shall be controlled to an operating range of 18 to 24 ºC (64 to 75 ºF) with 30 to 55 percent relative humidity.
Redundancy
The high demands on uptime and reliability in the data and voice networks that support health care facilities create a
need for equipment redundancy. This need can be met internally within the hardware or by installing additional
backbone cabling (optical fiber or copper) in a redundant method. Cabling will require designing a series of redundant
pathways consisting of conduits, sleeves, cable trays, and other supports.
Wireless Networks
Overview
The active wireless spectrum found in a modern hospital is broad and diverse. Frequency ranges from 150 megahertz
(MHz) to 6 gigahertz (GHz) are commonplace in most health care settings for a variety of systems. Hospital
environments, unlike most other spaces, must accommodate many users and greater densities and be more robust for
the following reasons:
•




•



•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Regulated or licensed wireless networks:
Wireless medical telemetry
First responders (police and fire)
Aeronautical radios (helicopters)
Customer and owner radio systems
Medical-grade applications of typical business wireless systems, including wireless fidelity coverage of:
Electronic medical record—mobile medical computing
Wireless telephony for caregivers
Electronic medical equipment networks:
Pumps
Transport monitors
Patient beds
Other systems found in hospitals:
Real-time location systems:
Equipment
Patients
Staff
RFID:
Supply chain management
Surgical instruments
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•
•
•


•

Safety and security:
Infant protection
Wandering patient and senior elopement
Psychiatric monitoring
Timekeeping
Patient queuing and waiting
Special design considerations:
–
–
–
–

DAS
Spurious noise generation (cauterization)
Imaging systems
Specialty shielding

Wireless LAN (WLAN)
A wireless LAN (WLAN) is no longer an optional system within a health care facility.
Wireless coverage is required throughout the facility to support caregiver mobility, provide immediate and universal
access to patient data, enhance asset tracking capabilities, and provide Internet access to patients and their families.
Wireless telephones, laptops, workstations on wheels, tablets, tracking systems, wireless clocks, temperature
monitoring systems, telemetry, and other medical communication systems can operate on the WLAN.
Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS)
DAS provide a single, universal infrastructure for the propagation of RF signals within a facility. DAS allow wireless
technology systems that utilize frequencies between 150 MHz and 6 GHz to share a common cabling infrastructure,
antennae, and amplification equipment, providing for a lower total cost of ownership and a more aesthetically pleasing
facility with less antennae hanging from corridor hallways. Typically, these systems are used to provide enhanced
cellular telephone coverage within a facility for one or more carriers but also can be used for ultrahigh frequency (UHF),
very high frequency, Wireless Medical Telemetry Service (WMTS), pagers, walkie-talkies, and even Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE) 802.11.
Wireless Medical Telemetry Service (WMTS)
Wireless medical telemetry is the remote monitoring of a patient’s health. The use of wireless medical telemetry gives
patients greater mobility and increased comfort by freeing them from the need to be connected to hospital equipment
that would otherwise be required to monitor their condition. Wireless medical telemetry also serves the goal of
reducing health care costs because it permits the remote monitoring of several patients simultaneously.
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